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ABSTRACT 

This bulletin describes the Region Six East input
output model, explains how the model was 
constructed, and suggests how the model can be 
used. The bulletin also presents a large amount of 
information about Region Six East and gives insight 
into how the local economy functions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
One of the important economic tools for 

analyzing regional economies is the input-output 
model. Input-output models are useful in studying 
the impacts of changes in regional economic 
activity. An input-output'model also gives a detailed 
picture of a local economy at a specific point in time 
and shows how various types of businesses are 
interdependent through their sales and purchases. 
Furthermore, collecting the data for an input-output 
model forces the analyst to become familiar with 
the regional economy. 

In order to furnish information to local decision
makers, an input-output model was constructed for 
Minnesota Development Region Six East. 
Development regions were authorized by the state 
legislature because many problems faced by local 
government officials cross the boundaries of local 
governments (Minnesota State Legislature, p. 2284). 
Although Region Six East is close to the 
Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area, it is an 
important agricultural area. As shown in figure 1, 
the region consists of Kandiyohi, McLeod, Meeker, 
and Renville counties. 

This bulletin presents information about the 1972 
Region Six East input-output model. The 
information should be useful to anyone interested 
in constructing small-area input-output models and 
to anyone interested in using the Six East model in 
the region for planning purposes. In the pages that 
follow, input-output analysis in general, the 
methodology used, and the results of the model are 
all discussed. Examples of how the model can be 
used are also given. 

Input-Output Mathematics 

The heart of any input-output model is the 
transactions table. The transactions table shows 
purchases and sales among sectors of an economy. 
Sectors are simply groups of similar businesses or 
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other entities like households or governments. As 
an example, all the dairy plants in a region would 
be in the dairy products manufacturing sector. 
There are three types of sectors: (1) processing 
sectors (2) final demand sectors, (3) and final 
payme~ts sectors (Miernyk, pp. 11-16). Processing 
sectors are the sectors producing goods and 
services. Final demand sectors a re the autonomous 
sectors where changes occur that affect the rest of 
the sectors. Examples of final demand sectors are 
exports, household expenditures, and federal 
government expenditures. Final payment rows are 
made up of value added items and imports. For a 
firm, value added is the difference between the 
market value of the firm's product and the cost of 
materials used in making the good (Sloan and 
Zurcher, p. 459). Value added is composed of taxes, 
rent, interest, employee compensation, profits, and 
depreciation. Using different terminology, we can 
say that the processing sectors are classified as 
endogenous and the final payments a~d demand 
sectors are classified as exogenous (Richardson, pp. 
15-16). The classification of a sector into the 
endogenous or exogenous category is somewhat 
arbitrary. For instance, local governments and 
households can be either endogenous or exogenous 
depending upon the problems being explored. 

Table 1. Simplified input-output transactions table. 
,..--------'--.. .. 

to Buyers 

Total purchases X, 
or 

A highly simplified example of an input-output 
model is presented in table 1.' Reading across a 
row gives sales by one sector to other sectors. For 
instance, in the first row sector 1 sells X'1 to itself, 
X'2 to sector 2, X'3 to sector 3 and Y, to final 
demand. Total sales for any sector i are 

3 
I Xij+Y;=X j 

where Xij is sales of row sector i to column sector j, 
Yi is sales to final demand by sector i, and Xi is total 
sales of sector i. Similarly, reading down a column 
reveals purchases by one sector from other sectors. 
As an example, sector 1 purchases X" from itself, 
X21 from sector 2, and X31 from sector 3. It also pays 

'The example presented in Table 1 and the equations that follow are 
derived from Richardson, pp. 26-30. 

V,to final payments. Total expenditures or 
purchases by a given sector j are 

3 
I Xij+Vj=Xj 
;=, 

where Xij is defined as before, Vj is contributions to 
final payments (value added items and imports), 
and Xj is total purchases by sector j. Note that the 
sum of row 1 equals the sum of column 1, the sum 
of row 2 equals the sum of column 2, and the sum 
of row 3 equals the sum of column 3. In other 
words, 

Xj=Xj 

where i equals j. As explained above XI'S are row 
totals and X/s are column totals. 

After examining the transactions table, one can 
see that input-output models, stripped to their 
basics, are nothing more than double entry 
accounting systems. The basic accounting identity 
for a firm is: Earnings revenues - expenses. In 
other words, earnings for a given time period are 
equal to the difference between revenues and 
expenditures of the same period (Fertig, et. aI., p. 
17). This formula is of central importance for a 
sector in input-output models, particularly if it is 
rearranged so that: Revenues=earnings+expenses. 
In the input-output transactions table, a sector's 
revenues are recorded across its row while earnings 
and expenses are recorded down its column. 

The similarities between accounting and input
output analysis are more than an interesting 
coincidence. A large share of the information for an 
input-output model comes from the financial 
records of firms. Part of the information needed 
from firms to construct an input-output model is 
summarized in each firm's annual income 
statement, the financial statement most concerned 
with the earnings formula.2Accountants have even 
suggested using intrafirm input-output models to 
analyze interactions among a firm's divisions 
(Livingstone). 

The next step is to divide each cell in a column 
of the transactions table by the column's total 
purchases. The procedure is carried out only for the 
endogenous sectors of each column. This results in 
a direct coefficients matrix: 

X"IX, X'2/X2 X'31X3 ] [a" a'2 a'3]
X2,/X, X221X2 X2JX3 = a2, a22 a23[ X3,1X, X3iX2 X~3 a3, a32 a33 

Each aij shows how much sector j must purchase 
from sector i to produce a dollar of output. 

The direct coefficients matrix provides 
information only on the direct effects of a sectors 
increased activity. If a feed manufacturer increases 

250me historians have attached significance to the invention of double
entry accounting in the development of capitalism. It is difficult to imagine 
capitalism without financial statements (Gordon and Shillinglaw, pp. 4-5). 
It would be interesting to see if the users of input-output models will have 
as great an impact on the world as the 13th and 14th century Italian 
merchants who developed double-entry bookkeeping. 
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his sales, the direct coefficients matrix shows that 
he would have to buy a certain amount of grain. 
The matrix does not show the indirect effects of the 
grain purchase. The direct coefficients matrix does 
not include the effect on the fertilizer manufacturer 
who produces an input needed by the farmer to 
produce the grain. 

To include the indirect effects, we must resort to 
algebra. In table 1, the amount sold to final demand 
by sector 1 can be expressed as: 

Xl - Xll - X12 - X13=Yl 

or 


Xl - allX1- a12X2 - a13X3=Y1 

The same relationships for all sectors can be 
expressed in matrix form as: 

X AX=Y or (1 - A) X=Y or X=(I- A) - ly, 

where X is a column vector of total sales, I is an 
identity matrix, Y is a column vector of final 
demands, and A is the direct coefficients matrix. 
The (I-A) 1matrix shows the direct and indirect 
effects of an increase in final demand in a given 
sector j. For algebraic simplicity let 

(1- A) l=B= [b1l b12 b13 ]
b2l b22 b23 
b31 b32 b33 

The sum of a column j in the B matrix is called the 
final demand multiplier for sector j. Final demand 
multipliers show the direct and indirect 
requirements from all sectors necessary to produce 
an additional dollar of sector j's output for final 
demand (Richardson, p. 32). As an example of how 
to use the multiplier, suppose final demand in 
sector 1 increases by $10. The total effect of the 
increase would be estimated by: 

Total effect =$1 0 (bll+b21+b31) 
=$10 b11 +$10 b21 +$10 b31 

Differences Between Small Area 
and The National Input-Output Models 

Although the mathematics is similar, the United 
States' input-output model and a model for a small 
sub-state area like Region Six East are analytically 
quite different. The direct coefficients from the 
national model are essentially production 
coefficients. Each national direct coefficient tells 
how much of a given product i is necessary to 
produce a given product j. This relationship holds 
because U.S. imports are relatively small when 
compared to total output. However, small regions 
are more open than the United States as a whole, . 
which !T1eans that the propensity of a small region 
to import inputs from outside its boundaries is 
higher than the propensity of the nation to import. 
Similarly, the propensity of a small, sub-state region 
to export its produce outside its boundaries is 
higher than the propensity of the nation to export. 
As an example, Region Six East has only 100,000 
people. Many of the local industries' suppliers and 

customers are located in the Minneapolis-St. Paul 
metropolitan area. As region size increases, more 
transactions are internalized. A Minnesota state 
input-output model would show larger intra
regional transactions relative to output than the Six 
East model. 

Regional direct coefficients are local purchase 
coefficients rather than production coefficients. This 
fact is summarized by Harry Richardson (p. 114) as: 

rij=alj+mij 

where 
rij = total regional production or technical 

coefficient 
(local industry j's requirements of 
output i) 

au = regional direct coefficient 
(local industry j's purchases of 
product i from industry i 
establishments in the region) 

mil regional import coefficient 
(purchases by local industry j of 
product i from establishments outside 
the region) 

The importance of openness in small sub-state 
regions can also be illustrated using a classification 
scheme devised by Daniel W. Bromley (pp. 126
127). He used two indices. The index of internal 
purchases (u) for a given sector tells the portion of 
each dollar of outlay from sector j that is spent for 
local intermediate purchases. The index of internal 
sales (w) tells the portion of the sales of a sector 
that is sold locally. Sectors of a regional economy 
can be placed in one of four categories depending 
upon whether its local purchases and sales are high 
or low. The four categories are illustrated in figure 
2, which is based on a similar illustration by 
Bromley (p. 127). 

Figure 2. Sector classification. 

w Low Internal 8ale8 High Internal 8ale8 
u (low w) (high w) 

High internal purchases Quadrant II Quadrant I 
(high ul (exporters) (internal trade) 

Low internal purchases Quadrant III Quadrant IV 
(low u) (importers (importers) 

exporters) 

Based on Daniel W. Bromley, "An Alternative to Input-Output Models: A 
Methodological Hypothesis," Land Economics, Vol. 48, No.2 (© 1972 by
the Regents of the University of Wisconsin), p. 127. 

The sales and purchase patterns of the four 
quadrants differ substantially (Bromley, p. 127). 
Basically, Quadrant I makes purchases from 
Quadrant IV to produce things to sell to Quadrant II. 
Quadrant IV, as well as selling to Quadrant I, also 
sells directly to Quadrant II. Imports enter the 
system via Quadrant IV, and exports leave from 
Quadrant II as well as from Quadrant III. Quadrant III 
is more independent of the local economy. It buys 
imports, processes them, and sells exports. 
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(Labor) 

Flows of goods 
and services 
from to 

x Jt y 

Figure 3. Trade flows. 

Based on Daniel W. Bromley, "An Alternative to Input-Out Models: A 
Methodological Hypothesis," Land Economics, Vol. 48, No.2 (0 1972 by 
the Regents of the University of Wisconsin). p. 127. 

The basic trade patterns e~plained above can be 
summarized in figure 3. 'Note that flows of labor are 
included in figure 3. All sectors use labor, so 
households provide inputs to all four sectors. 
Households, on the other hand, purchase items 
from Quadrants I and IV. The relationships 
discussed above are grossly simplified; minor flows 
of goods and services are igno red. 

We would expect a larger concentration of 
Quadrant II and III sectors in a small, open regional 
economy than in a larger region. A preponderance 
of these sectors tends to reduce interactions in the 
transactions table of an input-output model. There 
are only two impulses transmitted by Quadrants II 
and III sectors to the rest of the economy: (1) 
purchases of labor from households by both 
Quadrants II and III, and (2) purchase of inputs by 
Quadrant II from Quadrants I and IV. In short, an 
input-output model for a small area is quite similar 
to an economic base model. Quadrants II and III 
provide the exports to drive the whole economy.3 

Strengths and Weaknesses 
of Input-Output Analysis 

Like any. other economic tool, input-output 
analysis has its strong points and shortcomings. If 
input-output models are to be used correctly, a 
familiarity with their strengths and weaknesses is 
essential. 

'Economic base analysis stresses that a specialized local economy must 
export to survive (Berry, p. 23). To pay for imports, the economy must 
export. In economic base models there are two sectors-a basic sector 
exporting its products and a residentiary sector selling its products locally. 
The activities are linked, and the linkaliles can be represented by a single 
multiplier. The economic base multiplier has been proven mathematically 
equal to the sum of weighted input-output multipliers (Garnick, Billings). 

II 
Exporters Internal 

trade 

III IV 
I mporters Importers 
-exporters 

Imports 

(Labor) 

Households 

The most important strength of a small-area 
input-output model is that the model presents a 
picture of a local economy for a given time period. 
Just constructing a transactions table develops an 
understanding of the interdependencies in an 
economy. At the same time, input-output models 
provide a greater amount of information about 
specific sectors than more aggregate techniques like 
economic base models. As will be shown later, this 
sector-specific information can easily be used to 
analyze changes in the local economy. 

However, an input-output model with a large 
number of sectors can devour a great deal of data. 
This problem is particularly severe for areas with 
small populations. Relatively few data are published 
for such areas. For an explanation of data problems 
encountered in the Region Six East model, see 
appendix I. • 

Input-output analysis also has theoretical 
weaknesses. One is the assumption that each sector 
purchases all inputs in fixed proportions and the 
use of these inputs varies in direct proportion to the 
level of sales (Baumol, pp. 480-481). In the case of 
small-area models, this means that local purchases 
are made in fixed proportions and they vary with 
sales_ The assumption effectively rules out 
economies of scale and factor substitution. The 
assumption is obviously unrealistic. In the real 
world, economies of scale and factor substitution do 
exist. However, the assumption is necessary if 
input-output analysis is to be used. In input-output 
models, a single direct coefficients matrix is 
calculated from a given transactions table. 
Assuming fixed proportions allows one to use that 
single direct coefficients matrix regardless of the 
level of a sector's sales (Yan, p. 17). If the 
assumption is not made, different direct coefficients 
would have to be estimated for different levels of 
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sales. A whole range of coefficients would make 
input-output models unwieldy. 

Since an input-output model reflects transactions 
for a particular time period, it would seem that price 
and technological changes can rapidly make the 
model out-of-date. Changes in relative prices of 
inputs and changes in technology could easily alter 
purchase patterns and, therefore, the coefficients 
derived in input-output models. Actually, a number 
of studies suggest technical coefficient stability 
(Richardson, p. 172). For subnational regions 
changes in trade patterns may be more of a 
problem than changes in technology. For instance, 
analysis of the 1963 and 1967 Washington State 
input-output models revealed that the matrix of 
regional purchase coefficients was less stable than 
the matrix of total regional technical coefficients 
(Beyers, pp. 371-373). 

Another problem stems from the fact that firms 
producing different products may be placed in the 
same sector for practical reasons. This situation 
frequently arises when dissimilar businesses are 
lumped together to avoid disclosing information 
about particular firms. For instance, a small-area 
model's food processing sector may contain dairy 
product manufacturing firms, feed manufacturers, 
and meat packers. The coefficients calculated for 
this sector are thus the averages of the real 
coefficients for all the firms. If the types of 
businesses aggregated have vastly dissimilar sales 
and purchasing patterns, the sector in the model 
may not really be representative of any of the 
component businesses. 

If one fails to remember the shortcomings and 
assumptions inherent in input-output models, he 
may place more faith in the models than is justified. 
All economic models, including input-output 
models, are not exact replicas of reality. They are 
only simplifications of the real world to facilitate 
experiments with different courses of action. Due to 
assumptions and data problems, the results from an 
economic model cannot be accepted with the same 
degree of certainty as the results a chemist 
announces after a round of experiments in his 
laboratory. To illustrate, if one sector in an input
output model has a final demand multiplier of 1.20 
and another has a final demand multiplier of 3.60, 
one can conclude that more exports from the 
second sector will result in considerably more local 
economic activity than more exports from the first 
sector. However, one should not claim that 
expansion of exports from the second sector will 
result in three times more local production than 
expansion of exports from the first sector. 

METHODOLOGY FOR REGION SIX EAST 

General Approach 
As mentioned above, a detailed input-output 

model can require a great deal of data, which is not 

too surprising when considering the amount of 
sector specific information it provides in return. A 
model based entirely upon survey data for Region 
Six East was out of the question because of 
monetary and time constraints. A number of 
nonsurvey techniques have been devised to derive 
regional input-output models from national models 
(Schaffer and Chu; Moore and Petersen; Hewings; 
McMenamin and Haring; Maki, et.al.; Morrison and 
Smith; Walderhaug; and Czamanski and Malizia). 
When these techniques are tested against survey 
data models, they are found to be less accurate 
than the survey approach. On the other hand, 
nonsurvey methods are quicker and cheaper. A 
hybrid approach has also been suggested 
(Richardson, pp. 128-130). When the hybrid 
approach is used, a few important sectors are 
constructed using surveys and the rest of the 
transactions table is estimated using a nonsurvey 
technique. 

A hybrid approach was used for the 1972 Region 
Six East model. A few important sectors were 
surveyed. Managers of dairy plants, grain elevators, 
and a few other large businesses were contacted by 
an interviewer. In addition, a mail survey was sent 
to managers of about 60 manufacturing plants. 
(Copies of the questionnaires are available upon 
request.) Success in getting information from the 
managers varied. Most of the dairy plants and most 
of the large miscellaneous businesses cooperated. 
Eighty-five percent of the firms contacted by mail 
and one-half of the elevators cooperated. 

There also was a large amount of secondary 
data available at Minnesota state agencies or from 
published sources. These data were used to 
estimate outputs of all other sectors. Secondary 
data were also used to estimate all sales and 
purchases of agricultural sectors. Secondary data 
were useful in estimating other cells scattered 
throughout the transactions table. However, the 
available primary and secondary data were 
insufficient to estimate entries for all the cells. The 
supply-demand pool technique using technical 
coefficients from another model was chosen to fill 
in the remaining blank cells. This technique was 
easily integrated with the data collected and 
required a minimum of data.4 

The supply-demand pool technique used for the 
Region Six East model varied from the procedure 
generally followed. Rather than using the national 

'The mathematics involved in the supply-demand pool technique is 
summarized below (Richardson, p. 123, and Schaffer and Chu, pp. 89-90). 
For more detail, see appendix II. 

i row number 
j = column number 
af, regional direct coefficient 
an = a national direct coefficient 
X, total output of regional industry i 
Xl = total input of regional industry j 
0, = total regional requirements of industry i's products for a given i, 

if X,,,, 0,. aO=a[,
O,=IaP;Xj 

i if O,>X,. a[l=an ~ 
OJ 
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model as a source of coefficients, we used a small
area model instead. As explained earlier the 
national model's direct coefficients and a small-area 
model's direct coefficients are conceptually 
different. The direct coefficients from a small-area 
model are smaller than those from the national 
model because smaller areas tend to have more 
imports and exports. We assumed that the 
coefficients for another small-area model would be 
closer to the actual coefficients for Region Six East 
than the coefficients from the national model. Use 
of the national model would require Region Six East 
to be more self-sufficient than it actually is. For 
further information concerning the supply-demand 
pool technique, see appendix II. 

Choice of a Small-Area Model 
The next step was to actually pick a small-area 

model to use as a source of coefficients. We 
decided to choose one of the nine Texas substate 
models. The selection was limited to the Texas 
models for a number of practical reasons. First, the 
Texas models are better documented than most 
small-area models, and the Texas sectors are well 
defined. The models for even the sparsely
populated Texas regions have a larger number of 
sectors than most other small-area models. This 
point is farily important when using the supply
demand pool technique. The user of the supply
demand pool technique must have a source of 
coefficients for each of his sectors that lacks 
sufficient primary and secondary data. Most existing 
small-area models simply do not contain enough 
sectors to be of much use to other model builders. 
Finally, Texas is a diverse state. Thus there is a 
range of models to select from, and some of the 
Texas models are for regions like Region Six East 
that have small populations. 

The Low Rolling Plains model, one of the nine 
Texas regional models, was used as a source of 
coefficients for the Region Six East model. Choice of 
the Low Rolling Plains Region was based on four 
criteria involving consideration of: 

1. Distance from the Mexican Border. The 
Texas regions that lie across the Rio Grande 
from Mexico are in a unique economic 
position (George and Richards, pp. 8-12). 
Mexican law permits the importation of 
materials and machinery for further 
processing without duties. The only 
stipulation is that the products be exported 
after processing. There also is a large pool of 
Mexican immigrants, both legal and illegal, 
attracted by the relatively high wages in the 
United States. Thus, labor-intensive industries 
have located on the border to take advantage 
of the inexpensive labor. The local United 
States labor pool may be used or materials 
may be partially processed in the United 
States, shipped to Mexico for labor-intensive 
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pr~cessing, and shipped back again to the 
UnI~ed S~ates for more processing. Any 
region lYing on the border is unlikely to have 
an economy similar to any interior region. 
The Upper and Lower Rio Grande Regions fall 
on the United States-Mexico border and, 
therefore, were eliminated from consideration 
(figure 4). 

2. 	Population. The Texas region should have a 
relatively small population since Region Six 
East's 1970 population was around 100,000. 
There are proportionately more exports and 
imports for a region with a small population 
than for a region with a large population. 
Another consideration is the mix of 
population. Region Six East is largely rural 
farm and rural nonfarm. Ideally, the Texas 
region picked should have a small urban 
population. On the basis of population, the 
Northeast Texas Region (Adams) would have 
been selected. The Northeast Region had only 
two small standard metropolitan statistical 
areas (SMSA's) and its population was the 
most rural of all the Texas regions. The 
Northeast Region's closest contenders were 
the Low Rolling Plains Region (Vinson) 
primarily because of its small pOPulati~n, and 
Southeast Texas (Hawkins) because of its 
relatively large rural population. 

3. 	 I~dustrial Mix. The Texas region and Region 
SIX East should have the same proportions of 
their total output produced by broad 
industrial groupings, such as agriculture, 
trade, manufacturing, etc. The Region Six 
East industrial mix was compared with the 
industrial mixes of the three Texas regions 
that were not eliminated by the border and 
population criteria. The Southeast Texas 
Region was rejected because its large 
manufacturing sector was about 80 percent 
petroleum and chemical products. Also, the 
region was an extremely large producer of 
electricity, most of which was exported. 
Manufacturing was as important in Northeast 
Texas as in Region Six East. Region Six East 
was also closer to Northeastern Texas than to 
the Low Rolling Plains model in the 
transportation, utilities, and trade sectors. 
~ec~use of the importance of manufacturing 
In SIX East, the Northeast Texas Region 
seemed to be the logical choice. 

4. 	 Sectors. Finally, the sectors in the Texas 
regional model selected should be compatible 
with the sectors desired in the Region Six 
East model. Theoretically, this should be a 
relatively minor criterion. In actuality, it 
proved to be important. There were severe 
problems with the sectoring in the Northeast 
Texas model. These problems forced further 
consideration of the Low Rolling Plains 
model. Each Six East manufacturing sector 
could be matched with a corresponding 
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Figure 4. Texas input-output regions. 

Legend 
1. Upper Rio Grande 
2. High Plains 
3. Low Roiling Plains 
4. North Central 
5. Northeast 
6. South Central 
7. Lower Rio Grande 
8. Houston 
9. Southeast 
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Source of map: Gru~b, Herbert W. The Structure of the Texas: Economy, Volume I. Austin, Texas: Office of the Governor Office of Informatio 
Services, March 1973. 

Northeast Texas sector. Unfortunately, the 
Northeast Texas model had very few trade 
and service sectors. On the other hand, the 
Low Rolling Plains model specialized more in 
the trades and service sectors but had some 
manufacturing sectors that did not match 
perfectly in industrial content with the 
corresponding Region Six East sectors. If 
manufacturing should be emphasized, then 
the Northeast Texas model should be used. If 
the trades and services should be 
emphasized, the Low Rolling Plains model 
should be used. This dilemma could best be 
solved by examining the outputs involved. 
The Region Six East manufacturing sectors 
that did not match perfectly with Low Rolling 
Plains manufacturing sectors have an output 
of approximately $93 million. However, the 
Region Six East trade and service sectors 
h'ave an output of approximately $206 million. 
Consequently, the Low Rolling Plains model 
was used since it provides more detail in the 
service and trade sectors. Detail in the service 
sectors is essential. Education and health care 
can be influenced by public decision makers. 
Manufacturing cannot be influenced as easily. 

' n 

Producer Prices 
Before the results of the Region Six East model 

can be discussed, a brief discussion of prices is 
necessary. In the Region Six East model, 
transactions are defined in terms of producer's 
prices. This means that only trade and 
transportation margins are treated as sales of the 
trade and transportation sectors to the consuming 
sectors. To maintain a link between the producing 
sectors and the consuming sectors, consuming 
sectors pay a producing sector the difference 
between the total purchase and trade and 
transportation margins. This difference is the value 
of the product, f.o.b. the producer's establishment 
(Grubb, 47-48). 

RESULTS 

The Transactions Table 
Some interesting relationships appear in table 2 

the 1972 regional transactions table. s Most of the ' 

SA more detailed transactions table is presented in appendix III. The 
more aggregate table 2 will be used here for discussion purposes. 
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Table 2&. Region Six East transactions, 1972 • 
•••.•..••••.•••...•.•....•.•••.....••......................................................................................... 


SECTOR NAME 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11.•........•.••.•...•.•....•...•.•....••..•.•...•.•••..•••.•.••......•••..•.•.••••..••.••.....•••.....••••.•....••••.....••..•• 

(SlOOO.OO) 

CROPS O. 3S811. O. O. O. 7053. O. o. o. 
2 LIVESTOCK O. 12181. O. 31499. 8649. O. O. O. Q. O. 

3 AG SERVICES 156a. 4645. o. o. o. O. O. o. O. o. o. 
4 CONSTRUCTlO~ O. 400. 9. 693. 4. 125. 112. 1. 

DAIRY PRODUCTS O. 1201. O. O. 11109. o. O. O. O. o. o. o. 
6 AG.PROD.PROCESS 1915. 3128. O. o. o. 235. 3. o. o. o. O. O. 

OTHER MFG. 193. 5307. 11. 1627. 2298. 206. 16. 30. 

8 TRANSPORTATION 51. 1518. 1165. 190. 788. 590. 37a. s. 54. 1141. 14. 

9 COMMUNICATIONS 403. 349. 146. 3t. 337. 211. 130. 52. 1256. 35. 

10 UTILITIES 681. 1503. 44. 237. 1004. 686. 2590. 349. 431. 4016. 143. 

11 TPADE 6407. 3496. 666. 223. 161. o. 266. 3512. 75. 

12 GRAIN ELEVATORS 1665. 101. O. o. O. O. o. 0. O. o. 
13 F.!.R.E. 3580. 320a. ~5. 1971. 87. 198. 111. 1352. 45. 

14 MEDICAL SERVICE o. O. O. o. O. O. 2. O. o. o. O. O. 

IS EDUCA TlON 5054. 496. 6. 310. 93. 100. 481. 79. 10. 164. 294. 115. 

16 OTHER SERVICES 141. 310. 428. 1030. 36. 658. a41. 211. 125. 90. 1161. 29. 

17 HOUSEHOLDS 48063. 11309. 2384. 10248. 55947. 7060. 2427. 5641. 47177. 1873. 

18 SAVINGS 14672. 7549. 754. 1505. 842. 12116. 27041. 1967. 670. 1651. 6419. 691. 

19 FED.GOVT. 1290. 414. 225. 'lIS. 297. 2549. 3131. 838. 793. 2037. 4211. 64. 

20 STATE GOVT. 38. 37. 4. 410. 136. 468. 7B4. S40. 21'" 9225. 26. 

21 LOCAL GOVT. 3861. 319. 4. 236. 62. 8. 125. 223. 71. 

22 IMPORTS 25185. 23706. 46083. 35424. 38784. 187955. 1768. 7571. 16342. 954. 

TOTALS 116380. 112846. 12431. 86336. 85524. 85319. 284042. 15804. 6267. 18684. 98252. 4888 • .•••••..•....•...•..•~.••....••••...•••••....••••••....•.•.....•••.........•......••......•.••••.•.••..•.•.....••.•......•..... 


Table 2b. Region Six East transactions, 1972• 
•.•••....•...•..•.....•••......•..•....•••.••..•..•.•........••.•..•..•......•.•.....••••.....••.•.....•••.•...•••••.......••...••~ 


S~CTOR NAME 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24•....•..•.....•........••.•.....•.•.•.....•........•.....•.•••.•.....•••...•.••••......•...•...•.•.••.....••.....•.•.•....••••..•.. 

ISlOOO.OO) ISlOOO,OO) 

CROPS O. O. O. o. 32. O. O. O. O. 13895. 5~050. 116380. 


2 LIVESTOCK O. o. o. O. 1925. o. 581. o. o. O. 51496. 112846. 


3 AG SERVICES O. o. o. 0, O. o. o. O. o. O. 0218. 12431. 


4 CO,",STRUCTlOfol 208. 22. 215. 86. 1848. 56497. o. 'IS. 34. 104. 23217. 86336. 


5 DAIRY PRODUCtS o. O. O. 1660. O. 1069. O. O. 7980. 62441. 85524. 


6 AG.PROO.PROCESS O. 68. 2. 3545. O. 2686. o. 2. 1320. 72342. 85319. 


7 OTHER MFG. 205, 255. 4533. 476. 2042. 78. 33. 2. 2627S4. 284042. 

8 tRANSPORTATION o· 1315. 20. 3039, O. o. 20. 22. 5404. 15804. 

9 CO~MUNICATIOfolS 124. 348. 111. 1263. O. o· 2t. 26. 34. 1155. 6261. 

10 UTILITIES 193. 126. 711. 349. 51'3. O. o. 14. 19. O. 18684. 

11 TRADE 148. 17a • 256, 1846. 64423. 7564. o. 1221. 18. 10. 5829. 98252. 

12 GRAIN ELEVATORS o. o. o. o. O. o. o. o. o. 401. 2022. 4888. 

710. 328. 210. 507. 14019. O. o. o. 9. O. O. 26990. 

14 MEDICAL SERVICE 6. 412. o. O. 16140. o. O. 39. 321. 145. 2664. 19731. 

15 EDUCATION 40. 214. 68. 6120. O. o. 382. 16769, 1462. O. 33003. 

16 OTHER SERVICES 531. 344. 630. 1394. 12142. O. o. 365. 11. 15. 2506. 23610. 

11 HOUSEHOLDS 14818. 12351. 20529. 10213. 13377. O. o. 11577. 6829. 44882. 27115. 384900. 

18 SAvINGS 4728. 1324. 3105. 1298. 17440. O. o. o. o. O. O. 104437. 

19 FED,aOVl. 1003. 582. 327. 481. 45825. O. o. Jet. o. o. O. 65168. 

20 STAlE GOVT. 523. 56. o. o. 20. 8. O. 28209. 

21 I.OCAL GOVT. Ill. 30. 9. 52. 3503. O. o. 106. 12063. 2130. 401. 2447•• 

22 IMPORTS 3552. 3423. t501. 153546. O. o. 3606. 2105. 1483. O. 571092. 

TOTALS 26990. 19731. 33003. 23610. 384900. 64537. 6378. 18<>56. 38280. 74513. 591217. O • ........................................................................................•........................................... 

NOTE: ColumnS 18 through 23 are defined in table 3. Column 24 presents row totats. 
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sectors are self-explanatory but table 3 gives the 
definition of each sector using the 1967 Standard 
Industrial Classification (SIC). Table 2 shows clearly 
the importance of agriculture. The agricultural 
sectors were two of the largest sectors in the 
region. According to the last column of table 2, 
crops had total sales of $116.4 million while 
livestock had sales of $112.8 million. In addition, 
agricultural services had sales of $12.4 million. 

From reading across the crop and livestock rows, 
it appears that crops and livestock also made 
substantial sales to other sectors in the region. For 
example, the crop sector had sales of $35.8 million 
to livestock, largely for feed, and sales of $7.1 
million to other agricultural processing. The 
livestock sector also made large local sales-$31.5 
million to dairy products manufacturing plants and 
$8.6 million to other agricultural products 
processing. The $1.9 million in livestock sales to 
households represents the value of milk and meat 
products consumed by farm families. 

Construction was also important in Region Six 
East. Construction had total sales of $86.3 million. 
Except for repair construction and work done 
outside the region by regional construction firms, 
most of the construction sales was capital 
formation. 

Not surprisingly, the largest purchases by dairy 
products manufacturing, in column 5 of table 2, 
were payments to the livestock sector. The $31.5 
million payment to livestock producers included 
payments for milk and patronage refunds made by 
cooperative dairy plants. The next largest purchase 
item was the $11.1 million transaction at the 
intersection of the dairy row and column. This was 
the transfer of milk and dairy products among 
plants. The dairy manufacturing sector paid $4.5 
million to households, mostly for labor. Imports of 
the dairy products sector were substantial and 
amounted to $35.4 million. Except for some sales to 
the livestock sector and to the household sector, 
most of the dairy products sector's $85.5 million 
sales were exported. 

Other agricultural products processing included 
the processJng of agricultural products other than 
milk. Other'agricultural products processing's total 
sales of $85.3 million were almost as large as sales 
by the dairy products manufacturing sector. As 
mentioned in the discussion of the agricultural 
sectors, other agricultural products processing 
purchased almost $16 million of raw materials from 
agriculture. The next largest local purchase was a 
payment of $10.2 million to households, mostly for 
labor. Imports were $38.8 million and exports were 
$72.3 million. 

The largest purchase made locally by other 
manufacturing was $55.9 million paid to 
households, largely for labor. Imports were even 
larger at $188 million. Exports were $262.8 million 
of the total sales of $284 million. 

Table 3. Sectoral definitions. 


Sector SIC (1967) 


1. 	 Crops 

2. 	 Livestock 

3. 	 Agricultural services 

4. Construction 

5. 	 Dairy products manufacturing 

6. 	Other agricultural 

products processing 


7. 	Other manufacturing 

8. 	 Transportation 

9. 	 Communication 

10. 	Utilities 

11. 	Trade 

12. 	Grain elevators 

13. 	Finance, insurance, 
real estate 

14. 	 Medical services 

15. 	 Education 

16. 	Other services 

Final payments (rows) 

01 

01 

07 

14-17 

202 

201, 203-209 (except 205 
and 208) 

205, 208, 22-39 

40,41,42 

48 

49 

50 (except 5053), 52-59, 
and 75 

5053 

60, 61, 63-66 

80 

82 

70, 72, 73, 76, 78, 79, 81, 
84,86,89 

17. 	Households-payments to individuals for the use of their 
labor or property 

18. 	Savings-largely retained earnings, depreciation, and 
household savings 

19. 	Federal government} payments to governments, such as 
20. 	State government taxes, fees, fines, and 
21. 	 Local governments intergovernmental transfers 

22. 	 Imports-purchases by a sector from outside Region Six east 

Final demands (columns) 

17. 	Households-personal consumption expenditures of families 

18. 	Capital formation-regional sales for regional capital 
formation 

19. 	 Inventory change-difference between beginning and ending 
inventories of finished products and work in process 

20. 	 Local governments 

21. 	State government } expenditures by governments 

22. 	 Federal government 

23. 	Exports-sales to outside the region 
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The Bromley four-fold classification scheme, 
discussed earlier, highlights some important 
differences in the three manufacturing sectors (see 
figures 2 and 3). 

From table 4, one would probably place other 
manufacturing in Quadrant III as an importer- . 
exporter. It is a sector that imported a large portion 
of its purchases and exported an even large~ 
portion of its sales. It sold only 7 percent of Its 
output locally and made only 23 percent of its 
purchases locally. This does not mean t~at other. 
manufacturing is unimportant to the region. It stili 
has a sizeable impact through payments to 
households. One would be more likely to place 
dairy products manufacturing in Quadrant II as ~n 
exporter. Dairy products. purchased over hal! of Its 
inputs locally, although It exported most of. Its 
output. Other agricultural products processing 
seems to be an intermediate case with its index of 
purchases between dairy and other manufacturing. 

local sectors in the region. Payments from crops, 
livestock, and households made up $20.8 million of 
the $27 million sales total. Payments by households 
made up more than half of the total sales of the 
finance, insurance and real estate sector. Payments 
to households in this case included interest on 
savings accounts, proceeds of insurance policies, 
and salaries and wages. 

The most striking thing about the educational 
and medical sectors is their large payments to 
households, largely for labor. Payments to 
households by the medical sector were $12.4 
million or 63 percent of total purchases. Payments 
to households by the educational sector were $20.5 
million or 62 percent of total purchases. 

The other service sector made sales to all the 
sectors in Region Six East. However, about half of 
the $23.6 million sales were made to the household 
sector. The other service sector also made 
substantial payments of $10.3 million to 
households. 

Table 4. Indices of internal purchases and Internal sales. 

w u 
Index of Index of 
internal Internal 

sales 

Dairy products manufacturing .16 .57 
Other ago products processing .11 .37 

Other manufacturing .07 .23 

The transportation, communications, and utility 
sectors made few purchases from local sectors 
other than households. On the other hand, most of 
the other sectors had purchases from these three 
sectors. One of the largest entries in the 
transportation row was a purchase of $1.~ milli?n 
made by the livestock sector for transporting milk 
and livestock to market. 

The trade sector also had sales to most other 
sectors.6 The household sector paid $64.4 million to 
the trade sector for items boug ht at stores, 
restaurants, filling stations, and other retail . 
businesses. This large payment made up two-thirds 
of trade's $98.3 million total sales. Other sectors 
making large payments to trade were the crops . 
sector with $6.4 million and the livestock sector with 
$3.5 million. The trade sector made fairly large 
payments to the state totaling $9.3 million. Most of 
this amount was sales taxes collected by the trade 
sector. The trade sector also pu rchased $47.2 
million from households, mostly for labor, which 
accounted for about half of total trade sector 
purchases. 

Finance, insurance, and real estate was another 
important sector that collected from all the other 

·Output of the trade sector is defined in terms of gross margins. Thus. 
purchases of the t!ade s.ector exclud7 items purchased for resale. See 
appendix I for a diSCUSSion of valuation of trade sector output. 
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Another point that becomes apparent from the 
transactions table is the impact of government in 
the region. Both government expenditures and 
receipts were fairly high in the region. Total 
collections by the local, state, and federal 
governments were $24.5 million, $28.2 million, and 
$65.2 million, respectively. These amounts are the 
government row totals in table 2. Total government 
expenditures, represented by the government 
column totals in table 2 were $18.5 million for local 
governments, $38.3 million for the state 
government, and $74.5 million for the federal 
government. Both state and federal payments are 
larger than collections while the opposite is true for 
local government. 

The largest single entry in the local government 
column of table 2 is a payment to households of 
approximately $11.6 million. This item is made up 
of compensation to local government employees 
and welfare payments. Employees' compensation is 
approximately $5.4 million, and welfare payments 
are approximately $6.2 million. In this model, school 
district property taxes are paid directly to the school 
districts. Therefore, the entry at the intersection of 
the local government column and the education row 
is quite small. 

Like local government, the state government 
makes substantial payments to households. The 
composition of the $6.8 million payment to 
households at the intersection of the state 
government column and household row in table 2 
can be broken down as shown below: 

State employee compensation $4.3 million 
Unemployment benefits 1.8 million 
Payments to retired state 

employees .7 million 
$6.8 million 



Two other large items in the state government 
column are aids to education, $16.8 million, and 
aids to local governments, $12.1 million. 

The largest entry in the federal government 
column of table 2 is a payment to households of 
approximately $44.9 million. A variety of programs 
are involved as shown below: 

Post office employee 
compensation 


Other federal employee 

compensation 


Transfer payments7 

Food stamp bonus 
Payments to re

tired military, 
civil service, 
and railroad 
employees 

Veterans adminis
tration 

Health education 
and welfare 
Social Security 
benefits (Old Age 
and Survivors 
Trust Fund) 

Other H.E.W. 
(Payments for 
disability and 
medical care) 

Total transfer 
payments 

Other payments 
Total payments 

to households 

$ 3.5 million 

2.4 million 

.4 mil. 

3.2 mil. 

3.8 mil. 

19.4 mil. 

7.8 mil. 

34.6 million 

4.4 million 

$44.9 million 

A large sum of $13.9 million appears at the 
intersection of the federal government column and 
the crop row in table 2. This is the amount paid to 
farmers under the provisions of the farm program. 
The $13.9 million is not treated as a payment to 
households because farmers receive the payments 
for their activities as farmers. They do not receive 
the payments as a family unit. It is very difficult for 
a nonfarm family holding no farmland to receive 
such payments. 

The federal government made smaller payments 
to local governments and education than the state 
government did. 

'Technically speaking, a transfer payment can be defined as "a 
payment of money to an individual by the government or business firms 
for which there is no corresponding service or good exchanged in the 
accounting period (Glahe, p. 5)." 

Direct and Indirect Coefficients 

The direct and indirect coefficients are all 
derived from the transactions table. Table 5, the 
direct coefficients matrix, shows how much a 
column sector must purchase from a given row 
sector to produce a dollar of output. To calculate 
the direct coefficients matrix, each cell in a column 
of the transactions table is divided by the column's 
total purchase. This procedure was discussed in 
greater detail in the input-output mathematics 
section. 

As mentioned earlier, deciding which sectors are 
endogenous is rather arbitrary. Therefore, three 
direct and indirect coefficient matrixes were 
calculated. Each matrix shows the total effects of an 
increase of one dollar of sales to final demand. To 
calculate each matrix, table 5 and the formula 

8=(1 - A)-1 

were used. In the formula, 8 is a matrix of direct 
and indirect coefficients, I is the identity matrix, and 
A is a direct coefficients matrix. The formula was 
first introduced in the mathematics section. 

When table 6 was calculated, the A matrix 
consisted of only the first 16 rows and columns of 
table 5. Table 6 has only sectors 1-16 classified as 
endogenous. 

When the household row and column were 
added to the A matrix used for table 6, table 7 was 
calculated. Table 7 includes households in the 
endogenous sectors. 

Finally, when the local government and 
household rows and columns were added to the 
original sixteen-sector A matrix, table 8 was 
calculated. Table 8 adds local governments to the 
17 endogenous sectors in table 7. 

8y definition, table 6 shows only the direct and 
indirect effects of increased output, while table 7 
shows the direct, indirect, and induced effects. B 

Table 8 shows the direct, indirect, and induced 
effects if one considers local governments 
endogenous. 

Deciding which table to use depends on the 
problem being examined. For instance, if one wants 
to see how local governments interacted with other 
local sectors, he obviously would be interested in 
table 8. As another example, if one concludes that 
local governments were relatively independent of 
the local economy and thus are a part of final 
demand, then table 7 would be more relevant in 
studying the local economy. However, if one is 
interested in separating induced effects from the 
direct, indirect, and induced effects, table 6 can be 
subtracted from table 7. 

"When a sector increases its sales to final demand it must increase its 
payments to households. When households spend locally a portion of 
their increased income, production in local sectors is stimulated. The effect 
of the household spending in response to a change in final demand is the 
induced effect. 
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Table Sa. Direct coefflclenla matrix (includes requirements from final payments sectors). 
****••••••••••••••••••••••••••**•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••****••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SECTOR NAME 2 3 4 5 6 e 9 10 ................................................................................................................................ 

IOOLLARS) 

CROPS 0.0000000 .3173994 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .08Zb621 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 

2 LIVESTOCK 0,0000000 .10799bl ,0273677 0.0000000 .36e30~7 .1013736 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 

AG SERVICES ,0134698 .0411623 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0,0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0900000 0.0000000 

4 CONSTRUCTION .0077000 .0079249 0.0000000 .004b297 .0001068 .0007461 .0028383 .0438391 .0005815 .0066921 

5 DAIRY PRODUCTS 0.0000000 .0106421 0.0000000 0.0000000 .1298963 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0,0000000 0.0000000 

6 AG.PROO,PROCESS .0164572 ,0217158 0.0000000 0,0000000 0,0000000 ,0027550 ,0000100 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 

OTHER MFG. ,0078139 0.0000000 .06~7974 .0~14646 .0001312 .0190731 .0080914 .0130099 .0121262 .0073484 

8 TRANSPORTATION .0004342 .0134481 .0068840 .0134984 .0022202 .0092320 .0020764 .0239439 .0012103 .0028779 

9 COMMUNICATIONS .0034593 .0030886 .0024749 .0017103 .0003674 .0039472 .0007437 .0082397 .0047008 .0021665 

10 UTILITIES .0058539 .0133161 .00~5294 .0027395 .0111373 .00804\4 .0091170 .0220794 .0097196 .0233818 

11 TR~OE .0550548 .0309829 .0559645 .0077169 .0026028 .006193S .0023616 .0101691 0.0900000 .0142239 

12 GRAIN ELEV~TORS .0143026 .0062116 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0003203 .0002521 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 

13 F.I.R.E. .0307654 .028428 9 .0052377 .0228943 .0010214 .0033246 .0008928 .0125362 .0073513 .0059154 

14 MEOICAL SERVICE 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .OOOOORS 0.0000000 0.0900000 0.0000000 

15 EOUCATION .0434282 .0043945 .0004511 .0035951 .0010882 .0011722 .0016929 .0050244 .0916506 .0087755 

16 OTHER SERVICES .0012147 .0027500 .0344553 .0119346 .0004189 .0077078 .0029591 .0133538 .0199l05 .0048300 

17 HOUSEHOLDS .4129805 .1002164 .1918097 .3005434 .0522661 .IZ01124 .1 969682 .4461549 .3872125 .3019312 

18 SAVINGS .1260691 .0668911 .0606474 .0114348 .0098508 .1420044 .0952002 .1244816 .1068400 .0883404 

19 FEO.GovT. .0110858 .00366-1 .0)80690 .0105951 .00l4138 .0298149 .0110228 .0530308 .1265393 .1090243 

20 STATE GOVT. .0003255 .0003267 .000l115 .0047466 .001589 0 .00548l0 .0027589 .0341536 .0386890 .0117069 

21 LOCAL GOVT. .0331182 .0033516 .000l452 .0027327 .0001255 .0008035 .0012861 .0038154 .0012593 .0066744 

22 IMPORTS .2164070 .2100739 .5286490 .5337634 .4141 981 .4545727 .6611139 .1855681 .2821292 .4055112.•.••••••..•••.............•.....•..•.....••......••......•.....•.•........•.......••.•...................•..•...•.••....••.•... 


Table 5b. Direct coefficients matrix (includes requirements from final payments sectors) . 
.•••••.•.••..••.•••...•..........•...•..•.••.•••....•...•.............•.••••••••.••..•••....•...........•. 


S~CTOR NA.. E 11 12 13 14 15 16 l7 20••...•.••••••••.....•...........•..•....•.•...••••••.•.•...........•.•.•...•.••.••••....••.............•.• 

!OnLLARSI 

CROPS 0.0000000 .1092172 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0000820 0.0000000 

2 LIVESTOCK 0.0000000 .0342774 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0050011 0.0000000 

3 AG SERVICES 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 

4 CONSTRUCTION .0011421 .0015199 .0077251 .0011000 .0065000 .003654 1 .0048000 .0038852 

5 OAIRy PRODUCTS 0.0000000 0.0000000 0,0000000 0.0000000 .0019203 0.0000000 .0043129 0.0000000 

6 AG.PROD.PROCESS 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0034642 .0021756 .0000674 .009211 4 0.0000000 

7 OTMER MFG. .0116501 .0061509 .0055870 .0104110 .0295276 .01078JO .0117768 .0031794 

8 T~ANSPORTATION .0116157 .0029259 0.0000000 .0000473 .0398561 .0008433 .0078952 .0000516 

9 COMMUNICATIONS .0127866 .0071515 .0045985 .0057226 .0105411 .0072453 .0032826 .0008639 

10 UTILITIES .0408116 .0292201 .0071667 .0063699 .0215439 .0147938 .0134388 .0142736 

11 TRAOE .0357405 .0153675 .0054830 .0090072 .0077598 .0781848 .1673756 .0501225 

12 GRAIN ELEVATORS 0.0000000 0,0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 

13 F.I.R.E. .0137605 .0092011 .0263016 .0166089 .0063663 .0214580 .0364227 .0000139 

14 MEDICAL SERVICE 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0002291 .0208698 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0419339 .0015926 

15 EDUCATION .0029925 ,0235954 .0054082 .0020031 ,0064925 .0028782 .0174590 .0155904 

16 OlMER SERVICES .0179813 .0058374 .0196693 .0174233 .0190852 .0590316 .0315464 .0149213 

17 MOuSEHOLOS .4801657 .3833034 .5490257 .6259700 .6220427 .4351190 .0347556 .4730151 

18 SAVINGS .0659415 .1426063 .1751823 .0611004 .1122539 .05497 J 7 .0453110 0.0000000 

19 FEO.GOvT. .0428565 .0131898 .0371566 .0295083 .0099230 .0206116 .1190569 .0073795 

20 STATE GOVT. .0938948 .0054216 .0193883 .0028485 .0000120 .0125434 .0383135 .0175364 

21 LOCAL GOVT. .0022128 .0157303 .0041143 .0015177 .0002781 .0021864 .0091004 .0043280 

22 IMPORTS .1663278 .1952164 .1329581 .1800211 .1031219 .2756264 .3989233 .1473438
..••••••••.•••••............••.•.•.•....••.....•••...........•.•.•.•..•.••••••.••.•••...........•......•.• 

NOTE: Column 20 is local government expenditurQS. 
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Table 6a. Direct and Indirect coelflclents matrix (16 processing sector. endogenous) • 
................................................................................................................................ 


SECTOR "A ME I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ................................................................................................................................ 

tOOI.I.AAS) 

CROPS 1.0038854 ,3640992 .0099675 ,0000044 .1541201 .1202652 .0000333 .0000039 .0000017 .0000055 

2 l.IVESTOC~ .0029302 1.1331340 .0310135 .0000056 .4796453 .115444. .0000133 .0000071 .0900026 .0000110 

3 AS SERVICES .0136428 .0515468 1.0014108 .0000003 .0218193 .0063719 .0000010 .0000003 .0000001 .0000005 

4 CONSTRUCTION .0087305 .0135047 ,0012407 1,0057747 .0060846 .0034820 .0030831 .0456234 .0009173 .0072375 

5 DAIRY PRODUCTS .0001347 .0139081 .0003829 .0000090 1.1551786 ,001 4283 .0000043 .0000128 .0000042 .0000205 

6 AG.PROD,PROCESS .0167465 .0375502 .0010333 .0000107 .0158978 1.0079728 .0000153 .0000142 .oeo0059 .0000210 

7 OTHER MFO. .0122101 .01007b6 .0660686 .0631001 .0046864 .0219126 1.0085989 .0\71598 .0128045 .0086990 

8 TRANSPORTATION .0035162 .01850,4 .0085464 .0143544 .0105937 .011 9 154 .0023336 1.0256860 .0014386 .0037164 

9 COMMUNICATIONS .0052215 .0067242 .00~9249 '0022903 .0034046 .0054219 .0008960 .0090673 1.0050180 .0032773 

10 UTILITIES .0107640 .0228749 .0083117 '0046470 .0237650 .0124725 .0097209 .0245973 .0107345 1.0251712 

11 TR~OE .0598165 .0625616 .06~2835 .0097324 .0299064 .0194415 .0029763 .0130328 .0020313 .0158530 

12 GRAIN ELEV~TORS .0143648 .0122607 .0003522 .0000160 .0051900 .0027656 .0002549 .0000044 .0000033 .0000023 

13 F.I.R.E. .0336903 .04711 57 .0086518 .0244103 .0213582 .0115949 .0012272 .0150913 .0082237 .0068992 

14 MEDICAL SERVICE .0000080 .0000111 ,0000026 .0000063 .0000050 .0000029 .0000093 .0000037 .0800020 .0000017 

15 EDUCATION .0448150 .02214b8 .0016276 .0040679 .0107950 .0074078 .0018621 .0057824 .0019107 .0092239 

16 OT~ER SE~VICES .0051518 .0094141 .0386767 .0140102 .0047497 .0102257 .0034352 .0161891 .0216641 .00~1381 ................................................................................................................................ 


Table 6b. Direct and indirect coelflclents matrix (16 processing sectors endogenous) • 
................................................................................................................................ 


SECTO~ NA~E 11 12 13 \4 15 16.•...•••••.•....••••••........•.•••.•......••••••.•...••..••........•••••...•...•..••••.......•.••••.•....•..••...•....••••••.•. 

(OOl.LAPS) 

CROPS .0000027 .1221357 .0000037 .0004273 .0005628 .0000112 

2 I.IvESTOC~ .0000048 .0391895 .0000072 .0004115 .0011812 .0000128 

3 AS SERVICES .0000002 .0032583 .0000003 .0000227 .0000562 .0000007 

4 CONSTRUCTlON .0023258 .0036620 .0082087 .0014887 .0088456 ,0045106 

5 O~IRY PROOUCTS .0000084 .0005452 .0000129 .0000103 .0022375 .0000084 

6 -G.PROD.PROCESS .0000100 .0031706 .0000153 .0035730 .0022414 .0000809 

7 OTHER MFG. .0134541 .0094755 .0069392 .0115506 ,0318664 .0134290 

8 TRANSPORTATION .0127562 .0053699 .0005103 .0004168 ,0415993 .0022708 

9 COMMUNIC.TIONS .0138675 .0087037 .0051215 .0063272 .0114745 .0091218 

10 UTILITIES .0445913 .0335915 .0084887 .0078522 .0245169 .0203264 

11 TR~OE 1.0397369 .0260440 .0078958 .0114955 .0109825 .0869549 

12 G~AIN El.EVATORS .0000035 1,0019937 .0000019 .0000127 .0000241 .00000~7 

13 F.l.R.E. .0157898 .0156930 1.0279545 .0182207 .0082972 .0250740 

14 MEDIC_L SE~VICE .0000038 .0000038 .0002406 1.0213190 .0000022 .0000060 

15 EDUCATION .00379\7 .0298714 .0058117 .0023825 1.0072448 .0037311 

16 OTHER SERVICES .0210513 .0085746 .02.20462 .0198214 .0220102 1.0654265 ................................................................................................................................ 
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Table 7a. Direct and Indirect coefficients matrix (16 processing sectors and households 
endogenous) . .......••..••••.•••.•••.•.•.•....•...••....•..••............•..•..•...•..•••..••.••..•••.••.••.••.•..•.•...••...............•.•. 


SilCTOR ~A~E I 2 4 5 I> 7 8 9••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••**•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
!DOLLARS) 

CROPS 1.0063409 .3659202 .0112749 .0016763 .1552233 .1213443 .0010303 .0024461 .0019687 .0016107 

2 LIVESTOC~ .0087885 1.1374785 .0341326 .0039943 .4822772 .11801 90 .0023919 .0058337 .0946955 .0038406 

AG SERVICES .0139170 .0517501 1.0015569 '0001870 .0219425 .0064924 .0001123 .0002731 .0802198 .0001798 

4 CONSTRUCTION .0130373 .0166986 .0035338 1.0087070 .00801 94 .0053745 .0048317 .0499068 .0043674 .0100529 

5 OAI~y P~ODUCTS .0035193 .0164180 .0021 850 .0023135 1.1566991 .0029156 .0013785 .0033791 .0927156 .0022330 

6 AG.PROO.PROCESS .0231995 .0423357 .0044691 .0044043 .0187969 1.0108085 .0026353 .0064322 .0051752 .0042395 

OTHER ~FG. .0232896 .0182930 .0719677 .0706437 .0096639 .0267813 holl0974 .0281792 .0216800 .0159418 

8 TRANSPORTATION .0111153 .0241378 .0125924 .0195284 .0140077 .0152547 .0054189 1.0332459 .0075263 .0086840 

9 CO~MUNICATIONS .0097254 .0100642 .0063229 .0053569 .0054281 .0074010 .002T246 .0135468 1.0886260 .0062216 

10 UTILITIES .0264359 .0344970 .0166559 .0153173 .030805b .0193592 .0160839 .0401841 .0232888 1.03541 6 1 

11 TRADE .1782878 .150418 5 .12b3611 .~903947 .0831305 .0715017 .0510774 .1308617 .0969359 .0932992 

12 GRAIN ELEVATORS .0144612 .0123174 .0003929 .0000680 .0052243 .0027992 .0002859 .0000804 .0600644 .0000523 

13 F.I.R.E. .0619171 .06804ti4 .0236806 .0436288 .0340394 .0239987 .0126877 .0431650 .0308355 .0253514 

14 MEDICAl SERVICE .0283981 .0210649 .01 51183 .01 93359 .0127595 .0124785 .0115361 .0282399 .0227447 .0185607 

15 EDUCATION .0574706 .0315320 .0083658 .0126846 .0164806 .0129691 .0070005 .0183694 .0120488 .0174970 

16 OTHER SERVICES .0314649 .0289276 .0526865 .0319257 .0165711 .0217885 .0141187 .0423595 .0427429 .023339 3 

17 HOUSEHOLDS .6627338 .4914756 ,3528590 .4512286 .2977382 .29 12272 .2690799 .6591409 .5309008 .4332376..............................................................................................•...................•.........•... 


Table 7b. Direct and Indirect coefficients matrix (16 processing sectors and households 
endogenous) • ...•...•.•...••..•...••....•.......•...............•....•...••....••..•......•..........••......•......................•..•.•... 


SECTOR NAME II 12 13 14 15 16 17.••.•••...•....•.••.•.•..•.......•......••............•............•..••.....••....••••..........•.............................. 

(DOLLARS) 

CROPS .0026162 .1245318 .0028217 .0036426 .0038389 .0025712 .0047751 

2 LIVESTOCK .0062399 .0449059 .0067301 .0080822 .0089971 .0061205 .0113922 

3 AG SERVICES .0002921 .0035258 .0003150 .0003817 .0004221 .0002866 .0005332 

4 CONSTRUCTION .0069096 .0078644 .0131511 .0071279 .0145915 .0090007 .0083750 

5 DAIRy PRODUCTS .0036107 .0038478 .0038970 .0044420 .0067530 .0035370 .0065817 

6 AG.PROO.PROCESS .0068782 .0094673 .0074208 .0120224 .0108507 .0068086 .0125486 

7 OTHER MFG. .0252463 .0202866 .0196538 .0260578 .0466481 .0249801 .0215453 

8 TRANSPORTATION .0208442 .0127850 .0092310 .0103669 .0517378 .0101935 .0147774 

9 COMMUNICATIONS .0186612 .0130985 .0102901 .0122245 .0174834 .0138174 .0087584 

10 UTILITIES .0612713 .0488836 .0264735 .0283724 .0454256 .0366653 .0304756 

11 TRADE 1.1658291 .1416451 .1438517 .1666185 .1690417 .2104695 .2303805 

12 GRAIN ELEVATORS .0000847 1.0020682 .0000895 .0001127 .0001260 .0000833 .0001485 

13 F.I.R.E. .0458324 .0432360 1.0603473 .0551801 .0459562 .0545025 .0548902 

14 MEDICAL SERVICE .0302202 .0277061 .0328207 1.0584922 .0378791 .0296047 .0552071 

15 EDUCATION .01726\4 .0422204 .0203351 .0189534 1.0241293 .0169255 .0246102 

16 OTHER SERVICES .0490571 .0342502 .0522428 .0542810 .0571160 1.0928598 .0511688 

17 HOUSEHOLDS .7053659 .646678 1 .7605444 .8677655 .8841907 .6909466 1.2887597•....•.......•..•...•...••................................•.......•...••.•..•...•.•......................••.........•.•.....•... 
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Table Ia. Direct and Indirect coefficients matrix (16 processing sectors, households, and 

local governmen1 endogenous) • 
................................................................................................................................ 


SECTOR NAME 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ................................................................................................................................ 

IOnLLAI>S) 

CROPS 1.0064453 .3659760 .0112874 .n016960 .155251 7 .1213660 .0010410 .0024746 .0019864 .0016399 

2 LIVESTOCK .0090373 1.1376116 .0341622 .0040412 .4823449 .1180709 .0024173 .0059015 .0047376 .0039102 

AG SERVICES .0139286 .0517504 1.0015582 .0001892 .0219456 .0064948 .0001135 .0002763 .0002218 .0001830 

4 CONSTRUCTION .0133990 .01689~1 .0035768 1.0087753 .0081180 .0054500 .0048687 .0500055 .0044285 .0101542 

5 OAIRY PRO~UCTS .0036640 .0164954 ,0022022 .0023408 1.1567385 .0029458 .0013932 .0034185 .0027400 .0022735 

6 AG.PROO.PROCESS .0234744 .0424828 .0045017 ,0044562 .0188718 1.0108659 .0026634 .0065072 .0052217 .0043164 

7 OT~ER MfG. .0239639 .0186538 .0720479 .0707710 .0098476 .0269220 1.0131662 .0283631 .0217940 .0161306 

8 TRANSPORTATION .0114986 .0243429 .0126380 .0196007 .0141121 .0153347 .0054581 1.0333505 .0075911 .0087913 

9 CO~MUNICATIONS .0099964 .0102092 .0063552 .0054080 .0055019 .0074516 .0027523 .0136207 1.0086718 .0062974 

10 UTILITIES .0278265 .0352409 .0168213 .0155798 .0311845 .0196494 .01 62259 .0405634 .023523~ 1.0358053 

11 TRADE .1855254 .1542904 .1272220 .0917611 .0851023 .0730118 .0518164 .1328357 .09815b9 .095324& 

12 G~AIN ELEVATO~S .0144645 .0123191 .0003932 .0000686 .0052252 .0027998 .0002862 .0000813 .0800650 .0000532 

13 f.I.R.E. .0631755 .0687216 .0238303 .0438664 .0343822 .0242612 .0128162 .0435082 .0310482 .02~7036 

14 MEOICAL SERVrcE .0296668 .0217436 .0152692 .0195755 .0131052 .0127432 .0116657 .02A5859 .0229591 .0189158 

15 EDUCATION .0586709 .0321742 .0085086 .0129112 .0168076 .01321 95 .0071230 .0186968 .0122517 .0178330 

16 OTHER SERVICES .0333008 .0299098 .0529049 '0322723 .0170712 .0221716 .0143062 .0426602 .0430532 .0238531 

17 HOUSEHOLDS .69018)9 .5064816 .3501954 .4565243 .3053803 .2970800 .2719441 .6667911 .5356408 .4410882 

18 LOCAL GOYT. .0412666 .0220704 .0049084 .~077908 .0112429 .0086104 .0042138 .0112546 .0;69734 .0115492.......................................................................................................................•........ 


Table ab. Direct and indirect coefficlen1s matrix (16 processing sectors, households, and 
local government endogenous) • 

••.•.......•••••••.•.....•••••••.....•.•••••••....•.•••.•.•••••.......•.•••.•..•.......••.•...........•••.........•.•......•.... 

SECTOR NAME 11 12 13 \4 15 16 17 18••.•...•....•..•••...•.•••......•...•.•.•..•..••......••..•.........•.•••..•......••.•••...••....•.•••••..•......•••..•..••..... 


IDOLLARS) 

CROPS .0026420 .1246009 .0028529 .0036699 .0038642 .002596. .0048089 .0025582 

2 LivESTOCK .0063015 .0450706 .0068045 .n081474 .0090574 .0061809 .0114728 .0060991 

3 AG SE~VICES .0002950 .0035336 .0003185 .0003848 .0004249 .0002894 .0005310 .0002855 

4 CONSTRUCTION .0069991 .0081040 .0132592 .0072227 .0146792 .0090885 .0084922 .0088684 

5 OAIRY PRODUCTS .0036465 .0039431 .0039403 .0044799 .00678~1 .0035722 .0066286 .0035484 

6 AG.PROD.PROCESS .0069462 .00964~3 .0075029 .0120945 .0109113 .0068754 .0126371 .0067396 

OTl<ER ~FG. .0254132 .0201332 .01 98554 .0262346 .0468115 .025143~ .0217638 .0165337 

8 TRANSPO~TATION .0209391 .0130388 .0093456 .0104674 .0518307 .0102865 .0149016 .0093961 

9 COM~UNICATIONS .0187283 .0132719 .0103711 .0122956 .0175491 .0138832 .0088462 .006644 1 

10 UTILITIES .0616155 .0498045 .0268892 .0287370 .0457625 .0310030 .0309262 .0340954 

11 TRADE 1.1676206 .1464319 .1460154 .1685160 .17019~3 .2122267 .2327256 .1774482 

12 GRAIN ELEVATORS .0000856 1.0020704 .0000905 .0001136 .0001268 .0000841 .0001496 .0000808 

13 F.I.R.E. .04614)9 .0440693 1.0607234 .0555100 .0462611 .0548080 .0552979 .0308524 

14 ~EDICAL SE~vicE .0305342 .0285462 .0332000 1.0588248 .0381865 .0299127 .0556188 .0311065 

15 EOUCATION .0175585 .0430153 .0206940 .0192681 1.0244202 .01121 69 .0249991 .0294304 

16 OTHE~ SERVICES .0495115 .0354660 .0521916 .0547624 .0575608 1.0933055 .0517636 .0450111 

17 HOuSEHOLDS .7123091 .6652532 .1689298 .8151194 .8909872 .6977568 1.2978484 .6877192 

18 LOCAL GOVT. .0102146 .0273271 .0123364 .0108190 .0099989 .01001 90 .0133710 1.0117535........•.••........•.••.••...........••..•.....•••.••.••.........•.••........~..•••............•..••............•...•.......... 
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Region Six East Multipliers 
A variety of multipliers can be derived from the 

direct and indirect coefficient matrixes presented 
above. The multipliers calculated for Region Six 
East are: (1) final demand, (2) income, and (3) 
employment multiplers. All of these mUltipliers 
show how the rest of an economy is affected by a 
change in final demand for a given sector. Some of 
the multipliers are fairly simple to define and 
calculate while others are not. 

Final demand multipliers show the direct and 
indirect requirements to produce an additional 
dollar of sector j's output for final demand 
(Richardson, p. 32). In other words, a final demand 
multiplier for a given sector is the sum of the 
elements in that sector's column in one of the direct 
and indirect requirements matrixes (Grubb, p. 111). 
Final demand multipliers can be calculated with 
households and local governments either 
endogenous or exogenous. The final demand 
mUltipliers are presented in the first three columns 
of table 9. Each type I final demand multiplier is the 
sum of the elements in a column from table 6. 
Similarly, the type II multipliers are calculated from 
table 7, and the type III mUltipliers are calculated 
from table 8. Which final demand mUltiplier should 
be used depends upon which sectors are assumed 
to be endogenous. For instance, if one feels that 
both households and local governments are 
endogenous, type III multipliers should be used. 

Table 9. Multipliers for Region Six East. 

The type I income multiplier is the ratio of direct 
and indirect income change over the direct income 
change due to a dollar increase in final demand in a 
sector (Richardson, p. 32). The type I multiplier is 
calculated from a direct and indirect coefficient 
matrix and a row of household direct coefficients. 
The household direct coefficients are calculated by 
dividing each sector's payments to households by 
the sector's total purchases. Mathematically, the 
type I income mUltiplier equals 

Type Ij "" HBj 

aHj 
where households are exogenous and 

H row vector of household direct 
coefficients, which is row 17 of table 5 

BJ Column j from table 6 
aHj household direct coefficient for sector j. 

aHj is an element of H. 
The type I income multipliers are summarized in the 
fourth column of table 9. 

The type II income multiplier can be defined as 
the ratio of direct, indirect, and induced income 
changes over the direct income change resulting 
from a sector's changed delivery to final demand 
(Richardson, p. 33). In other words, 

Type IIj 	 bHj 

aHj 

Final demand 	 Income 

Ratios of 
Type Type Type Type Type Type Type employees/dollar 

Sectors I" I II II" oflib lIIe 	 Id 

1. Crops 1.2356482 2.1741020 2.2600884 1.2451957 1.6047580 1.2838592 1.6920455 .0000408 
2. Livestock 1.8254312 2.5213776 2.5673777 3.8053191 4.9041419 1.9089287 2.2567894 .0000355 
3. Ag. services 1.2444948 1.7441553 1.7543829 1.4274426 1.8396304 1.6607882 2.1436881 .0000183 
4. Construction 1.1424397 1.7813950 1.7976284 1.1649776 1.5013762 1.3063310 1.9974102 .0000164 
5. Dairy prod. Mfg. 1.9471996 2.3688071 2.3922337 4.4202032 5.6965798 6.0238760 7.2577920 .0000061 
6. Other ago prod. proc. 1.3581256 1.7705134 1.7884548 1.8813619 2.4246234 2.4506072 3.2029510 .0000097 
7. Other Mfg. 1.0344646 1.4154910 1.4242712 1.0600177 1.3661081 1.0695967 1.4594536 .0000173 
8. Transportation 1.1722777 2.1056439 2.1290950 1.1448195 1.4753973 1.1165726 1.4164291 .0000552 
9. Communications 1.0647628 1.8165365 1.8310668 1.0638784 1.3710836 1.0604660 1.3298679 .0000495 

10. Utilities 1.0862781 1.6997577 1.7238226 1.1133876 1.4348890 1.2534791 2.0202092 .0000142 
11. Trade 1.1673981 2.1662205 2.1875046 1.1398598 1.4690053 1.0975549 1.3160160 .0000810 
12. Grain elevators 1.3112823 2.2270008 2.2839417 1.3091023 1.6871183 1.2769740 1.6160225 .0000479 
13. Finance insurance real estate 1.0932586 2.1702156 2.1959207 1.0748800 1.3852620 1.1582052 1.8688935 .0000269 
14. Medical services 1.1053380 2.3341238 2.3566671 1.0756647 1.3862734 1.0852310 1.4392476 .0000615 
15. Education 1.1731428 2.4251872 2.4460217 1.1029449 1.4214309 1.1079957 1.4316709 .0000686 
16. Other services 1.2309686 2.2093727 2.2302492 1.2321527 1.5879487 1.1782407 1.3920658 .0000811 
17. Households 1.8249281 1.8527890 
18. Local government 2.1081705 

"Each multiplier is the sum of the elements in a column from table 6. Only the 16 processing sectors are endogenous. 

bEach multiplier is the sum of the elements in a column from table 7. Endogenous sectors include the 16 processing sectors and households. 

'Each multiplier is the sum of the elements in a column from table 8. The 16 processing sectors, households, and local government are endogenous. 

"Calculated with households and local governments exogenous. 

'Calculated with households endogenous and local governments exogenous. 
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where households are endogenous and 
bHj the column j household coefficent from 

row 17 of table 7. 
aHj household direct coefficient for sector j 

from row 17 of table 5. 
The type II income multipliers are presented in the 
fifth column of table 9. 

When an additional employee is hired by a 
sector to produce output for final demand, more 
employees are necessary in other sectors to provide 
the required direct and indirect inputs. As defined 
here, an employment multiplier is a ratio that 
expresses the relationship between employment 
changes in a given sector j and the resulting 
changes in the rest of the economy. The numerator 
of the ratio is the direct and indirect employment 
requirements per dollar of output of sector j. The 
denominator is the employment required per dollar 
of output by industry j. To calculate the 
employment multiplier, one first must derive a 
worker per dollar of output ratio for each industry. 
The ratios are then arranged in a row vector and 
multiplied by column j in the direct and indirect 
coefficient matrix. Finally, the product is divided by 
the worker per dollar of output ratio (Bills and Barr, 
pp. 28-29). Mathematically, 

Employment multiplier j = L Bj 

where: 
L row vector of employment ratios from 

the last column of table 9 
column j from either table 6 or 7 
j!h element of the L vector. 

Note that there are two types of employment 
multipliers in table 9. Using table 6 as a source of Bj 
gives type I multipliers while using table 7 as a 
source of Bj results in type II multipliers. 

Some interesting patterns appear in table 9. The 
largest type I final demand multipliers are for the 
agricultural sectors and the sectors that handle 
agricultural products. The multipliers for these six 
sectors range from 1.95 for dairy processing to 1.24 
for crops. When households and local governments 
are added to the endogenous sectors, all multipliers 
increase and the ranking of the sectors by size of 
multiplier changes as shown in columns two and 
three. For instance, in the third column the medical 
services and education multipliers are very close in 
size to the dairy products multiplier. 

The type I and type II income multipliers in the 
fourth and fifth columns are generally small. 
However, the livestock, dairy products, and other 
agricultural products processing sectors have 
multipliers between two and six. The same sectors 
also have the largest employment multipliers. 

When using multipliers, one should remember 
that multiplier effects can occur almost immediately 
or take several years. The effects of small changes 
can be felt fairly rapidly. However, if a new plant is 

necessary, more than a year may pass before all the 
effects are felt (Hirsch, pp. 13-19). 

Large changes in final demand can present other 
problems in using multipliers. The size of the 
change in final demand for a sector's output must 
be compared to the sector's current level of output. 
For instance, if a very large increase in final demand 
occurs, the producing sector may drastically alter its 
purchasing patterns in order to find larger amounts 
of inputs. As another example, a large change in 
final demand can lead to substantial investment in 
equipment and radically change the technology 
used by the sector in question. In both cases, using 
the current multipliers would be inappropriate. 
Proposed large changes in final demand may also 
be technically impossible because of bottlenecks. 
For example, a 25 percent increase in dairy plant 
exports may be impossible given the amount of 
milk produced by local dairy farmers. 

Use of Multipliers 

Multipliers can be used in a variety of ways. In 
the examples below, households are assumed to be 
endogenous and local governments are assumed to 
be exogenous. Thus, only type II final demand, 
income, and employment multipliers will be used 
below. 

As a rule of thumb, the endogenous portion of 
the model should include sectors that react to local 
economic conditions. In the words of Harmston and 
Lund, "If the decision to spend money in a 
community has little or no relation to other local 
activity, the industry is exogenous to the model" (p. 
103). Thus, a strong argument can be made for 
considering households endogenous since 
expenditures by families are dependent on wages 
and salaries paid by local businesses. One may also 
argue that local governments are endogenous since 
they are locally controlled, are mindful of local 
economic and political conditions, and depend upon 
local property for tax revenues. On the other hand, 
Minnesota local governments are also highly 
dependent upon the state government. For instance, 
about half of local government revenues in Region 
Six East came from the state. It is also questionable 
just how responsive local governments are to 
changes in sales by other sectors. A local sector 
could have unusually poor sales in a given year. 
The sector's tax payments to local government for 
that year, however, would not decrease because 
payments to local governments are based on the 
value of real property rather than sales. Thus, the 
arguments for classifying local governments as 
endogenous do not seem as strong as the 
arguments for classifying households as 
endogenous. 

EFFECTS OF DROUGHT 

Minnesota experienced a severe drought in 1976 
that imposed hardships upon Region Six East's 
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farmers and the businesses with which they traded. amount were known, the affected sectors' final 
To show how the multipliers can be used to analyze demand type II multiplier could be applied. 
the effects of drought, the impact of the drought on Obviously, one effect of the drought was a 
one crop was examined. Soybeans were selected decrease in net farm income of $6.5 million, an 
for analysis because the entire crop was exported amount equal to the decrease in soybean exports. 
outside the region. 9 Soybeans must be processed Since net farm income is a component of household 
before being used as a feed, and no plants in income, household expenditures by farm families 
Region Six East processed soybeans. A rough probably decreased. Unless farm families borrowed 
estimate of the drought-inflicted losses was made money or liquidated assets to compensate, they had 
using information from Minnesota Agricultural approximately $6.5 million less to spend as 
Statistics (Minnesota Department of Agriculture), households. The total effects of decreased farm 
and from conversations with the staff of the household spending can be estimated using the 
Minnesota Department of Agriculture. The first step household type II final demand multiplier from table 
was to estimate average yields per acre for 9. Loss in sales in the regional economy therefore is 
soybeans in the four-county area for the years 1971- calculated as: 
75. From this average yield the 1976 yield was 
subtracted. The difference was assumed to be the household multiplier x loss in soybean exports= 
decrease in yields due to the drought. Multiplying $1.82 x $6.5 million=$11.8 million 
the difference times the acres of soybeans 
harvested in 1976 resulted in an estimate of the This example is a good illustration of the 
bushels lost from harvested acres. Of course, some problems involved in using multipliers. Frequently it 
acres planted to soybeans were never harvested. is not immediately clear which multiplier should be 
One can assume that most of these unharvested used. After a mUltiplier is selected, it may not 
acres were not harvested because the soybean perfectly fit the case at hand. For instance, a purist 
plants died in the drought. To estimate the bushels could question the use of the household multiplier 
lost from the acres that were not harvested, the in the soybean example above. The household 
1971-75 average yield per acre was multiplied times multiplier in this model is based on personal 
the number of acres that were planted but not consumption expenditures of families in general, 
harvested. The bushel losses from harvested and including both farm families and nonfarm families. 
unharvested acres were converted to dollars using However, farm household expenditures may be 
the 1976 price of soybeans. 1o The loss was quite different than nonfarm family expenditures. As 
estimated at $6.5 million.11 an example, farm families produce more of their 

The next step is to decide which final demand own food and buy less from grocery stores than 
type II multiplier should be used to measure the nonfarm families. Technically speaking, one could 
effects of the decreased soybean exports. This argue that there should be different multipliers for 
decision is not as simple as it may seem. The different types of households. 
crucial task is to determine how the drought and 

EFFECTS OF INCREASED GOVERNMENTresulting reduced soybean exports affected the 
PAYMENTS TO HOUSEHOLDSfarmers' action. 

The decrease in soybean exports did not greatly As emphasized in the discussion of the Region 
reduce current production expenditures by farmers. Six East transactions table, most of the government 
Farmers still bought seeds, herbicides, tractor fuels, payments in the region are made to households. 
and other inputs. Because the crop sector Thus, the biggest impact of governments in the 
functioned almost normally as far as production local economy is via the household sector. It may 
activities were concerned, the crop type II multiplier be interesting to see how a small increase in 
from table 9 cannot be used. government payments to households would affect 

The decreased soybean exports probably Region Six East. The increase could come from a 
reduced farmer's expenditures on capital equipment number of sources. One possible source is a pay 
such as tractors. Stated slightly differently, other increase for state, local, or federal employees. 
sectors had smaller sales to the capital formation Liberalization of the welfare, food stamp, or 
sector, one of the final demand columns in table 2. unemployment compensation programs is another 
Unfortunately, the amount of the decrease in 	 possibility. A third possible source is increased 
farmers capital expenditures is unknown. If the 	 social security payments and increased civilian and 

military employee retirement pay. Assume that 
government payments to households, through any "Final demand multipliers measure the effects of changes in final 


demand. Using crops in the examfle that are utilized locally would require combination of the sources mentioned above, 

assumptions about the portions 0 each crop that are exported and used 
 increase by $1 million.locally. 

'''The price used came from the 1976 West Central Minnesota Farm The direct and indirect effects of the increased 

Management Report (University of Minnesota). The price was not adjusted 
 government payments can be estimated by for the drought's effects on soybean supply. The decrease in soybean 

production was assumed to be too small to greatly influence the price. multiplying one million dollars by the household 


"This is not the only method that could be used to calculate drought 
 type II final demand multiplier from table 9. Thelosses. For an explanation of different methods see an article by Warren 
Wolf in the January 30,1977 Minneapolis Tribune (Wolf). household type II final demand multiplier is the sum 
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of the elements from the household column of table 
7. The household multiplier thus can be broken into 
its components using the household column from 
table 7. To show the effects of the increase on each 
sector, the household multiplier and its components 
are applied to the increase in table 10. 

It appears that the sectors most affected are 
trade, finance, medical services, other services, and 
households. Note that the total impact on 
households is about $1.3 million, or about $.3 
million more than the initial $1 million increase. The 
excess represents payments made to households by 
local sectors in order to supply the goods and 
services purchased with the original $1 million 
increase. 

EFFECTS OF INCREASED EXPORTS 

Input-output models traditionally have been used 
to analyze the effects of industry expansions and 
contractions. We will assume that the Region Six 
East dairy products manufacturing sector and the 
other manufacturing sector both experience 
increased demand for their products from outside 
the region. To satisfy the new demand, each of the 
two sectors increases its production by $1 million. 
All of the production increases are exported. The 
effects of the export expansions by the two sectors 
can be examined by applying type II final demand 
multipliers. 

The dairy plant type II final demand multiplier 
from table 9 is multiplied by $1 million in Table 11. 
The final demand multiplier is broken into its 
components using column 5 of table 7. Naturally 

Table 10. Effects of government payments to households. 
MuHiplier" 

1 Crops .0047751 x 1,000,000= 5,000 
2 Livestock .0113922x 11,000 
3 Ag. services .0005332 x 1,000 
4 Construction .0083750X 8,000 
5 Dairy products 

manufacturing .0065817x 7,000 
6 Other ago products 

processing .0125486x 13,000 
7 Other manufacturing .0215453x 22,000 

8 Transportation .0147774x 15,000 
9 Communications .0087584x 9,000 

10 Utilities .0304756x 30,000 
11 Trade .2303805x 230,000 
12 Grain elevators .0001485x 
13 Finance, insurance 

real estate .0548902 x 55,000 
14 Medical services .0552077 x 55,000 
15 Education .0246102x 25,000 
16 Other services .0511688x 51,000 
17 Households 1.2887597x = 1,289,000 

TOTAL 	 1.8249281 x = 1,825,000 
NOTE: Columns may not add to totals due to rounding. 

"Each element in this column is from the household column of table 7. 
The exception is the total multiplier, which is the final demand tyj0 II 
household multiplier from table 9. 
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Table 11. Effects of a $1,000,000 increase in the dairy prod
ucts manufacturing sector 

Multiplier" 

1. 	 Crops .1552233x 1,000,000= 155,000 
2. 	 Livestock .4822772 x 482,000 
3. 	 Ag. services .0219425x 22,000 
4. 	 Construction .0080194x 8,000 
5. 	 Dairy products 

manufacturing 1.1566991 x = 1,157,000 
6. 	 Other ago products 

processing .0187969x 19,000 
7. 	 Other manufacturing .0096639 x 10,000 
8. 	 Transportation .0140077 x 14,000 
9. 	 Communications .0054281 x 5,000 

10. 	 Utilities .0308056x 31,000 
11. 	 Trade .0831305X 83,000 
12. 	Grain elevators .0052243x 5,000 
13. 	Finance, insurance 

real estate .0340394 x 34,000 
14. 	 Medical services .0127595x 13,000 
15. 	 Education .0164806x 16,000 
16. 	Other services .0165711 x 17,000 
17. 	 Households .2977382x 298,000 

TOTAL 	 2.3688071 x =2,369,000 
NOTE: Columns may not add to totals due to rounding. 

"Each element is this column is from column 5 of table 7. The 
exception is the total multiplier, which is the total dairy products 
manufacturing type II final demand multiplier from table 9. 

the biggest impact in table 11 is upon the dairy 
products manufacturing sector. However, there also 
are large impacts on livestock, households, crops 
and trade. The livestock sector provides the raw 
materials for processing while the crop sector 
supplies the feed to the livestock sector for its dairy 
cattle. 12 

Finally, employment effects of the increase in 
exports are examined. First, the employment per 
dollar of output ratio is multiplied times the 
increase in exports 

$1,000,000 x .0000061 =6 

This amount can be multiplied by the employme(lt 
multiplier: 

6 x 7.3=44 
Thus, a $1 million increase in exports from the dairy 
products sector supports about six employees to 
produce the new exports and about 38 employees 
to supply direct and indirect inputs to the dairy 
sector. 

Although the f~gures above are only 
approximations, they do point out that the dairy 

"By using the household coefficient in the dairy products column of 
the direct coefficient matrix (table 5), payments to households by the dairy 
products sector to produce the $1 million of exports can be estimated: 

(household direct coefficient) ($1,000,000) = 

(.0522661) ($1,000,000) = 


$52,266 


This amount can be multiplied by the type II income multiplier for dairy 

products: 


($52,266) (5.6965798) = $298,000 


Note that this number is the same as total payments to households in 
table 11. In other words dairy plants pay households $52,000 directly and 
another $246,000 is paid to households by sectors reacting to the stimulus 
from the dairy products manufacturing sector. 
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products manufacturing sector has many direct and 
indirect connections with other sectors of the local 
economy. Any increase in output by the dairy 
products sector has a large impact on the rest of the 
economy. However, by the same token, any 
decreases in dairy product manufacturing would 
also have a large negative impact on the rest of the 
economy. 

A similar procedure can be used to estimate the 
effects of an expansion of the other manufacturing 
sector. The other manufacturing final demand type 
II multiplier is multiplied by the hypothetical $1 
million increase in exports. The sectors most 
affected by the increase are the other manufacturing 
sector, households, and trade (see table 12). 
Although the other manufacturing sector has a 
lower total multiplier than dairy products 
manufacturing, other manufacturing has almost the 
same effect on households. The other 
manufacturing sector pays more to households per 
dollar of output than the dairy products 
manufacturing sector. The total effect on 
households was $270,000 while the effect of dairy 
manufacturing was $300,000. 13 

The effect of the increase in other 
manufacturing's output on employment can also be 
estimated. First, the $1 million is multiplied by the 
employment per dollar of output ratio to estimate 
the number of employees directly involved in 
producing the increased output: 

(.0000173) ($1,000,000) 17 

This amount is then multiplied by the type II 
employment multiplier: 

(17) (1.5) = 26 

A $1 million increase in exports by the other 
manufacturing sector supports about 17 employees 
to produce the new exports by the other 
manufacturing sector and about nine additional 
employees to supply direct and indirect inputs to 
the sector. Considerably less employment is 
generated by the other manufacturing sector than 
by the dairy products sector. 

Some interesting relationships appear when the 
effects of increased exports by the dairy and other 
manufacturing sectors are compared. Expanding the 
dairy sector results in greater sales by the other 
sectors. When the other manufacturing sector 
expands exports, more inputs are imported and 
total local production increases by a lesser amount 
than in the dairy example. However, payments to 

"As in the dairy example, direct payments to households can be 
estimated using the household coefficient from the direct requirements 
matrix: 

(household direct coefficient) (1,000,000) = 
(.1969682) ($1,000,000) $196,968 

Multiplying this amount by the type II income multiplier results in the 
same total payments to households as shown in tsble 12: 

(196,968) (1.3661081 ) $269,000 

Thus other manufacturing pays about $200,000 directly to households, and 
another $70,000 is paid by sectors reacting to stimulus from the other 
manufacturing sector. 
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Table 12. Effects of a $1,000,000 increase in other manu
facturing. 

Multiplier" 

1. 	 Crops .0010303x 1,000,000= 1,000 
2. 	 Livestock .0023919x 2,000 
3. 	Ag. services .0001123x 
4. 	 Construction .0048317x 5,000 
5. 	 Dairy products 

manufacturing .0013785x 1,000 
6. 	 Other ago products 

processing .0026353x 3,000 
7. 	Other manufacturing 1.0130974x = 1,013,000 
8. 	 Transportation .0054189x 5,000 
9. Communications .0027246x 3,000 

10. 	 Utilities .0160839x 16,000 
11. 	Trade .0510774x 51,000 
12. 	Grain elevators .0002859x 
13. 	 Finance insurance, 

real estate .0126877x 13,000 
14. 	 Medical services .0115361x 12,000 
15. 	 Education .0070005 x 7,000 
16. 	Other services .0141187x 14,000 
17. 	 Households .2690799 x - 269,000 

TOTAL 1.4154910x 1,415,000 
NOTE: Columns may not add to columns due to rounding. 
"Each element in this column is from column 7 of table 7. The exception is 
the total other manufacturing type It final demand multiplier from table 9. 

households in the two examples are practically 
identical. This shows why multipliers must be used 
carefully. Analysts frequently claim that multipliers 
can be used to help local leaders decide which 
types of businesses to attract or expand. It is 
tempting to glance at table 9 and decide that 
encouraging dairy products manufacturing is wiser 
than encouraging other manufacturing because the 
dairy sector consistently has larger multipliers. 
How~ver, multipliers must not be used blindly. One 
must decide what should be maximized in the 
region. Total sales, total personal income, total 
employment, or personal income per worker could 
be maximized. The effects of increased production 
to satisfy increased export demand are examined in 
table 13. Each row in table 13 shows how a 
$100,000 increase in exports by a given sector 
would affect the rest of the economy. As an 
example, consider the seventh row of table 13. If 
other manufacturing increases its exports by 
$100,000, total sales in the region increase by 
$142,000, personal income increases by $26,900, 
employment increases by 2.5, and the personal 
income generated per new employee is $10,800.14 

Note in table 13 that large increases in sales do not 
necessarily result in large increases in employment, 
personal income, or personal income per employee. 

'''Some of the personal income per new employee ratios seem rather 
I~. However, re'!lember that part-time employees are included in the 
ratiOs. Thus, the livestock sector, the trade sector, and the service sector 
have low ratios. Also, the ratios for a given sector reflect not only the 
labor earnings of that sector but also the earnings of sectors stimulated by
the original $100,000 export increase. Thus, the dairy products 
manufacturinp sector's ratio is low because a large part of the 
employment Increase is generated in the livestock sector, which tends to 
have low earnings per worker. In addition, the ratios should be accepted 
only as rough estimates. Reliable employment data for small areas are 
notoriously difficult to obtain. 
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Table 13. Effects of $100,000 export Increase in each sec
tor. 

(4) 
(2) Average 

(1) Increase (3) personal 
Increase in Increase income 
in total personal in per new 

Sectors sales' incomeD 

1. Crops $217,000 $66,300 6.9 9,600 
2. Livestock 252,000 49,100 8.0 6,100 
3. Ag. services 174,000 35,300 3.9 9,100 
4. Construction 178,000 45,100 3.3 13,700 
5. Dairy products 

manufacturing 237,000 29,800 4.4 6,800 
6. Other ago prod

ucts processing 177,000 29,100 3.1 9,400 
7. Other manu

facturing 142,000 26,900 2.5 10,800 
8. Transportation 211,000 65,900 7.8 8,400 
9. Communica

tions 182,000 53,000 6.6 8,000 
10. Utilities 170,000 43,300 2.9 14,900 
11. Trade 217,000 70,500 10.7 6,600 
12. Grain elevators 223,000 64,700 7.7 8,400 
13. Finance, insur

ance, real 
estate 217,000 76,100 5.0 15,200 

14. Medical 
services 233,000 86,800 8.9 9,800 

15. Education 243,000 88,400 9.8 9,000 
16. Other services 221,000 69,100 11.3 6,100 

'Type II final demand multipliers from table 9 times $100,000. 
"Household coefficients from row 17 of table 7 times $100,000. 
'$100,000 times ratio of employees/output from table 9 times type II 
labor multiplier from table 9. 


·Column 2 aftable 13 divided by column 3 oftable 13. 


SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

An input-output model can provide a large 
amount of information about a region's economy. 
The model can be used to examine the impacts of 
changes in specific sectors of the economy. 

One point emphasized by the Region Six East 
model is the importance of agriculture to the region. 
Agricultural and food processing employment fell 
during the 1960's in the region (Hoppe and Dorf). 
However, the combined sales of the crops, livestock, 
agricultural products processing, dairy products 
processing, and grain elevator sectors were still 
over $417 million in 1972. Furthermore, these 
sectors bought many inputs locally. The dairy 
products and livestock sectors consistently had 
relatively large multipliers. 

The multipliers calculated for the region may 
seem small when compared to multipliers from 
state or national models. However, Region Six East 
is adjacent to the Minneapolis-St. Paul and the St. 
Cloud Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas 
(SMSA's). A large amount of trade between the 
SMSA's and Region Six East would be expected. 
This tends to lower the Region Six East multipliers. 

Despite the usefulness of input-output models as 
illustrated in the drought, government transfer 
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payments, and final demand expansion examples, 
they do have shortcomings. Errors undoubtedly 
creep in when interpreting data and fitting them 
into the model. Additionally, it often is not clear 
how the economic changes should be measured or 
which multiplier should be applied. Hoover and 
Chinitz (pp. 257-258) even question how frequently 
real planning decisions involve changes in final 
demand. 

However, in its place, the small·area input-output 
model is valuable. It provides a sector-specific 
picture of the economy for a particular point in 
time. It also allows a qualified analyst to quickly 
perform a detailed analysis of the effects of changes 
in a local economy. 
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APPENDIX I: DATA 

Introduction 
This appendix deals with data sources and how 

they were used to estimate the output of each 
sector. However, before estimating techniques are 
discussed, a few general observations on data 
collecting problems are necessary. This should put 
the output estimates in perspective. Hopefully, these 
observations will also help other people collecting 
similar data avoid potential problems. 

Data Collection Problems 

PUBLISHED DATA 

Published data for areas with relatively small 
populations do not provide as much detail as is 
available for states or substate areas with large 
populations. The Census Bureau and every other 
agency must be wary of disclosing information 
about individual firms. This lack of information 
forced some very crude estimates for certain sectors 
of the Region Six East model. Survey work was 
necessary in critical sectors to guarantee the quality 
of the model. 

SURVEY DATA 

The surveys consisted largely of interviews with 
managers of selected businesses. Unfortunately, 
interviewing business people to gather data is time 
consuming and questionnaires can be quite 
detailed. It takes time to write, pretest, and rewrite 
questionnaires. It takes time to contact managers to 
set up convenient meeting times. It also takes time 
to explain to each manager how the data collected 
will be used. In the Region Six East survey, 
managers generally were willing to provide at least 
some information. However, the interviews had to 
be fitted into tight schedules. As an example, some 
of the events that delayed interviews included: 

a. Fixing a broken truck 
b. Preparing annual statements 
c. Preparing tax forms 
d. Preparing for a law suit 
e. Bulldozing snow out of a truck dock 

Thus, anyone planning to construct input-output 
data from surveys should be prepared to spend a 
great deal of time collecting information. 

Knowledge of accounting is an important asset 
in building an input-output model since most of the 
input-output data collected in a business survey 
comes from financial records. The people providing 
data in many cases are accountants and they do not 
enjoy explaining simple accounting principles. 

STATE GOVERNMENT FILES 

Private businesses were not the only source of 
data. State government employees were usually 
very willing to cooperate in providing data. Using 

state government files can be as time consuming as 
interviewing businessmen. The files used in 
providing Region Six East data frequently were 
neither compiled nor computerized. 

Sources of Data and Output Estimation 
The next step is to explain how the various 

sources of data, when finally collected, were used to 
make output estimates. The Region Six East output 
estimate, or control total, for each sector is shown 
in table 1-1. The sectors are based on the 1967 
Standard Industrial Classification Manual (U.S. 
Executive Office, n.d.). The table has the same 
sectors as the detailed version of the model 
presented in appendix III. The procedures used to 
estimate the outputs and the sources of information 

Table 1-1. Sectors in Region 6E. 
Sector SIC 1972 
name (1967) Control total 

Crops 01 $116,380,000 
Livestock 01 112,846,000 
Agricultural services 07 12,431,000 
Mining 14 532,000 
Construction 15, 16, 17 85,804,000 
Dairy products manufacturing 202 85,524,000 
Other ago products 201,203-209, 

processing except 205 and 208 85,319,000 
Other manufacturing 205, 208, 22-39 284,042,000 
Railroads 40 7,528,000 
School buses 415 1,232,000 
Trucking 42 7,043,000 
Telephone 481 3,989,000 
Radio 483 2,277,000 
Gas utility 492 4,140,000 
Electric utility 491 12,576,000 
Water & sanitation 494, 495 & 496 1,968,000 
Food stores 54 8,661,000 
Automotive, retail 55 & 75 29,504,000 
Furniture, retail 57 2,958,000 
Eating and drinking places 58 7,017,000 
Grain elevators 5053 4,888,000 
Other trade 50,52,53,56&59 

except 5053 50,112,000 
Finance 60 & 61 22,232,000 
Insurance, real estate 63, 64, 65 & 66 4,758,000 
Hotels & motels 70 1,626,000 
Lawyers 81 1,958,000 
Personal & business 

services 72,73 & 891 6,602,000 
Amusements 783 & 79 2,558,000 
Miscellaneous repair 

services 76 2,652,000 
Medical services 80 19,731,000 
Education 82 33,003,000 
Other services 84,86 & 893 8,213,000 
Households 384,900,000 
Local government 93 18,456,000 
State Government 92 38,280,000 
Federal government 91 74,513,000 
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for each sector are discussed in this section. Each 
source mentioned is cited fully in the bibliography 
at the end of appendix I. The definitions and 
methods used to measure output are consistent 
with those used in the Texas models. The reason 
for this consistency is simple. One of the Texas 
regional input-output models was used to provide 
coefficients for the Region Six East sectors that 
were not surveyed. 

I. AGRICULTURE 

Agricultural output was valued at market 
prices with government payments treated as 
purchases by the government from the farm 
sector; the same definition was used in the 
Texas models (Grubb, 1973a, pp. 63-65). In 
other words, agricultural output was valued at 
the sales price at the point where the farmer 
transferred ownership to a buyer (Mullendore, 
et. aI., p. 180).1 Output is defined as the 1972 
output of crops and livestock valued at 1972 
market prices. 

The agricultural sector is diverse in Region 
Six East, with a variety of crops and livestock 
produced. Therefore, crops and the individual 
livestock species are discussed separately. 

A. Crops 
Estimation of the output of crops was fairly 

simple. Production by county, expressed in 
bushels or other units, came from the 1974 
issue of Minnesota Agricultural Statistics by 
the Minnesota Department of Agriculture. (In 
the 1974 issue, the 1972 figures were final and 
will not be revised.) 

Costs involved in producing crops came 
from the 1972 West Central Farm Management 
Report. This was one in a group of area annual 
reports sponsored by the University of 
Minnesota's Department of Agricultural 
Education. It contained an analysis of the 
records kept by participants in the adult 
vocational agriculture program. The report 
provided fairly detailed budgets based on 
actual farming operations. 

Prices, except for grain prices, were from 
the 1974 Minnesota Agricultural Statistics. The 
grain prices were the preliminary 1972 prices 
from the 1972 Minnesota Agricultural Statistics. 
The preliminary prices were market prices 
prevailing after harvest. The revised prices 
were not used because they contained 
allowances for certain government payments. 
The preliminary 1972 prices agreed with the 
prices collected during the elevator survey 

'This means that the farmer pays the transportation charges involved in 
getting his products to the buyer. This is contrary to the producer price 
concept used in most input-output models. Fortunately, we have data on 
the costs of transporting livestock. However, our data on transportation of 
crops is not as good. As a result, payments to the transportation sectors 
by the crop sector are under-estimated. 
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(Hoppe, 1975b) and with the prices reported in 
the 1972 West Central Farm Management 
Report. 

B. Livestock 

Each species of livestock is discussed 
below. Basic assumptions on how species of 
livestock were produced and sold were 
discussed with farm management and 
marketing extension specialists. 

1. HOGS 

The 1974 Minnesota Agricultural Statistics 
provided estimates of sows farrowed and pigs 
saved in each county. The publication did not 
have information on how many young pigs 
were raised on complete hog enterprises, sold 
to local feeder pig finishing enterprises, or sold 
to feeder pig finishing enterprises located 
outside Region Six East. Fortunately, 
Minnesota's Feeder Pig Industry, published by 
the Minnesota Department of Agriculture, had 
enough information to estimate the number of 
feeder pigs exported or sold locally. To 
estimate the number of pigs raised in complete 
hog operations, one needed only to subtract 
pigs exported and pigs sold locally from pigs 
saved. Then, a budget for each type of hog 
enterprise could be applied. Budgets for the 
various hog enterprises were estimated from 
the West Central Report. Costs estimated from 
the West Central Report were compared to 
those in the Hog Producers Planning Guide 
(Hasbargen, et. al.). Price and weight data 
came from Minnesota's Feeder Pig Industry, 
cited above, and Livestock and Meat Statistics 
(USDA,1973a). 

2. SHEEP 

From the 1974 Minnesota Agricultural 
Statistics, estimates of the breeding stock on 
farms, lambs saved, wool clipped, and prices 
paid farmers were made. Useful weight 
information was found in Livestock Slaughter, 
Annual Summary 1972 (USDA, 1973b). 
Estimates of costs were from Vocational 
Agricultural Farm Management Program 
Report: Mankato Area (University of 
Minnesota, 1973a). The West Central Report 
was not used because the lambing rate was 
unrealistically high. The Sheep Flock Planning 
Guide (Freeman, et. al.) also was used for 
weight information. 

3. BEEF AND DAIRY CATTLE 

To estimate the number of calves born, a 
calving rate was calculated from state data and 
applied to the number of cows in the region. 
All the necessary data were found in 
Minnesota Agricultural Statistics. 

Milk production was also given for each 
county in Minnesota Agricultural Statistics. 



Information on the number of fed cattle sold in 
Region Six East came from Minnesota Grain
Fed Cattle Marketings by County, 1970-71-72, 
(Minnesota Department of Agriculture, 1973). 
Thus, we had estimates of the number of 
calves born, the number of cattle sold, and the 
amount of milk sold. To make an estimate of 
gross income from cattle, the only additional 
information necessary was weight and price 
data. 

Prices and livestock weights came from 
Farm Management Principles, Budgets, Plans 
(Herbst), Livestock and Meat Statistics (USDA, 
1973a). Two unpublished sources of prices 
were the dairy plant survey (Hoppe, 1975a) and 
conversations with the staff of Market News in 
South St. Paul. 

Costs of producing beef and milk came 
largely from the budgets in the West Central 
Report and in Economics of Size in Minnesota 
Dairy Farming (Buxton and Jensen). 

4. POULTRY 

The production of eggs by county and 
prices received by farmers were recorded in 
the 1974 Minnesota Agricultural Statistics. 

Estimating the value of turkey production 
was more difficult. County data on the number 
of turkeys sold was available in the 1969 
Census of Agriculture (U.S. Bureau of Census, 
1972). The regional sales figures were updated 
by multiplying them by the ratio of 1972 state 
turkey production to 1969 state turkey 
production. A similar procedure was followed 
for chicken broiler production. Again, price 
data came from Minnesota Agricultural 
Statistics. The source of data on poultry 
weights was Poultry Slaughter by the USDA. 

Costs of producing eggs were calculated 
from the budget in West Central Minnesota 
Farm Management Report. Budgets for broilers 
came from Poultry and Egg Situation (Jones 
and Henson). Turkey budgets came from a 
variety of sources (Gallimore and Irvin; Berg; 
University of Minnesota, 1973b). 

C. 	 Inventories 

Farm inventories are difficult to estimate for 
a small area like Region Six East. Grain sales 
through elevators, livestock consumption of 
crops, sales to specialty crop processors, and 
sales to feed manufacturers were subtracted 
from total crop production to obtain a residual. 
This residual was equal to inventory change 
plus the amount sold directly from farmers to 
buyers located outside the region. 2 Considering 
Region Six East's geographical location, one 
would expect large shipments of grain directly 

'In our input-output model. no attempt was. made to s~parat.e inventory 
change from farm sales directly to buyers outside the region. Since 
inventory change and exports are both exogenous sectors, local 
multipliers are not affected. 
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off farm to the barge terminals on the 
Minnesota River or to the livestock producing 
areas to the north. The combined value of 
grain inventory change and direct grain 
exports was $18.3 million, or about 22 percent 
of 1972 value of grain production. 

Livestock inventory changes were slightly 
easier to deal with. Minnesota Agricultural 
Statistics had estimates of cattle, hog, sheep, 
and laying hen numbers at the end of each 
year. Estimates of inventory change were 
made by applying the following formula for 
each species: 

value of inventory change= 
change in number of animals x market 
weight of average animal x price per 
pound. 

Unfortunately, there were no inventory 
figures for poultry other than laying hens. 
Thus, no estimates of poultry inventory 
changes were made except for laying hens. 
This method of estimating livestock inventories 
was rather rough. However, little else could 
have been done given the information 
available. 

D. 	Summary 

Table 1-2 presents an estimate of the control 
total for agriculture in 1972. A few items in 
table 1-2 were not discussed earlier. 
Government payments came from Minnesota 
Agricultural Statistics. Patronage income data 
was collected during the dairy plant and grain 
elevator surveys (Hoppe, 1975a, 1975b). The 
imputed rent of owner-occupied farm 
dwellings is not included in the agricultu~~1 
control totals. 

II. AGRICULTURAL SERVICES 

In the Texas input-output models, 
agricultural services included a variety of 
businesses ranging from cotton ginning to 
hunting, trapping, and game propagation. 
In the Texas scheme, the livestock 
auctioning portion of SIC 0729 was 
classified as wholesale rather than 
agricultural services. According to the 
Texas definition, agriculture services were 
valued as the gross billings for services at 
the point where the service was rendered 
(Grubb, 1973a, pp. 50,65). This is 
generally the way services are defined 
and the value definition caused no 
problems in the Region Six East model. 

There were four types of agricultural 

services in Region Six East: 


(1) 	 Hatcheries 
(2) 	 Veterinarians 
(3) 	 Custom crop work 
(4) 	 Animal husbandry services, other 

than veterinarians 



Table 1-2. Control total for agriculture. 

Crop sector 

Crop production 
Grains 
Specialty crops 
Forages 
Pasture 

$ 82,009,000 
4,928,000 

14,119,000 
876,000 

Total crops 101,932,000 

Other income 
Government payments 
Patronage income 
Other 

13,895,000 
510,000 

Total other income 
Total crop sector 

14,448,000 
116,380,000 

Livestock sector 

Livestock production 
Poultry 
Cattle 
Hogs 
Other 

17,585,000 
72,176,000 
21,166,000 

403,000 

Total livestock 111,330,000 

Other income 
Patronage income 
Other 

1,485,000 
31,000 

Total other income 
Total livestock sector 

1,516,000 
112,846,000 

The value of services 2 and 3 came from the 
budgets used to calculate the costs of 
producing crops and livestock. The value of 
hatchery production was calculated from data 
provided by the Region Six East hatchery 
industry (Hoppe, 1976) and hatchery 
employment estimates made from firm-size 
data found on the County Business Patterns 
tapes (U.S. Bureau of Census, 1974c). The 
value of animal husbandry services was 
calculated in part from the livestock budgets. 
Costs of artificial insemination for cattle were 
calculated from cow numbers and the breeding 
costs item in the Dairy Herd Planning Guide 
(Fuller, et. al.). Total value of agricultural 
services in Region Six East were estimated as 
$12,431,000. 

III. MINING 

According to the 1972 Census of Mineral 
Industries (U.S. Bureau -of Census, 1976b) the 
only mining establishments in Region Six East 
were two non-metallic mineral mines. These 
were probably gravel pits or stone quarries. 
McLeod and Renville Counties each had one 
mineral establishment in the 0-19 employees 
class. If it is assumed that each mine's 
employment was the average of 0 and 19, total 
employment in Region Six East was 19. This 
was all the information available for Region Six 
East. Fortunately the census did give more 
information on non-metallic mineral mining for 
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the state. From these data, an output per 
employee ratio was estimated. An output 
estimate was made for Region Six East by 
multiplying the regional employment estimate 
times the output per employee ratio. The 
resulting output estimate was $532,000. 

This estimate may have understated the 
actual amount of mining in Region Six East, 
since mining operations that were secondary 
operations were not included in the Census of 
Minerals. For instance, a gravel pit at a ready 
mix plant was not included in the Census of 
Minerals. 

The measure of output developed above 
was based on value of shipments data for the 
State of Minnesota. Value of shipments is the 
value of output f.o.b. producing plant. The 
definition used by the Texas input-output 
models was "value of product at the point of 
extraction" (Grubb, 1973a, p. 39). Thus, our 
estimating methods were consistent with those 
from Texas. 

IV. CONSTRUCTION 

This sector's output was calculated for the 
Texas models from the 1967 Census of 
Construction Industries (Grubb, 1973a, p. 65). 
The census gave only state totals. Therefore, 
output was allocated to Texas counties by 
contract data from the F.W. Dodge Company 
(Stern, p. 103). 

A similar procedure was used for Region 
Six East. Construction labor and proprietor 
earnings were given in the Survey of Current 
Business (U.S. Department of Commerce, 
1974a, 1974b) for both counties and states. 
Unfortunately, the Survey of Current Business 
did not provide estimates of construction 
receipts by county. The earnings information 
was used to allocate total state receipts from 
the 1972 Census of Construction Industries 
(U.S. Bureau of Census, 1976a). State 
aggregates were also used to estimate the 
portion of construction receipts that was from 
new construction and the portion that was 
from repair and maintenance construction. 
Thus, two control totals were estimated for 
construction. One was for new construction 
and amounted to about $77 million. The other 
was for repair construction and amounted to 
$9 million. 

Other sources of data on construction 
existed. Tapes from the Department of 
Commerce (U.S. Bureau of Census,'976c) 
gave the value of building permits issued by 
various local governments for private 
construction. Construction paid for by the 
various governments was estimated when the 
government sector was completed. Information 
on government construction came from 



records held by the Minnesota Highway East construction companies and construction 
Department (Minnesota Highway Department, done in Region Six East. Thus, exports of 
1973, 1974), reports issued by the Minnesota construction of $20.3 million plus $2.9 million. 
State Auditor (Minnesota State Auditor, 1974a, 
1974b, 1975) and the 1972 Census of V. MANUFACTURING 
Governments (U.S. Bureau of Census, 1974a). 
Often it was necessary to use ratios computed 
from the Census of Governments to estimate 
the portion of government capital expenditures 
that were used for construction. Region Six 
East's expenditures on repair construction for 
each sector were estimated by multiplying 
each control total by the corresponding repair 
coefficient from the input-output model for the 
state of Texas (Grubb, 1973b). 

The private construction values from the 
building permits tapes had to be corrected. 
First, some townships and villages were not 
covered by the tapes. The correction made was 
rather simple. People living in the townships 
and villages not covered were assumed to 
spend the same amount per capita on 
construction as people living in covered 
villages and townships. In addition, value of 
construction put in place is generally higher 
than the valuation estimated on building 
permits. Thus, a correcting ratio, value of 
construction put in place/value of construction 
permits, was calculated for various types of 
construction. National data from the 
Construction Review (U.S. Department of 
Commerce, 1975) were used to calculate the 
ratios. The ratios were multiplied by the value 
of permits for Region Six East. The end results 
are summarized in table 1-3. 

The residuals in table 1-3 are the differences 
between total new and repair construction 
calculated from the Census of Construction and 
construction calculated from the building 
permits tapes, government sources, and Texas 
coefficients. The residuals represent exports, or 
the difference between receipts of Region Six 

Table 1-3. Construction control total. 

New construction $76,777,000 
(calculated from the 
Census of Construction) 

Less: 
Private construction 40,845,000 
(calculated from building 
permit tapes) 
Public construction 15,652,000 
(calculated from government 

sources) 


Residual new construction 20,280,000 

Repair construction 9,027,000 

Less: 
Local repair expenditures 6,090,000 
(calculated from Texas 
coefficients) 

Residual repair construction 2,937,000 
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In th~ Texas models, manufacturing output 
was defIned as the dollar value of production, 
f.o.b. factory. As an estimate, value of 
shipments for Texas from the Census of 
Ma.nufactures was used. Of course, 
adjustments were made for changes in 
inventories (Grubb, 1973a, p. 66; Mullendore, 
et. aI., p. 183). This is the standard method of 
dealing with manufacturing output in input
output models. 

Manufacturing became increasingly 
important in Region Six East during the 1960's. 
~owever, manufacturing activity was still small 
In 1972 compared with other areas in the state. 
Thus, it was difficult to find much published 
data for Region Six East. This necessitated a 
series of surveys in the manufacturing sector 
(Hoppe, 1975a, 1976). Dairy plant managers 
were contacted in person by an interviewer. A 
few other managers of large plants were also 
contacted in person. About 60 other firms were 
contacted via a mail survey. Nonrespondents 
were contacted by telephone. 

The Minnesota Department of Employment 
Services also provided employment data for 
the region. Frequently these data gave 
employment at the two-digit SIC level except 
where disclosure problems arose. ' 

Methods used to estimate output varied. 
Frequently, it was possible to estimate sales 
for a particular industry entirely from survey 
data. For instance, the dairy sector output 
estimate came largely from surveys. 
U~published information provided by the 
Mmnesota Department of Agriculture was also 
useful in understanding the dairy industry. 
When very few data were gleaned from 
surveys, a more indirect method was used. 
Output was estimated using the following 
formula: 

value of 
shipments 

for Region 6E 
sector 

value of shipments 
for state sector 

state employment 
in the sector 

Region6E 
• employment 

in the sector 

Value of shipments for the state sector 
came from the 1972 Census of Manufactures 
(U.S. Bureau of Census, 1975a), while state 
employment in the sector came from 1972 
County Business Patterns (U.S. Bureau of 
Ce~sus, 1973c). Regional employment 
estimates were made by adjusting the figures 
from the Minnesota Department of 
Employment Services. The adjustments made 
the employment figures from the Department 
of Employment Services compatible with 



employment as measured by County Business 
Patterns. Occasionally, some firms in a sector 
sent back detailed answers to questionnaires 
while other firms did not. In these cases, a 
hybrid method was used involving data from 
questionnaires and data from the Census of 
Manufactures. Inventories were calculated the 
same way as the value of shipments. Output of 
the manufacturing sectors is summarized 
below. 

Dairy products manufacturing 
Other agricultural products 

processing 
Other manufacturing 

Total Manufacturing 

$ 85,524,000 

85,319,000 
284,042,000 

454,885,000 

Our total estimated manufacturing output is 
only 7 percent higher than the total published 
in the 1972 Census of Manufactures. Regional 
output was generally calculated at the two-digit 
SIC level and aggregated to the three 
manufacturing sectors. Some wholesale 
activities were included in the manufacturing 
sectors if they were closely related to 
manufacturing sectors or if their activities 
seemed more like manufacturing than 
wholesaling. For instance, milk receiving 
stations were included in the dairy products 
sector. 

VI. TRANSPORTATION 

The Texas transportation control total was 
expressed as receipts by transportation 
companies for services rendered (Grubb, 
1973a, p. 41). In Region Six East, the 
transportation sector consisted largely of 
school bus companies, railroads, and trucking. 
The decision to classify transportation into 
three categories was made after examining the 
types of businesses as reported in the detailed 
County Business Patterns tapes (U.S. Bureau of 
Census, 1974c). 

A. School Bus Companies 

The control total for school bus companies 
was $1,232,000. Part of this estimate came 
directly from the "Annual Financial Report for 
the School Year Ending June 30, 1972" 
(Minnesota Department of Education). Each 
public school district must file one of these 
reports annually with the State Department of 
Education. One of the cost items in the report 
was "Contract Services and Public Carriers." 
This told how much each school paid to school 
bus companies. Private schools were assumed 
to spend the same percentage of current 
expense on bus transportation as the public 
schools. 

B. Railroads 

There were very few railroad data available 
for local areas. There are three railroads in 
Region Six East. Two of the railroads provided 
employment in each county. Unfortunately, 
one railroad could provide only 1975 figures 
rather than 1972. The third railroad did not 
cooperate. Thus, we were unable to use 
primary data for this sector. 

A control total was calculated using 
updated employment data from the 1960 and 
1970 censuses (U.S. Bureau of Census, 1963a, 
1963b, 1973a, 1973b) and the inpu~output 
model of the State of Texas (Grubb, 1973b). 
The first step was to calculate an output per 
worker ratio for Texas. This output per worker 
estimate was updated by using the 
transportation consumer price indices. The 
updated ratio was multiplied by Region Six 
East employment to get a control total output 
of $7,528,000. 

C. Trucking 

. Output of the trucking industry in Region 
SIX East was fairly simple to estimate. The 
Minnesota Department of Public Service 
annually receives an income statement from 
each trucking firm that is engaged in intra
Minnesota hauling. To estimate a control total, 
gross revenues for all the firms headquartered 
in Region Six East were added together. After 
a few minor adjustments were made, the 
control total was estimated as $7,043,000. 

VII. UTILITIES 

In Region Six East, the utility sector was 
composed of three components: electricity, 
natural gas, and sanitation-water. Output of 
each subsector is discussed below. 

A. Electricity 

Electrical output was measured as the value 
of services at the point of consumption. Output 
excluded electricity sold for resale (Grubb, 
1973a, p. 67 and 74; Mullendore, et. aI., p. 186). 
The Six East control total was calculated from 
data in the Edison Electric Institute's Statistical 
Yearbook of the Electric Utility Industry for 
1972. According to that publication, 1972 
revenues from ultimate Minnesota customers 
were $485,145,000. An estimate for Six East 
was made by multiplying the Minnesota 
consumption figure by the ratio of Region Six 
East's population divided by the state's 
population. The resulting estimate was 
$12,576,000. 

B. Natural Gas 

Th~ ~efinition of natural gas utility output 
was Similar to that of electric utility output. 
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Natural gas output was measured as the value 
of services at the point of consumption. 
Information about municipal gas utilities came 
from a report published by the Minnesota 
State Auditor (Minnesota State Auditor, 1974a). 
Information about privately owned gas utilities 
came from the Minnesota Department of Public 
Service.3 Estimated total natural gas sales in 
Region Six East were $4,140,000. 

C. Water-5anltatlon 

The Texas water and sanitation sector 
included steam heat utilities (Grubb, 1973a, p. 
56). Output was defined as the value of 
services delivered to the customer (Grubb, 
1973a, p. 67). For the Six East control total, the 
total revenue figures published in a state 
auditor's report (Minnesota State Auditor, 
1974a) were used. This sector was municipally 
owned, so all the information needed was 
published. Willmar and Litchfield had 
municipal heat utilities. Revenues of the two 
were $217,000. The municipal water utilities 
had $891,000 in revenues in 1972. The 
remaining utility was sanitation, which 
included sewage disposal and refuse 
collection. Sanitation fees for the larger cities 
were $649,000. The smaller cities had no 
sanitation revenue data published. Total 
sanitation current expenses in the small 
municipalities were published at $211,000, 
however. The expense figure was used as a 
proxy for revenue. The control total for water 
and sanitation was thus $1,968,000. 

VIII. COMMUNICATIONS 

The total value of communications output 
was defined as total income received by 
telegraph, telephone, radio, and television 
companies (Grubb, 1973a, p. 66; !VIuliendore, 
et. aI., pp. 185-6). The communications sector 
in Region Six East consisted entirely of 
telephone and radio companies. This was 
discovered after studying the detailed County 
Business Patterns tapes. 

A. Telephone 

Telephone sector output was estimated 
using employment figures from County 
Business Patterns (U.S. Bureau of Census, 
1968), consumer price indices from the 1974 
Handbook of Labor Statistics (U.S. Department 
of Labor) and output for the telephone sector 
in the input-output model of the state of Texas 
(Grubb, 1973b). An output per worker estimate 

"Two assumptions are necessary to calculate natural gas utility output: 
1. Output of municipal companies was all sold within Region Six East. 
2. If a private company had customers outside Region Six East, the 

RegIon Six East sales were equal to: 

6E customers x total sales 

total customers 
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from the Texas model was updated by the 
consumer price indices and multiplied by 1972 
employment in Region Six East. The resulting 
estimate was $3,989,000. 

B. Radio 

The Federal Communications Commission 
published a report called AM-FM Broadcast 
Financial Data, 1972, which contained an 
estimate of the sales and employment of radio 
stations in the U.S. This was one of the 
sources used in the Texas model. Thus, an 
output-per-worker ratio was computed and 
multiplied by the number of workers in Region 
Six East. The estimated output of radio stations 
in Region Six East was $2,277,000. 

IX. RETAIL AND WHOLESALE TRADE 

In input-output models, output of the trade 
sectors traditionally is measured in terms of 
gross margins. Gross margin in this case is 
defined as the '''markup' on merchandise 
purchased for resale minus transportation cost 
from the shipping to the receiving point" 
(Grubb, 1973a, p. 67). In the Texas models, 
estimates of gross margins as a percentage of 
sales were made from primary data. These 
ratios were multiplied by the gross sales 
figures reported in the 1967 Censuses of 
Wholesale and Retail Trade. The product was 
the control total for the particular sector. 

Unfortunately, there were not enough data 
available to calculate control totals directly for 
all Six East trade sectors. However, it was 
possible to divide each trade control total from 
the model of the state of Texas by its 
respective gross sales from the Census. This 
procedure gave margins that were multiplied 
by Region Six East sales from the 1972 
Censuses of Wholesale and Retail Trade (U.S. 
Bureau of Census, 1975b, 1974b). The resulting 
margins and control totals were aqjusted to 
include sales taxes. 

The adjusted margins and control totals for 
Region Six East are shown in table 1-4. Note 
that there are not many trade sectors. This is 
due to two facts: (1) not much detail was 
provided by the Census Bureau for small areas 
like Region Six East, and (2) there were major 
SIC changes between 1967 and 1972 in the 
trade industries. This necessitated combining 

Table 1-4. Trade margins and control totals. 

Sector Margins Control rotals 

Food stores .22 $ 8,661,000 

Automotive .47 29,504,000 

Furniture .38 2,958,000 

Eating and drinking places .59 7,017,000 

Grain elevators .10 4,888,000 

Other trade 50,112,000 


Total .28 



Texas and Six East sectors to make them 
compatible. The margin for the automotive 
sector may seem rather high. However, the 
automotive margin includes the general state 
sales tax, the state gasoline tax, the state 
motor vehicle excise tax, and the federal 
gasoline tax. No other sector pays so many 
sales taxes. 

Use of margins to measure the output of 
the trade sectors is part of the producer price 
concept. To maintain a link between 
consumers and producers of a good, the 
consumers pay only margins to the trade and 
transportation sectors. The consumer pays to 
the producer the difference between the total 
amount paid and the trade and transportation 
margins. This difference is the value of the 
product, to.b. the producer's establishment 
(Grubb, 1973a, 47-48). 

The producer price concept was also 
followed in the sectors that were surveyed. 
When a surveyed firm made a purchase from a 
local trade sector, the relevant trade margin 
ratio was applied to the purchase. The trade 
margin portion of the purchase was assigned 
to the relevant local trade sector. However, the 
transportation and cost of goods sold 
associated with the purchase were assumed to 
be imports. These assumptions are not 
unreasonable for Region Six East. Most of the 
items purchased from trade sectors in Region 
Six East are not manufactured in the region 
and are carried in by transportation firms 
located outside the region. 

X. FINANCE, INSURANCE, AND REAL ESTATE 

The finance, insurance, and real estate 
sector was fairly diverse. It was important in 
Region Six East with over 700 employees. The 
number of employees in each SIC classification 
is shown in table 1-5. The employment 
estimates in table 1-5 are based on County 
Business Patterns and data from the Minnesota 
Department of Employment Services. 

The easiest way to describe this sector is to 
break it up into three components and treat 
each of the three components separately. 

A. Finance 

The finance sector was composed of 
banking and other credit agencies.4 The 
measure of output was total operating 
revenues of banks and credit agencies (Grubb, 

'According to the Texas definitions the financial sector includes SIC 61. 
SIC 61 includes agricultural credit institutions like the PCA's, the Federal 
Land Banks, the Commodity Credit Corporation, and the Farmers Home 
Administration (U.S. Executive Office, n.d.J. Our employment estimates 
include Federal Land Banks and PCA's. However, in the Six East model, 
the CCC and FHA are in the federal government sector. There is no way to 
separate them from the rest of the USDA. (The PCA's and land banks are 
independent agencies; the FHA and CCC are part of the USDA.) 
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1973a, p. 68). Operating revenues in this case 
included "interest income, investment income, 
rental income, and miscellaneous income" 
(Mullendore, et. aI., p. 188). An output per 
worker ratio was calculated from the model of 
the state of Texas (Grubb, 1973b) for the 
finance sector. This ratio was multiplied by the 
number of workers in Region Six East and 
updated by consumer price indices. Estimated 
output of the Region Six East finance sector 
was $22,232,000. Note that security and 
commodity brokers were included in the 

Table 1-5. 	 Employment in finance, insurance, and real 
estate. 

SIC Description Employment 

60 Banking ............................... 506 
61 Other credit agencies ~ 51 
62 Securities and commodities brokers 
63 Insurance carriers ...................... 28 
64 Insurance brokers ...................... 94 
65 Real estate 
66 Combinations of Real estate, 46 

insurance, loan and loan offices 

employment estimates for other credit 
agencies. However, this was a relatively minor 
problem since commodity and security brokers 
were rare in the region. Thus, we assumed that 
the 51 employees in SIC 61 and 62 were 
mostly in SIC 61. 

B. Insurance 

Definition of the output of the Texas 
insurance sector was complex. The control 
total for insurance was the premiums, interest, 
and dividends of insurance carriers and 
insurance agents. Premiums collected for fire, 
casualty, health, and accident insurance were 
part of the control total. However, the control 
total for life insurance was "the cost of selling 
and servicing life insurance policies" (Grubb, 
1973a, p. 68). Unfortunately, the detailed 
information necessary to make these estimates 
of output did not exist for Region Six East. 
Thus, estimates of output were made based on 
the 1967 model of the state of Texas (Grubb, 
1973b). The procedure used involved simply 
estimating the output per worker from the 
Texas model, applying the ratio to the number 
of employees in Region 6E, and updating the 
result by the consumer price indices. The 
estimated output of the Region Six East 
insurance sector was $3,117,000. 

C. Real Estate 

This sector was made up of SIC's 65 and 
66. The definition of output was gross billings 
for rental of office space, brokerage fees, and 
real estate rent (Grubb, 1973a, p. 68). Region 
Six East's output was estimated using the 



same procedures as for finance and insurance. 
The control total was $1,641,000. 

XI. SERVICES 

The service sectors are a diverse group of 
establishments ranging from hotels to 
education. Generally speaking, the value of 
services is gross billings at the point at which 
services are delivered (Grubb, 1973a, p. 69). 
The value of output for each of the service 
sectors is summarized in table 1-6. The 
methods used to estimate outputs for four 
service categories are described below. 

Table 1-6. Service sectors. 

Receipts 

$ 1,626,000 _ '" [HotelS and motels 
t:! ~ Lawyers 1,958,000 
~.~ Personal and business services 6,602,000 

CJ '" Amusements 2,558,000 
Miscellaneous repair services 2,652,000 
Medical services 19,731,000 
Education 33,003,000 
Other services 8,213,000 

A. General Services 

The first five items in table 1-6 are general 
services. Receipts of these services generally 
were taken directly from the 1972 Census of 
Selected Services (U.S. Bureau of Census, 
1975c).5 

B. Medical Services 

The medical services sector included 
physicians, dentists, chiropractors, hospitals, 
and rest homes. Unfortunately, the Census of 
Selected Services did not provide estimates of 
receipts by the medical industry. Thus, outputs 
of chiropractors, dentists, and physicians had 
to be estimated. The first step was to calculate 
the number of proprietors and partners in each 
of these professions. The basic assum ption 
was that if more than one man practiced at an 
address, the men were partners. If only one 
man practiced at an address, he was a 
proprietor. Sources that were useful in 
assigning people to practices were the 
American Dental Association Dental Directory, 
Physicians in Minnesota's 87 Counties 
(Campbell and Hill), the County Business 
Patterns tapes, and various telephone books. 
Two sources useful in understanding the 
medical profession's legal structure and in 
understanding health care facilities in Region 
Six East were Physician Services in Rural 
Washington, (Cordes and Barkley) and Minnesota 
Agricultural Economist (Hoppe and Levy). 

'One exception was a reduction in the published receipts for personal 
and business services. The published figures included receipts of 
engineering firms. However, these firms should have been classified as 
part of the other services sector. Estimated engineering firm receipts were 
subtracted from personal and business services and added to other 
services. 
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Once the number of proprietors and 
partners .had been determined, total receipts 
were estimated from data for proprietors and 
partners in Statistics of Income-1972, Business 
Income Tax Returns by the United States 
!nternal Revenue Service. Generally, this 
mvolved calculating revenue per partner and 
proprietor from the IRS data and multiplying 
by the number of partners and proprietors in 
Six East. Fortunately, the IRS provided 
separate data on physicians, dentists and 
chiropractors. ' 

Outputs of hospitals and rest homes were 
calculated from two sources: reports by the 
state auditor and the Minnesota Department of 
Health's 1973 Directory of Licensed Hospitals 
and Related Institutions. The auditor's reports 
(Minnesota ?tate Auditor, 1974a, 1974b, 1975) 
gave operatmg revenues of the government 
run institutions. The Directory gave number of 
beds in private and public institutions. The bed 
data were used to expand the revenues from 
the auditor's reports for public facilities to 
include revenues from private facilities. 

C. Education 

Education in Region Six East is made up of 
three components: (1) public primary and 
secondary education, (2) private primary and 
secondary education, and (3) postsecondary 
education. Output is defined as total revenues. 

There was a great deal of information 
available for public education. A state auditor's 
report (Minnesota State Auditor, 1975) 
contained information by school district. 
Another good source was the 1972 Census of 
Governments (U.S. Bureau of Census, 1974a). 
The annual financial reports filled out by each 
school district were available at the Minnesota 
Department of Education. The Office of the 
Chancellor of the Minnesota Community 
College System provided information about the 
Willmar Community College. 

Unfortunately, information about the private 
educational system was not as abundant. 
However, Selected Educational Information by 
the Minnesota Catholic Conference provided 
cost and revenue data that were used to make 
estimates for private education. 

D. Other Services 

The other services sector consisted of SIC 
84 (m~se~ms), SIC 86 (nonprofit membership 
organlza.tlons], an? SI~ 89 (mostly accounting 
and engineering firms In Region Six East). The 
outputs of SIC's 84 and 86 were calculated by 
dividing the output of sector 77.05 in the U.S. 
input-output model (U.S. Department of 
Commerce, 1974c) by the 1967 U.S. population. 
This ratio was multiplied by Region Six East's 



1972 population and corrected for inflation 
through the use of consumer price indices. 
This was the same procedure followed in the 
Texas models (Grubb, 1973a, p.70). Output of 
SIC 89 was calculated from the IRS Statistics of 
Income data. Total U.S. business receipts of 
accounting proprietorships and partnerships 
were divided by the number of accounting 
proprietorships and partnerships in the U.S. to 
get an average revenue estimate. The number 
of accounting firms in Region Six East was 
then multiplied by the average revenue 
estimate. The number of Region Six East 
accounting firms came from County Business 
Patterns tapes. A similar procedure was 
followed for engineering firms. 

XII. HOUSEHOLD SECTOR 

In the Texas models, the household control 
total was defined as the sum of personal 
income and personal contributions for social 
insurance (Grubb, 1973a, p. 71). This 
information came from the Survey of Current 
Business. Fortunately, the Survey of Current 
Business (U.S. Department of Commerce, 
1974a) also reported 1972 county personal 
income. Thus, the Six East control total in table 
1-7 is compatible with the Texas models. The 
cell at the intersection of the household row 
and household column records the value of 
domestic services and the value of net imputed 
rent of owner-occupied housing. 

Table 1-7. 	Personal income plus personal contributions 
(millions of dollars). 

Total personal 
income by place Personal 

of residence contributions Total 

Kandiyohi 109.7 3.6 113.3 
McLeod 113.5 4.1 117.6 
Meeker 70.4 1.9 72.3 
Renville ~ 
Total 	 373.7 11.2 384.9 

XIII. GOVERNMENT SECTORS 

The Texas government sector's output is 
"defined as the total funds spent by each 
[government sector] in the delivery of 
governmental services" (Grubb, 1973a, p. 70). 
Unlike most sectors, a government's column 
total does not equal its row total. The 
expenditures of governments are expressed in 
government columns while government rows 
record government receipts. 6 

Our treatment of governments differs 
somewhat from that in the Texas models. 
Unlike the Texas models, we record all 
intergovernment transfers of funds. This 

"There were no state corporate income taxes in Texas. Thus, Minnesota 
corporate income taxes in Region Six East are assumed to be paid out of 
savings. 
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emphasizes the importance of federal and state 
financing to local governments. 

All contributions from governments to 
public enterprises are ignored in the Texas 
models. The Region Six East model follows the 
same convention. (Government enterprises are 
placed in the corresponding processing 
sectors. For instance, government-run liquor 
stores are placed in the retail sector.) The only 
exception is government q>ntributions to the 
Willmar State Hospital. If these contributions 
were not shown, the hospital would have little 
income. 

A. Minnesota Governments 

There was a wealth of data available on 
Minnesota Governments. Among the 
documents that proved useful were various 
reports by the Minnesota State Auditor 
(Minnesota State Auditor, 1974a, 1974b, 1975) 
on the expenditures and revenues of the state 
and local governments. Also useful was a 
report called Comparative Statements of Cash 
Receipts and Cash Disbursements by 
Classification published by the Minnesota 
Finance Department. The 1972 Census of 
Governments (U.S. Bureau of Census, 1974a) 
provided information about all levels of 
government. Important sources of unpublished 
information were unselfishly provided by the 
Minnesota Department of Revenue, the Minne
sota Department of Finance, the Minnesota 
Highway Department, and the Minnesota State 
Auditor. The Minnesota Department of Reve
nue published individual reports on the state 
sales tax (Minnesota Department of Revenue, 
n.d.), corporate income tax (Minnesota Depart
ment of Revenue, 1976), and personal income 
tax (Minnesota Department of Revenue, 1974) 
collected in each county. From these sources, 
estimates of both expenditures and receipts of 
state and local governments were made. Ex
penditures of state and local governments are 
summarized in tables 1-8 and 1-9. 

B. Federal Government 

Federal Outlays in Minnesota (U.S. 
Executive Office, 1972) was the basic source 
used in estimating federal government 
expenditures by county. Federal Civilian 
Employment by Geographic Area (U.S. Civil 
Service Commission) was useful in estimating 
post office expenses in Region Six East. This 
was necessary, since Federal Outlays in 
Minnesota did not have post office expenses. 
The Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 
(U.S. Executive Office, 1974) was useful in 
understanding expenditure items listed in 
Federal Outlays in Minnesota. Finally, some 
federal receipts were estimated from the 1972 
Census of Governments. The total federal 
individual income taxes paid by residents of 



Minnesota was published in the Statistics of 
Income, 1972 Individual Tax Returns by the 
IRS. The Minnesota Department of Revenue 
published state individual income taxes 
collected in each county. Therefore, the federal 
income tax collected in the state was prorated 
to the county level in proportion to the state 
individual income tax collected in each 
county.7 Federal government expenditures are 
summarized in table 1-10. 

Table 1-8. State government. 

Payments to households: 
Employee's salaries 
Employee's insurance 
Unemployment benefits to region 
Payments to retired employees 

$ 4,201,007 
65,641 

1,841,905 
720,873 

Total 6,829,426 

Aids to: 
Local government 
State hospital 
Schools 

12,062,519 
321,253 

16,768,616 

Total 

Other 

29,152,388 

2,298,413 

Total 38,280,227 

Table 1-9. Local government. 

Payments to households: 
Employee's salaries 
Employee's insurance 
Welfare payments 

5,218,877 
207,222 

6,150,431 

Total 

Aids to: 
Local government 
State hospital 
Schools 

105,924 
38,977 

381,559 

11,576,530 

Total 

Other 

526,460 

5,352,714 

Total 18,455,709 

Table 1-10. Federal government. 

USDA $ 13,895,000 

Aids to local government 
Townships 
Counties 
Municipalities (large) 
Municipalities (small) 
School districts 
Special districts 

225,176 
752,358 

1,155,307 
411,846 

1,462,066 
185,601 

Total 4,192,354 

Hospital aids (West Central 
Mental Health Center
See p. 125 in the 1971172 
State Auditor's State and 
Local Government Report) 145,459 

'After the model was completed, the IRS published the amounts of 
individual income tax collected in each county in the U.S. (U.S. Internal 
Revenue Service, 19771. The published total for Region Six East was 
practically identical with that calculated earlier. 
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Post office 
Salary 3,422,131 
Retirement benefits 268,882 
Insurance and other benefits 69,839 
Other 653,697 

Total 4,414,549 

Other 
Civilian 

Salaries 1,085,869 
Insurance and other benefits 22,161 
Retirement 85,318 

Military 
Salaries 1,274,000 
Insurance and other benefits 26,000 
Retirement 100,100 

Other 10,289,564 
Total 12,883,017 

Federally administered Transfer payments 
(such as Social Security benefits, food 
stamps, military retirement pay., U.S. civil 
service retirement, and benefits from the 
Veteran's Administration) 34,614,390 
Interest on debt _4,367,931 

Total 74,512,700 
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Series, Minnesota, Washington, D.C., 1975b. 

_____. Census of Selected Service Industries, 
1972; Area Series, Minnesota, Washington, D.C. 
1975c. 

_____. Census of Wholesale Trade, 1972; Area 
Series, Minnesota, Washington, D.C., 1974b. 

_____. Construction authorized by building 
permits, detailed computer tapes, acquired in 
1976c. 

_____. County Business Patterns, 1972: 
Minnesota, CBP-72-25, Washington, D.C., July 
1973c. 

_____. County Business Patterns, 1972: 
Minnesota, unpublished computer tapes, 
acquired in 1974c. 

____. County Business Patterns, 1967: United 
States Summary, CBP-67-1, Washington, D.C., 
1968. 

United States Civil Service Commission. Bureau of 
Manpower Information Systems, Annual Report 
of Federal Civilian Employment by Geographic 
Area, Pamphlet SM 68-06, Washington, D.C. 
1971. 

United States Department of Agriculture. Livestock 
and Meat Statistics, SRS, Statistical Bulletin 522, 
Washington, D.C., July 1973a. 

_____. Livestock Slaughter, Annual Summary, 
1972, SRS, Mt An 1-2-' (73), Washington, D.C., 
April 1973b. 

____. Poultry Slaughter, SRS Pou 2-1 (3-72 
through 2-73), Washington, D.C., various dates, 
1972-73. 

United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of 
Economic Analysis. "Local Area Personal 
Income," Survey of Current Business, Vol. 54, 
No.5, Part II, (May 1974a), pp. 1-80. 

____. Bureau of Economic Analysis. "State 
and Regional Personal Income 1958-73," Survey 
of Current Business, Vol. 54, No.8, Part I 
(August 1974b), pp. 26-43. 

____. Bureau of Economic Analysis. Input
Output Structure of the U.S. Economy: 1967, a 
supplement to the Survey of Current Business, 
Washington, D.C., 1974c. 

_____. Domestic and International Business 
Administration. Construction Review, Volume 
21, No. 11, December 1975. 

United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor 
Statistics. Handbook of Labor Statistics, 1974, 
Bulletin 1825, Washington, D.C. 1974. 

United States Executive Office of the President, 
Bureau of the Budget. Standard Industrial 
Classification Manual, 1967, Washington, D.C., 
n.d. 


_____. Office of Economic Opportunity. 

Federal Outlays in Minnesota: A Report of the 
Federal Government's Impact by State, County 
and Large City, Washington, D.C., Fiscal Year 
1972. 

____,. Office of Management and Budget. 
1974 Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance, 
Washington, D.C., June 1974. 

United States Federal Communication Commission. 
AM-FM Broadcast Financial Data, 1972, 
Washington, D.C., December 21,1973. 

United States Internal Revenue Service. Statistics of 
Income-1972 Business Income Tax Returns, 
Washington, D.C., 1976. 

____'. Statistics of Income-1972 Individual 
Income Tax Returns, Washington, D.C., 1974. 

_____. Supplemental Statistics of 
Income-1972 Small Area Data from Individual 
Income Tax Returns, Washington, D.C., 1977. 

University of Minnesota, Department of Agricultural 
Education and Minnesota Department of 
Education, Vocational Division. 1972 Annual 
Vocational Agriculture Farm Management 
Report: Mankato Area of Southern Minnesota, 
Mankato, Minnesota, April 1973a. 

____. 1972 Report of the Farm Management 
Program for Vocational Agriculture in 
Northwestern Minnesota, Thief River Falls, 
Minnesota, April 1973(?) b. 

____,. 1972 Report of the West Central Farm 
Management Analysis Program for Cooperating 
Farmers, April, 1973c. 
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APPENDIX II: SUPPLY-DEMAND POOL 
TECHNIQUE 
Introduction 

As mentioned in the methodology section, not 
all cells in the Region Six East transactions table 
were calculated from published sources or from 
surveys. For some cells, a variation of the supply
demand pool technique was used. The supply
demand pool technique, as usually used, can be 
summarized as (Richardson, p. 123 and Schaffer 
and Chu, pp. 89-90): 

row number 
= column number 

afj regional direct coefficient 
an a national direct coefficient 
Xi sum of row i (sales or output of regional 

sector j) 
Xj = sum of column j (purchases or inputs of 

regional sector j) 
OJ total regional demands for industry i's 

products 
ei residual exports 
At first, it is assumed that the region has the 

same direct coefficients as the nation as a whole. 
This allows calculating regional demand for a given 
product i as 

Oi=Ijan Xi 

The chances that the demand for product i in the 
region equals the regional production of product i 
are practically nil. There are two possible situations: 

Figure 11-2. National direct coefficients matrix. 

Figure 1J-3. Calculating DI's. 
123 

Where 
a'!; = xn 

x~ 
J 

2 

3 

Supply-Demand Pool for Region Six East 
The standard supply-demand pool technique 

was modified in the Region Six East case. First, a 
Texas regional model was used rather than the 
national model. The reasons for this decision are 
explained fully in the methodology section. Other 
modifications were made to incorporate survey and 
secondary data specific to Region Six East. 

The notation used to adapt the supply-demand 
pool technique to Region Six East is given below. 
Transactions are denoted by Xii or EXij even if they 
involved final demand or final payments. 

Xi ~ OJ 
X j < Oi 

If Xi ~ OJ, then the region produces enough of 
product i for us to assume that the region exports 
product i. In other words afj=arj and residual exports 
can be calculated as ej=Xi-Di. 

However, if Xi < 0i, there is not enough product 
i produced in the region to satisfy demand. 
Purchases of product i within the region must be 
reduced. In this case, 

r n X· d 0aij=aji 0; an ej 

The methods used to calculate Oi are explained 
more fully in figures 11-', 11-2, and 11-3. Figure 11-1 
presents a 3 by 3 national input-output transactions 
table. Figure 11-2 shows the direct coefficients matrix 
derived from the transactions table. Finally, figure 11
3 shows how the direct coefficients matrix is used 
to calculate the Oi'S. 

Figure 11-1 National transactions table. 

2 

3 

Totals x~ x~ x~ 

Xij an entry in a cell that came from survey 
or secondary data. 

Mj an entry in the import row that came 
from a surveyor from secondary data. 

EXij an entry in a cell estimated from the 
Texas model. 

EMj an entry in the import row calculated as 
a residual. 

Xi sum of row i (sales or output of sector 
il 

Xj sum of column j (purchases or inputs 
of sector j) 

ej residual exports, calculated using the 
supply-demand pool technique. 

The relationships among the variables are more 
apparent in the hypothetical transactions table in 
figure 11-4. The shaded areas represent information 
from interviews, surveys, and published sources. 
Included in the shaded areas are the, Xij'S, the M{s, 
X;'s, and the X/so The blank areas represent data 
filled in using the supply-demand pool technique. 
Included in the blank areas are the EXij's, the EMj's 
and the ei's. The solid columns of shading in Figure 
11-4 represent sectors that were surveyed, such as 
grain elevators and dairy products manufacturing, 
and sectors that were derived entirely from 
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Figure 11-4. 	 Hypothetical transactions table for Region 
Six East. 

12,3, ......... , ...... , ......... , ..... ........... .......................... 
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xi I 

secondary data, like crops and livestock. Note also 
that there are scattered Xu's in the blank areas of 
figure 11-4. Information about a sector that was not 
surveyed was frequently discovered when collecting 
published data or when interviewing businessmen. 
For instance, dairy plant managers told how much 
milk they sold to local schools. Thus, information 
about schools' purchases was collected without 
even having to interview school administrators. 

The portion of the Region Six East transactions 
table that was calculated using the supply-demand 
pool technique varied from sector to sector. Some 
sectors were calculated almost entirely by the 
supply-demand pool technique while other sectors 
used more primary and secondary data. To give an 
idea of the extent of the use of the supply-demand 
pool technique, consider table 11-1. The percentage 
column shows how much of each sector's column 
was calculated using the supply-demand pool 
technique. A percentage was calculated for each 
sector j by using the formula 

:I
percentage j = 1 - i Xij +MiX100 percent 

Xi 

Note that although some columns were almost 
entirely calculated using the supply-demand pool 
technique, the weighted average percentage for the 
whole model is only 34 percent. 

The discussion of figures 11-4 and table 11-1 above 
describes the composition of the regional 
transactions table after the supply-demand pool 
technique was applied. However, in the beginning 
before the supply-demand pool technique was 

Table 11-1.Use of supply-demand pool technique by sector. 

Percentage of column 
provided by supply- Sector column 

Sectors demand pool technique total 

Crops 0 $116,380,000 
Livestock 0 112,846,000 
Agricultural services 91 12,431,000 
Construction 98 86,336,000 
Manufacturing 28 454,884,000 
Transportation, commu

nications utilities 94 40,154,000 
Trade 88 98,252,000 
Grain elevators 0 4,888,000 
Finance, insuranc

real estate 
e, 

96 26,990,000 
Medical services 99 19,131,000 
Education 21 33,003,000 
Other services 98 23,610,000 
Households 10 384,900,000 
Capital formation 0 64,531,000 
Inventory change 0 6,318,000 
Local government 31 18,456,000 
State government 6 38,280,000 
Federal government 2 14,513,000 
Exports 9 591.211,000 

Weighted average 34 

applied, only an incomplete transactions table made 
up of Xij'S, M{s, Xi'S, and X{s existed. The 
incomplete table was all that could be derived from 
the existing primary and secondary data. The next 
step was to fill the incomplete transactions table by 
estimating the EXij's, the EMi/s, and the ei's. 

Estimating the EXij's is dealt with first. Consider 
an incomplete column j from the incomplete Region 
Six East transactions table. Total purchases of 
column j are Xi' However, since the column is 
incomplete, the actual sum of column j is less than 
Xi' A residual Ri is calculated for column j: 

Ri = X J :I
! 

K·
II 

R, and modified direct coefficients calculated from 
the Texas model are used to calculate the EXiJ's. For 
each blank cell in column j, 

EXij == Rj a~ for a given i and j. 

The term a~ is a modified direct coefficient 
calculated from a Texas transactions table 
aggregated to the same dimensions as the Region 
Six East transactions table. Each a~ is defined as 

a)j = XT" for a given i anq j. 
Tj + MT 

X~ is an entry from the Texas transactions table. 
The imports by sector j in the Texas model are MJ, 
Unfortunately Tj is a little more difficult to define. Tj 

is the sum of the XL's in a given column for which 
there is no corresponding XiJ'S in the incomplete 
Region Six East transactions table. All the terms and 
equations above will become clearer after 
examining figure 11-5. 
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In figure 11-5 a simplified version of a column 
from the incomplete Region Six East transactions 
table and the corresponding column from the Texas 
transactions table are presented. Note that in 
Region Six East column 3, rows 2, 3, and 5 are 
blank due to the lack of primary and secondary 
data. Therefore, XI3+X~3+Xl3' 

Figure 11-5. An example. 
From the incomplete 
Six East transactions table. 

From the Texas 
transactions table. 

Column 3 Column 3 

Row 1 Row 1 

Row 2 Row 2 

Row 3 Row 3 

Row 4 Row 4 

Row 5 XI3 
Imports ~ 
Total 

Xl, 

exports, or ei, then are set equal to O. Since we are 
more certain of the Xii'S than the EXiI's, X j - Oi is 
apportioned over the EXij's in the row. This is done 
by calculating a correction term: 

EXOij = • EXij 

for each EXij in row i. Each EXOij is essentially a 
negative adjustment added to the corresponding 
EXij in the row. This insures that the sum of each 
row actually equals Xi' 

After the EXOj adjustments are made, imports 
(EM j ) are calculated as a column residual. For each 
column j, 

EM·J = X-J - (IiiiX-j + I EX-·)IJ 

Imports therefore are calculated as the difference 
between the column total and the sum of the 
elements in the column. 

since the Six East column has no entries 
corresponding to X~3' X~3' and Xh 

Sufficient information exists in figure 11-5 to 
calculate R3, the a(3's, and the EXi3'S using the 
equations presented earlier. 

Using Rj = Xj ~ Xij,
I 

R3 X3 - (X13 + X43 ) 

Using aT] Xlj 

Tj + MT 

a1 . Xb a1 
T3 + MX 

and 

Finally, using EXij Rj ar], 
EX23 R3 aI3, 

EX33 

A procedure similar to the one illustrated above is 
used to estimate the EXi/s in each column of the 
incomplete Region Six East transactions table. After 
all the EXij's are placed in the transactions table, OJ, 
or the region's total demands for sectors i's 
products, can be estimated as 

O· 
I 

= I
j 

x.. + I 
] 

EX-· 
I, " 

In other words, a OJ is calculated for each row i by 
adding together all the Xii'S and EXij's in that row. 

There is no reason to expect that Oi would equal 
Xi, the row total. If Xi - Oj~ 0, then there is a 
surplus to export and Xi - OJ = ei. No further work 
is necessary in rows where Xi - Oi~ O. 

However, if Xi - Oi<O, purchases of product i 
made within the regin are overestimated. Residual 

The supply-demand pool technique outlined 
above is not without problems. For instance, in 
some Region Six East sectors a low level of local 
purchases of raw materials was estimated from 
surveyor published data. In these cases, a large 
amount of raw materials was imported. If the 
corresponding Texas sector had large local raw 
material purchases, the Six East cells in the 
transactions table calculated from the supply
demand pool technique tended to be over
estimated. As an example, consider the 
meatpacking industry. Nationally, the meatpacking 
industry spends about 70 percent of its total 
purchases on livestock. Assume that the 
meatpacking industry in Region Six East also 
spends 70 percent of its total purchases on 
livestock. Let us assume, however, that the regional 
meatpacking sector spends ony 10 percent of its 
total expenditures on local livestock. The remaining 
60 percent for livestock expenditures is imported. 
Next, assume that the Texas livestock sector spends 
70 percent of total purchases on livestock. Assume 
further that all of the 70 percent is purchased within 
the Texas region. This means that the column 
residual Rj for the Six East meatpacking column is 
large because the Xi] for regional livestock 
purchases is small. Most of the livestock 
requirements are included in the Rj. However, the 
MT from the Texas meatpacking column is relatively 
small because it excludes purchases of livestock. 
Thus the EXij's calculated from the a(/s and Rj will 
not be representative of Region Six East. The 
solution is to reduce the Texas XL for livestock 
purchases so that it equals 10 percent of total 
purchases by the Texas meatpacking column. At the 
same time the Texas meatpacking sectors' imports 
are increased by 60 percent of Texas total 
purchases. In essence, Texas raw materials 
purchases are lowered and Texas imports increased 
to make the Texas purchasing patterns more like 
Region Six East's. 
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Figure 11-6. Final demand sectors' relationships with other sectors. 
Capital Inventory State Local Federal Calculated Residual 

Sectors Households formation change govt. govt. govt. exports exports 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Agriculture (X) (X) (X) (X) 

Construction (X) (X) (X) (X) (X) (X) 

Manufacturing X (X) (X) X X X (X) X 

Communications 
and utilities X X X X X 

Transportation X X X X X 

Services X X X X X 

Households (X) (X) (X) (X) X 

Governments (X) (X) {XI (X) 

X X X X X 

x -Calculated using the supply-demand pool technique. 
(X)-Calculated using different techniques. 

Final Demand and Final Payments 
The discussion above explains in a general way 

how the Region Six East transactions table was 
calculated. However, some of the entries in the final 
demand and final payments sectors were calculated 
using different methods. The methods used should 
be explained more fully. Lists of the final demand 
columns and final payment rows are presented 
below. After the lists are presented each final 
demand and final payments sectors will be 
discussed in greater detail. 

Final demand Final payments 

1. Households 1. Households 
2. Capital formation 2. Savings 
3. Inventory change 3. Local government 
4. Local government 4. State government 
5. State government 5. Federal government 
6. Federal government 6. Imports 
7. Actual exports 
8. Residual exports 

Figure 11-6 shows the eight final demand sectors' 
relationships with other sectors in the model. An X 
is placed in each cell that has a non-zero entry. 
Most of the individual entries in the household 
column were calculated via the supply-demand pool 
technique. Some, however, were estimated from 
primary or secondary data. Tax payments by 
households, as an example, were estimated from 
published materials. 

Manufacturing, trade, and construction 
contributed to the capital formation sector. The 
construction sector contribution was calculated from 
published data. For some manufacturing sectors, an 
estimate was made from survey data. For the 
remaining manufacturing and trade sectors, sales to 
capital formation were estimated as: 

Ci = --~--. Xi 

where: XT
I 

Region Six East's industry i entry in the Ci 
capital formation column in the Region Six 
East transactions table. 

CI the entry corresponding to C; from a Texas 
regional transactions table. 
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Xi control total for industry i in Region Six 
East 

Xl control total for industry i in the Texas 
region. 

Inventory changes were calculated from survey 
and secondary data. The crop residual, discussed 
more fully in appendix I, is the discrepancy between 
crop production and calculated crop use. It was 
assumed to be made up of crop exports directly 
from farms, inventory change, and error. The crop 
residual was placed in exports rather than in 
inventory change. 

Most of the government expenditures were 
allocated to cells using published and unpublished 
data. For instance, payments to households by 
governments were estimated using a variety of 
sources. However, a residual remained that was 
allocated using the supply-demand pool technique. 

There were two types of exports in the Region 
Six East model: actual exports and residual exports. 
Actual exports were estimated from primary and 
secondary data. For instance, actual exports by the 
dairy products manufacturing sector were calculated 
from responses collected during inverviews with 
dairy plant managers. Actual exports were classified 
as Xij'S rather than EXij's when the supply-demand 
pool technique was applied. Actual exports were 
not altered during application of the supply-demand 
pool technique. Residual exports were the ei's and 
were calculated as discussed earlier in this 
appendix. Each of the two types of exports had its 
own column in the Region Six East model. Use of 
two export columns helped keep track of exports 
that were actually calculated from primary and 
secondary data and exports that were only 
calculated as a residual. For presentation purposes, 
the two export columns were aggregated, and only 
one export column appears in the transactions table 
discussed in the first part of this bulletin. 

The supply-demand pool technique was used to 
estimate all of the final payment rows except for 
payments to state and local governments. The 
amounts of revenue received by the state and local 
governments were estimated from secondary data. 



Conclusions 
This appendix explains how survey data, 

secondary data, and another small area model were 
used to estimate the Region Six East transactions 
table. A great deal of data had been compiled for 
Region Six East. UnfortunatelY, not enough data 
existed to complete an input-output model for the 
region. Therefore, for sectors lacking detailed data, 
columns were used from a small-area Texas model. 
Purchases of the corresponding Region Six East 
sectors were estimated from the Texas data. The 

Texas purchase functions were used to fill the gaps 
in the Region Six East data. 
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APPENDIX III: Detailed Input-Output Tables 
This appendix contains tables similar to those 


discussed earlier. However, the tables below 

present information for more sectors. Table 111-1 

gives definitions of the sectors used in the appendix 

tables. Table 111-2 is the detailed Region Six East 

transactions table. The direct coefficients matrix is 

shown in table 111-3. Tables 111-4, 111-5, and 111-6 are all 

direct and indirect coefficient matrices. Table 111-4 

has sectors 1-32 classfied as endogenous. Table 111-5 

adds households to the endogenous sectors, while 

table 111-6 adds local governments to the 33 

endogenous sectors in table 111-5. Table 111-7 

summarizes the multipliers derived from the 

appendix III tables. 


Table 111·1. Sectoral definitions. 

Sector number 	 SIC (1967) 

1. Crops 	 01 
2. Livestock 	 01 
3. Ag. services 	 07 
4. Mining 	 14 

5. Construction 	 15,16& 17 

6. Dairy products manufacturing 202 

7. Other ago products processing 201 & 203-209 exc. 205 & 208 

8. Other manufacturing 205, 208, & 22-39 

9. Railroads 	 40 


10. 	School buses 415 

11. 	Trucking 42 

12. Telephone 	 481 

13. 	Radio 483 

14. 	Gas utility 492 

15. 	Electric utility 491 

16. 	Water and sanitation 494,495, and 496 


17. 	Food stores 54 

18. 	 Automotive, retail 55 and 75 

19. 	 Furniture, retail 57 

20. 	 Eating and drinking places 58 

21. 	Grain elevators 5053 

22. 	Other trade 50, 52, 53, 56, & 59 exc. 5053 

23. 	Finance 60 and 61 

24. 	 Insurance, real estate 63, 64, 65, & 66 

25. 	Hotels and motels 70 

26. 	 Lawyers 81 

21. 	 Personal and business services 72, 73 & 891 

28. 	Amusements 78 and 79 

29. 	 Miscellaneous repair services 76 

30. 	Medical services 80 

31. 	Education 82 

32. 	Other services 84,86, & 893 


Final payments (rows) 

33. Households -	 payments to individuals forthe use of their labor 
or property. 

34. 	Savings - largely retained earnings, depreciation, and house
hold savings 

35. 	 Federal government - ~ payments to governments, 
36. 	State government - such as taxes, fees, fines, 
37. 	Local government _ and intergovernmental transfers 

38. 	Imports - purchases by a sector from outside Region Six East. 

__F_in_al demand (columns) 

33. 	 Households personal consumption expenditures offamilies. 
34. 	Capitol formation - regional sales for regional capital forma

tion. 
35. 	 Inventory change difference between beginning and ending 

inventories of finished products and work in process. 

36. 	Local government ~ 
37. 	State government - expenditures by governments 
38. 	Federal government 
39. 	Exports - sales to outside the region. 
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Table 111-2a. Region Six East transactions. 

************************************************************************************************************ 
SECTOR NA~E 1 2 '3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

************************************************************************************************************ 
($11'11'10.00) 

1 CROPS O. 35817. o. n. O. O. 70!>3. O. O. o. 
2 LIVESTOCK O. 12187. '40. ~. O. 3]499. 8649. O. O. o. 
3 AG SERVICES 1568. 4645. O. ~. O. O. O. O. O. O. 
4 fIIlI\IINr, o. O. o. O. 312. O. O. 220. O. O. 
5 CONSTRUCTION 896. 894. O. 4. 83. 9. 64. 586. 670. O. 
6 DArRY PROQUCTS 0. 1201. o. n. o. 11109. O. O. O. O. 
7 AG.PROO.PROCESS 1915. 3128. O. ~. O. o. 235; 3. o. O. 
8 OTHER MFG. 909. O. 793. I'.. 5295. 11. 1627. 2298~ 201. 2. 
9 RAIL ROADS O. O. 20. 4. 936. O. 2. 2. 337. o. 

io SCHOOL BUS O. O. O. n. O. O. O. O. O. il. 
11 TRUCKS 51. 1518. 66. 3. 222. 190. 766; 587; 41. o. 
12 TELEPHONES 403. 349. 21. n. 147. 2S. 2'n. 201. O. 4. 
13 RADIO O. O. 9. O. O. 7. 40. 10; 76. O. 
14 GA~ UTILITIES n. O. 4. ~. 31. 642. 15. 1259; S. 2. 
15 ELECT. UTILITIE 681. 1503. 31. 4. 172. 301. 488. 1284. 15. 9. 
i6 WATER $ SANIT. O. O. 9. 1. 26. 61. 122. 47; 12. 1. 
17 FOOD STORES O. O. 3. il. 1. 1. 0; o. o. O • 

.j:l. 18 AUTOMOTIVES 3232. 497. 21. 4. 482. Bl. 19. 225. O. O. 

0') 19 FURNITURE O. O. 6. l\. 2. O. O. 0; o. O. 


20 EATING $ DRINK O. O. 9. O. S. O. 11. 17; O. O. 

21 GRAIN ELEyATORS 1665. 701. O. O. O. O. 27. 72. O. O. 

22 OTHER TRADE 3176. 2999. 663. 3. 170. 14 0. 489. 431; 27. 72. 

23 FINANCE 3002. 2571. 34. 4. 1432. 14. 63. O. 25. O. 

24 INSURANCE 579. 637. 31. 3. 537. 14. 220. 254: 77. 24. 

25 HOTELS O. O. 28. O. O. O. 16~ 45; o. O. 

26 LAwYERS O. O. 2. n. 192. 18. 65. 95. O. IS. 

27 PERS. $ BUS. SE 64. 82. 323. n. 117. 7. 200. 234. 60. 17. 

28 AMUSEMENTS O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 13. O. O. 

29 MIS. REP. 77. 229. 55. n. 1. O. 303. 235. O. O. 

30 MED. SER. O. O. o. o. O. O. O. 2. O. O. 

31 EDuCATION 5054. 496. 6. 2. 308. 93. 100; 481; O. 3. 

32 OTHER SERYICE O. O. 19. 6. 714. 11. 13. 218. O. 5. 

33 HOIISEHOLDS 48063.. 11309. 2384. 1152. 25795. 4470. 10248; 55947; 3356. 654. 

34 SAVINGS 14672. 7549. 754. 224. 128 2. 842. 12116. 27041; 1161. 104. 

35 FEn.GOVI. 1290. 414. 225. 38. 877. 297. 2549. 3131. 437. 54. 

36 STATE GOYT. 38. 37. 4. 2. 408. 136. 468~ 784: 383. 9. 

37 LOCAL GOYT. 3861. 379. 4. 2. 234. 62. 69. 365. O. 3. 

38 IMPORTS 25185. 23706. 6571. 61. 46022. 35424. 387t14. 187955. 646. 256. 


TOTALS 116380. 112846. 12431. 532. 85804. 85524. 85319. 284042; 7528. 1232. 

*****************************************************************************************io***************** 
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Table 1II·2b. Region Six East transactions. 

************************************************************************************************************ 
SECTOR NAME 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

.****.****************************************************************************************************** 
(11000.00) 

1 CROPS O. O. o. rl. O. O. o. o. o. o. 
2 LIVESTOCK o. O. o. o. O. O. o. O. o. O. 
3 AG SERVICES o. O. o. n. o. O. O. O. O. O. 
4 MINING O. O. o. n. o. O. O. O. o. O. 
5 CONSTRUCTION 23. O. 4. S. 23. 97. 3. 26. 5. 1. 
6 DArRY PRODUCTS o. O. o. iI. o. o. o. O. O. O. 
7 AG.PROD.PROCESS o. O. O. n. O. O. O. O.~ O. O. 
8 OTHER MfG. 2. 7. 69. 2. 40. 96. 323. 410; 147. 9. 
9 RAIL ROADS o. 4. O. n. 36. O. o. O. .0. o. 

10 SCHOOL BUS O. O. O. iI. o. o. O~ o. O. O.
11 TRUCKS 0. 3. o. ]. 16. o. 20. O. 408. 51;. 
12 TELEPHONES 51. O. 29. 1. 18. 2. 17. 207. 14. 21. 
13 RADIO O. O. O. 1. 29. O. 3. 470. 52. 19. 
i4 GA~ UTILITIES 11. 2. 1. 29. 203. 88. 338. 19. 3. 2. 
IS ELECT. UTILITIE 292. 26. 27. 1. O. 98. 1399. 199. 17. 89. 
16 WATER '6 SANIT. 4. 2. 3. O. 17. O. 479. 16; 3. 3. 
i7 FOOD STORES O. o. o. n. o. O. o. 0; O. o. 
18 AUTOMOTIVES O. o. O. 5. 161. O. 1. 607. 42. O. 

.j:II. 19 FURNITURE O. O. I). 6. o. o. o. o. o. O • 
-...J 20 EA- ING '6 DRINK O. O. o. 6. o. o. O~ 13. 48. 44. 

21 GRAIN ELEVATORS O. O. O. n. O. O. o. O. O. O. 
22 OTHER TRADE 62. O. 0. 5. 63. 32. 100~ 912. 5. 94. 
23 FINANCE o. O. o. S. 45. O. 52. 4. 10. 124. 
24 INSURANCE 72. 25. 21. 7. 47. 6. 52~ 80. 24. 58. 
25 HOrElS O. O. o. iI. o. o. O. 90. 4. 4. 
26 LAWYERS 38. O. 43. 6. 29. O. 4. O. 3. 1. 
27 PERS. '6 BUS. SE 4. 8. 5. 3. 10. O. 133; 112; S. 3. 
28 AMUSEMENTS O. o. o. o. o. o. o. 0; o. O. 
29 MIS. REP. O. O. O. 15. 16. O. 107. 80. o. 95. 
30 MED. SER. o. O. 0. o. O. o. 0; o. o. O. 
31 ED"CATION 76. O. 10. 25. 139. O. U,; 75~ 8. 57. 
32 OTHER SERVICE 72. O. 69. 5. 17. O. 36. 56. 8. 27. 
33 HOUSEHOLDS 3050. 1239. 1188. 368. 4682. 591. 2826; 11582; 1332. 4169. 
34 SAVINGS 702. 602. 67. 164. 970. 517. 503. 1192; 190. 1016. 
35 FEn.GOVT. 347. 127. 66. 89. 1948. O. 118. 2774. 85. 352. 
36 STATE GOVT. 148. 212. 31. 4~. 148. 23. 200; 5380. 276. 500. 
37 LOCAL GOVT. 58. O. 8. 19. 106. O. 12; 57; 6. 43. 
38 IMPORTS 2031. 1132. 636. 3344. 3S15. 418. 1919. 5142. 261. 227. 

TOTALS 7043. 3989. .2277. 4146. 12576•. 1968. 8661. 29504. 2958. 7017. 
********************************************************************************i*************************** 

http:11000.00


Table 111-2c. Region Six East transactions • 
• *********************************************************************************************************** 

SECTOR NAME 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
************************************************************************************************************ 

($1000.00)
1 CRnPS 534. O. O. o. o. O. O. o. o. O. 
2 LIVESTOCK 168. O. O. ii. O. O. o. O. o. O. 
3 AG SERVICES O. O. n. O. O. O. O. O. o. O. 
4 MINING O. O. o. o. O. O. O. O. o. O. 
5 CONSTRUCTION 7. 76. 122. 86. 9. 3. 13. 23. 14. 22. 
6 DArRY PRODUCTS o. O. o. o. O. o. O. O. O. O. 
7 AG.PROD.PROCESS O. O. o. iI. 1. O. O. 1. O. 68. 

30'8 OTHER MFG. 256. 104. 47. 8. 5. 105~ 98. 8. 205. 
9 RAIL ROADS O. 245. /'). 0. O. O. 1. O. O. O. 

10 SCHOOL BUS O. O. o. o. O. O. o. 0; o. O. 
11 TRUCKS 14. 411. O. O. 2. o. lu. o· 4. 1. 
12 TELEPHONES 23. 267. 64. 1A. 21. 11. 20. 6. 19. 113. 
13 RADIO 12. 188. 42. O. O. O. 53~ 13. 16. 0, 
14 GA~ UTILITIES 15. 175. 9. 13. 16. O. 13~ 9. O. 10. 
15 ELECT. UTILITIE 116· 1038. 80. 76. 31. 1. 83. 50. 10. 106. 
16 wATER $ SANIT. 11. 237. 4. 10. 4. O. 46. 9. 2. 10. 

1·17 FOOD STORES 1. 0. iI. o. o. O. 2. O. O. 
18 AUrOMOTIVES 36. 1294. O. 11 • 16. O. 166. 24. 73. 4. 
i 9 FURNITURE O. O. O. fl. O. O. 0; o. o. o. 

.j::>. 20 EArING $ DRINK O· 116. lB. 31. 10. 10. 110. 55. 26. 13. 

00 21 GRAIN ELEVATORS O. O. o. o. o. o. O. O. o. O. 


22 OTHER TRADI!: 38. 233. 66. 22. 58. 3. 154. 53. 86. 160. 

23 FhlANCE 17. 739. 310. 274. 101. 5. 88. 82. 26. 224. 

24 INSURANCE 28. 208. 29. 98. 6. 10. 75. 25. 15. 10'+. 

25 HOTELS O. 156. O. 27. 1. O. 25. 5~ 12. 1. 

26 LAWYERS 9. 95. 63. 55. 1. O. 4. 4. 4. 28. 

27 PERS. $ 8US. Sf 3. 402. 121. 55. 30. 1. 186; 42; 24. 178. 

28 AMUSEMENTS o· O. o. Q. O. 1. O. 104. O. O. 

29 MIS. REP. O. 56. O. tI. O. 1. 35. 14. 62. 54. 

30 MEO. SER. O. O. O. 6. O. O. O. O. O. 412. 

31 EDUCATION 115. i37. 91. 55. 10. 1. 17. 4; S. 40. 

32 OTHER SERVICE 16. 288. 162. 4A. 13. 12. 66. 11. 3. 83. 

33 HOUSEHOLDS 1873. 27267. 12395. 2423. 702. 1352. 2299; 1008. 1031. 12351. 

34 SAVINGS 697. 3578. 4?5S. 673. 156. 352. 222. 171. 96. 1324. 

35 FEi"J.GOVT. 64. 882. 91'17. 96. 38. 128. 145. 63. 26. 582. 

36 STATE GOVT. 26. 2870. 452~ 7]. 53. 2. 113; 66. 51. Stl. 

37 LOCAL GOVT. 77. 104. 69. 4ft. 8. 1. 13; 3. 4. 30. 

38 IMPORTS 954. 8793. ":11'169. 52ii. 331. 60. 2481. 614. 1033. 3552. 


TOTALS 4888. 50112. 22232. 4758. 1626 • 1958. 6602. 2558. 2t1S2. 19731. 

***~~******************************************************************************************************* 



40 

Table 111-2d. Region Six East transactions. 
***********************************0************************************************************************ 

SECTOR NAME 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 
************************************************************************************************************ 

($1000.00l 
1 CRoPS O. O. 32. O. O. O. O. 13R95. 59050. 116380, 
2 LIVESTOCK ('. O. 1925. n. 581. O. O. O. 57498. 112846. 
3 AG SERVICES O. O. o. o. O. O. O. O. 6218. 12431. 
4 MhlING O. O. o. o. O. O. O. O. O. 532. 
5 CONSTt:!UCTION 215. 25. 1848. 56497. O. 95. 34. 104. 23217. 85804. 
6 DArRY PRODUCTS 63. O. 1660. O. 1069. O. O. 7980. 62441. 85524. 
7 AG.PROD.PROCESS 72. O. 3';45. n. 2686. O. 2. 1320. 72342. 85311:11. 
8 OTIolER MFG. 974. 31. 4533. 476. 2042. 78. 33. 2. 262754. 284('142. 
9 RAIL ROADS 30. O. 498. n. O. o. O. 9. 5404. 7528. 

10 SCHOOL BUS 1232. O. O. n. O. O. O. o. O. 1232.
11 TRUCKS 53. 3. 254('- I). O. 10 20. 13. O. 7043. 
12 TELEPHONES 274. 12. i256. 'I. O. 21. 26. 32. O. 3981:11. 
13 RADIO 73. O. S. o. O. O. O. 1. 1155. 2277. 
]4 GAs UTILITIES 85. 12. 1006. 6. O. 56. 1. 2. O. 4140. 
is ELECT. UTILITIE 521. 47. 3486. n. O. 267. 13. 15. O. 12576. 
j6 WATER '1\ SANIT. 105. 16. 6B1. n. O. 26. 1. 2. O. 1968. 
17 FOnD STORES O. O. 8651. n. o. o. o. o. O. 8661. 
18 AUTOMOTIVES O. 674. 17920. 3746 • O. 103. O. O. O. 29504. 

co 19 FURNITURE O. O. 21158. 97. O. O. O. o. O. 2958.
.j:>. 

20 EATING $ DRINK O. 243. 4540. n. O. o. o. O. 1637. 7017 • 
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS O. O. ('I. O. O. O. O. 401. 2022. 4888. 
22 OT"IER TRADE 256. 21. 30454. 372ft. O. 1123. 18. 10. 41 92. 50112. 
23 FINANCE 23. 11. 12949. iI. O. o. O. o. O. 22232. 
24 INSURANCE lA7. 63. 1070. n. O. O. 9. O. O. 4758. 
25 HOTELS O. 139. 1072. O. O. O. o. o. O. 1626. 
26 LAWYERS 103. 6. <;161. n. O. 2. 3. 3. 106. 1958. 
27 PERS. '1\ BUS. SE 442. 120. 3'SB 1. Q. o. 8. 10. 9. O. 6602. 
28 AMUSEMENTS 44. O. 13)7. n. O. O. O. O. 1078. 2558. 
29 MIS. REP. b. 10. 1211. o. O. O. 3. 2. O. 2652. 
30 MEn. SER. Q. O. 16140. n. o. 39. 321. 145. 2664. 19731. 
31 EDUCATION 214. 31. 6720. o. O. 31:12. 16769. 1462. O. 33003. 
32 OTHER SERVICE 41. 457. 4000. n. o. 354. 1. 1. 1321. 8213. 
33 HOUSEHOLDS 20529. 3882. 13377. (i. O. 11577. 6829. 44882. 27715. 384900. 
34 SAVINGS 3765. 301. 17440~ n. o. o. o. o. O. 104437. 
35 FED.GOVT. 327. 87. 415925. 6. O. 181. o. o. o. 65168. 
36 STATE GOVT. O. 11. 14747. o. O. 429. 20. 8. O. 28209. 
37 LOCAL GOVT. 9. 24. 3503. O. O. 106. 12063. 2730. 40le 24474. 
38 IMPORTS 3423. 1989. 15~'S46. ·n. o. 3606. 2105. 1483. O. 571092. 

TOTALS 33003. ~213. 384CJOO. 64537. 6378. 18456. 38280. 74513. 591217. O. 
************************************************************************************************************ 
NOTE: Columns 33 through 39 are defined in Table lll-1. Column 40 presents row totals. 
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Table 111-3a. Direct coefficients matrix (Includes requirements from final payments sectors) • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••*.*•••••*******jt****************.***** 

SECTOR NAME 1 2 ~ 4 5 6 7 8 
*••****.***.*.*.*••••*.**•••••••****•••••***.**••••••••••••••••••*•••*••*.**.*******.*********••*••************.***** 

!DOLLARS) 
1 CROPS 0.0000000 .3173994 o.O~ooooo 0.0000000 0.0000000 O.OOUOOOO .08 26621 0.0000000 0.0000000 
2 LIVESTOCK 0.0000000 .1079961 .0~73677 ~.OOOOOOO 0.0000000 .3683057 .1013730 0.0000000 0.0000000 
3 AG SERVICES .0134698 .0411623 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0,0000000 
4 MINING 0.0000000 a.ooooOOO 0.0000000 0.0000000 .003"410 o.OOuOOOO 0.0000000 .0007739 0.0000000 
5 CONSTRUCTION .0077000 .0079249 0.0000000 .0079000 .0009684 .0001068 .0007461 .0020644 .0889400 
6 DAIRV PRODUCTS 0.0000000 .01064!1 0.0000000 O.~OOOOOO 0.0000000.1298963 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
7 AG-PROO.PROCESS .0164572 .0277158 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0027550 .0000100 0.0000000 
8 OTrlER MFG. .0078139 0.0000000 .0637974 .0216761 .0617114 .0001312 .0190731 .0080914 .0267263 
9 RAIL ROADS 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0015998 .n081a75 .0109131 0.0000000 .0000223 .0000083 .0447667 

io SCHOOL 	 SUS 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
il TRUCKS .0004342 .013448 1 .on52842 .0058415 .0025820 .0022202 .0092097 .0020681 .0054963 
12 TELEPHONES .0034593 .0030886 .001726 1 .0008710 .001 7144 .0002892 .003477~ .0007072 0.0000000 
13 RADIO 0.0000000 0.0000000 .On07489 o.noooooO .0000011 .0000782 .0004694 .0000365 .0100771 
14 GA5 UTILITIES 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0003407 ~004520~ .0003663 .0075082 .0008845 .0044326 .0006226 
15 ELECT. 	 UTILI TIE .0058539 .0133161 .0~25012 .0075015 .0020076 .0035194 .005724~ .00451 9 3 .0019283 
16 WATER $ SANIT. 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0~0~875 .0011287 .0003010 .0007097 .0014320 .0001651 .0015531 
i1 FOOO STORES 0.0000000 O.o~ooooo .0"020R3 0.0000000 .000n077 .0000158 .0000000 .0000003 0.0000000 
18 AUTOMnTIVES .0277617 .0044041 .n~1703o .0076733 .0056175 .0009494 .0009271 .0007906 0.0000000 

(Jl 19 FURNITURE ~.OOGOOOO 0.0000000 o.onooooo 0.0000000 .0000196 0.0000000 0.0000009 .0000005 0.0000000 
o 	 20 EATING S DRINK 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0006984 0.0000000 .000055~ 0.0000000 .0001325 .00005~1 0,0000000 

21 GR~IN ELEVATORS .0143026 .0062116 0.0000000 o.noOOOOO 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0003203 .0002521 0.0000000 
22 OTHER TRADE .0212871 .0265788 .0~3354~ .0056585 .0019814 .0016376 .0057336 .0015170 .0035733 
23 FINANCE .02579]5 .0227844 .0~21297 .aOA3464 .0166866 .0001589 .0007406 0.0000000 .0033193 
24 IN~URANCE .0049740 .0056445 .0625080 .0059738 .0062&09 .0008625 .0025840 .0008928 .0102833 
25 HOTELS 0.0000000 0.0000000 .oij22658 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0001851 .0001584 0.0000000 
26 LAWYERS 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0~01532 0.0000000 .0022371 .0002059 .000758A .0003341 0.0000000 
27 PERS. $ BuS. SF. .0005521 .0007225 .0~60195 0.0000000 .0013690 .00008Z0 .0023487 .0008251 .0079874 
28 AMIISEMENTS 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0000474 0.0000000 
29 MIS. RF.P. .0006626 .0020275 .0044510 0.0000000 .0000087 o.ooouOOO .0035570 '0008281 0.0000000 
30 MEn. SER. 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000001 .0000088 0.0000000 
31 EDUCATION .0434282 .004394 5 .On045 11 .0036582 .0035947 .0010882 .0011722 .0016929 0.0000000 
32 OTHER SERVICE 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0015658 '0120527 '0083192 .0001309 .0008582 .0007659 0.0000000 
33 HO!ISEHOLUS .4129805 .1002164 .1~la097 .2864107 .3006~10 .0522661 .1201124 .1969682 .4457904 
34 SAVINGS .12606~1 .U668971 .0~06474 .4200650 .0149374 .0098508 .1420044 .0952002 .1542051 
35 FEO.GOVT. .0110858 .0036&47 .0,80690 .0710025 .0102210 .0034738 .0298749 .0110228 .0580256 
36 STATE GOVT. .0003255 .0003287 .0~01175 .0040754 .0047508 .0015890 .0054833 .0027589 .0508588 
37 LOCAL GOVT. .0331182 .0033576 .On03452 .0028503 .0027320 .000725~ .0008035 .0012861 0.0000000 
38 IMPORTS .2164070 .2100739 .5~86490 .1146064 .5363633 .4141987 .4545727 .6617139 .0858465 
~*******.***••***••*••o******.**********o••*.*.***.*****.****••••*****~*****.*.**************.*************.********. 



Table 1II·3b. Direct coefficients matrix (includes requirements trom tinal payments sectors), 

********************************************************************************************************************* 
SECTOR NAME 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

**************.******************************************************************************************************
(OOLLARS) 

1 CROPS 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
2 LIVESTOCK 0.0000000 O.OO~'OOo 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
3 AG SERVICES 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 o.O"OOUOO 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.000000? 0.0000000 
4 ~INING 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
5 CONSTRUCTION 0.0000000 .0033000 0.0000000 .0016000 .0013000 .0018000 .0493000 .0003920 .0008914 
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
7 AG-PROO.PROCESS 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 o.onoooOo 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
8 OTHER MFG. .00;6515 .0003354 .0017240 .0'303481 .0004509 .0031443 .0487271 .0373006 .0138976 

_9 RAIL ROADS 0.0000000 0.0000000 .001047 0 o.Onnoooo .00011 6 0 .0028557 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
!O SCHOOL 8US 0.0000000 n.ooooooo 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 O.OOOOOO~ 0.0000000 
11 TRUCKS 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0008543 0.0000000 .0002959 .0012843 0.0000000 .0023040 0.0000000 
i2 TELEPHONES .0030469 .0071843 0.0000000 .0;29354 .0004165 .0013935 .0010666 .001 9700 .0070004 
13 RAOIO 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0002180 .0023409 0.0000000 .0003189 .0159230 
14 GA~ UTILITIES .0012546 .0015307 .0005492 .0603969 .0068986 .0161626 .0448747 .0390204 .0006313 
is ELECT. UTILITIE .00?1258 .0415293 .0065685 .0118120 .0003039 0.0000000 .0498680 .161509 3 .0067412 
!6 WATER S SANIT. .0007421 .000S014 .0004914 .0013726 .0000488 .001 3629 0.0000000 .0552831 .0005S55 
17 FOOD STORES 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0000001 
18 AUTOMOTIVES 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0012472 .0127982 U.OOOOOOO .0000711 .0205839 

an 19 FURNITURE 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
~ 20 EATING S DRINK 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0,0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0004564 

2i GRAIN ELEVATORS 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
22 OTHER TRADE .05R4252 .0087758 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0011055 .0050166 .0162503 .0115390 .0308975 
23 FINANCE 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 :001185 0 .0035933 0.0000000 .0060091 .0001291 
24 INSURANCE .01Q3714 .0102003 .0063343 .On9 1326 .0017661 .00377 18 ,0028875 .0060297 .0027254 
25 HOTELS 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0030397 
26 LAWYERS .01~3004 .0054122 0.0000000 .0;86152 ~0014S65 .00221 15 0.0000000 .0005108 0.0000000 
27 PERS. S BUS. SE .0137337 .0005098 .0020052 .0023946 .0007642 .0007894 0.0000000 .0154056 .0037962 
28 AMUSEMENTS 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 o.noooooo 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 o.oooooon 0.0000000 
29 MIS. REP. 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0012565 .0012468 0.0000000 .0123979 .0027185 
30 ~Eo. SER. 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 O.OonoOoo 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.000000~ 0.0000000 
31 EDIICATION .00~7833 .0107872 0.0000000 .01)45419 ;!)06038 1 .0110498 0.0000000 .0018454 .0025486 
32 OTHER SERVICE .0038197 .0102809 0.0000000 .030?60A .0012011 .0013280 0,0000000 .0041502 .0019094 
33 HOUSEHOLDS .5307617 .4330863 .3104833 .5~16212 .0889301 .3722869 .30042aO .3262993 .3925545 
34 SAVINGS .0844089 .0997210 .1509254 .0~9614S .0395009 .0771~83 .2626784 .0580710 .0404070 
35 FED.GOVT. .04'36824 .0493216 .1822439 .0?89600 .0214896 .1549008 0.0000000 .0136465 .0940081 
36 STATE aOVT. .0073736 .0209827 .0531098 .0134277 .0116327 .0117381 .0116633 .0230346 .1823570 
37 LOCAL GOVT. .00?,1252 .0081896 0.0000000 .0034653 .004587~ .0084058 0.0000000 .0013900 .0019392 
38 IMPORTS .2073938 .2883455 .2836637 .27944 11 .8077901 .3033205 .212256~ .2215011 .1742892 
********************************************************************************************************************* 



Table 111-3c. Direct coefficients matrix (includes requirements from final payments sectors) . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*.**•••***••••••*••••••••• 

SECTOR NAME 19 20 21 22 2~ 24 25 26 27*•••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••••*••••*.***•••**••_.*.**.*•••••••••••*.*••***•••••*•••••• 
(DOLLARS)

1 CROPS 0.0000000 0.0000000 .1092172 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
2 LIIIESTOCK 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0342774 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
3 AG SERIIICES 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
4 MINING 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.01'\00000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
5 CONSTRUCTION .0018180 .00ii1868 .0{)l5199 .0015133 .On55049 .0181000 .0057000 .0014000 .0019000 
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
7 AG-PROD.PROCESS 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0005645 0.0000000 0.0000000 
8 OTHER MFG. .0495598 .0013040 .0061509 .0051046 .0046 781 .009834 1 .0049569 .0023423 .0158722 

_9 RATL ROADS 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0048829 0.0000000 O.O(}OOOOO 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0000870 
10 SCHOOL BUS 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 ().ooooOOO 0.0"00000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
11 TRuCKS .1378612 .00A2839 .00292C)9 .0081':169 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0011147 0.0000000 .0015803 
i2 TELEPHONES .0048267 .001'9344 .004 6098 .0053275 .OO2R 637 .0038254 .0126443 .OO558 0 ff .0030392 
13 RAnIo .0175992 .00::»64R6 .0025417 .0037450 .0019002 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0079535 
i4 GA~ UTILITIES .0009521 .00,,2966 .0030946 .0035006 .0004100 : 0027721 .0099066 .0002175 .001 9921 
i5 ELECT. UTILITIE .0055921 .012691'5 .0237742 .0207117 .003"121 .0160176 .019 3168 .OO045l:>6 .0125340 
16 WATER $ SANIT. .0008777 .0004318 .0023513 .0047224 .oilO1912 .1)021777 .002625 2 .0000860 .0069386 

0'1 	 17 FOOO STORES 0.0000000 .00ii01 45 .0002555 .0000 257 0.01)00000 0.0000000 .0000071 .0000058 .0000114 
I\J 	 18 AUTOMOTIIIES .0143309 .0000098 .0073042 .0258254 0.01:100000 .O0224~8 .00972 40 .0001379 .0250967 

19 FURNITURE 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 1'1.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
20 EA~ING $ DRINK .0163788 .0062786 0.0000000 .0023051 .OiiOA089 .006500~ .0004 068 .0051525 .0257511 
21 GRAIN ELEIIATORS 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
22 OT~ER TRADE .0018468 .0133642 .0078078 .0046571 .0029879 .0046121 .0357937 .0013996 .0233639 
23 FINANCE .0034271 .0176266 .0034898 .0147527 .0139445 .0515009 .061 8392 .0023286 .0133280 
24 IN<:;URANCE .0079840 .00A3074 .0057173 .0041606 .0012886 .0205557 .0035006 .0049297 .0113481) 
25 HOTELS .0014557 .00~5580 0.0000000 ./'1031191 0.0000000 .0056180 .0005694 .0000762 .0037717 
26 LAwyERS .0010559 .0001574 .0019341 .0019006 .0;i2J:J287 .0114850 .00037 07 0.0000000 .0006384 
27 PERS. $ Bus. SE .0016770 .00~4422 .0006911 .0080155 .On54293 .0116415 .0181564 .0007634 .0282218 
28 AMUSEMENTS 0,0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0004823 0.0000000 
29 MIS. REP. 0.0000000 .0135764 0.0000000 .0011078 0.0000000 0.0000000. 0.0000000 .000719tt .005365& 
30 MED. SER. 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .1'1012998 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
31 EDUCATION .0028186 .00A1324 .0235954 .0027427 .0i)4 08 31 .011 6 000 .0064194 .0004612 .0025467 
32 OTHER SERIIICE .0028159 .0037780 .0032123 .0057459 .0;;72953 .11101577 .0079326 .0063514 .0100646 
33 HOUSEHOLDS .4505099 .5942124 .3833034 .5441247 .5",753 17 .15092786 .4316127 .6902509 .348232zi 
34 SAilINGS .0641536 .1448299 .1426063 .0713954 .IR2379 1) .1415537 .0961841 .1795697 .0335965 
35 FEn.GOVT. .0288626 .05n1l58 .0131 8 98 .0175979 .0407787 .0202312 .0235015 .0652778 .0219653' 
36 STATE GOIIT. .0932000 .0712441 .0054216 .0572709 .0"03519 .0148854 .0324164 .0011956 .0170920 
37 LOCAL GOIIT. .0021413 .00,,1710 .0157303 .0020 837 .0031057 .oo8A273 .0048924 .0003631 .0019331)
39 IMPORTS .0882553 .0324027 .1952794 .1754642 .118 ,,263 .1092759 .2038442 .0304527 .3157757 
*******.**.****••••***••*••**.*.*.**.*.*****•••••*.****•••**.***••*•••***.**.*•••**••*••••••*•••*.**••••**.*.*.*•••*. 



Table 1II·3d. Direct coefficients matrix (includes requirements from final 

payments sectors). 


*************************..**********************************************************t****************** 
SECTOR NA~E 28 29 30 31 32 33 36 

*****************************************~************************************************************** 
(OOllA~S) 

1 CRoPS 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.00000110 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0(100820 0.0000000 
~ LIVESTOCK 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0050017 0.0000000 
3 AG SERVICES 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
4 MINING 0.0000000 0.0000000 O.oogoooo 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 u.OOOOOOO 
5 CONSTRUCTION .0090000 .0053000 .0011000 .0065000 .0030000 .On4AOOO .0038852 
6 DAIRv PRODUCTS 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0019203 0.0000000 .Oi43129 0.0000000 
7 AG-PROO.PROCESS .0002636 0.0000000 .(0)4642 .0021756 0.0000000 .0092114 0.0000000 
8 OTHER MFG. .0384133 .0030802 .01~4110 .0295276 .0037394 .0117768 .0031794 
9 RATL ROADS 0·0000000 0·0000000 0.0000000 .0008941 0.0000000 .0012949 0.0000000 

10 SCHOOL BUS 0.0000000 0.0000000 o.oo~oooo .0373411 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
il TRUCKS 0.0000000 .00164 17 .0000473 .0016210 .0003330 .0066003 .0000516 
12 TElEPHONES .0024119 .0072526 .0057226 .0083163 .0015184 .0032619 .0008639 
i3 RAnIO .0051571 .0060056 o.oo~OOOO .~022248 0.0000000 .00(10207 0.00000~0 
14 GA~ UTILITIES .0034141 .0001476 .0005123 .0025827 .0014434 .on2612s .0023055
IS ELECT. UTILITIE .0195784 .0036864 .00~3758 .0157924 .0057173 .0090562 .0109054 
16 WATER, SANIT. .0033601 .0006807 .0004818 .0031688 .0019593 .0017701 .0010627 
17 FOryD STORES .0009662 .0000103 .00~0150 .0000001 .0000027 .0224765 0.0000000 

(11 i8 AUTOMOTIVES .0093626 .0276341 .00/11 956 .0000057 .0821106 .0465564 .0042170 
W i9 FURNITURE 0.0000000 0.0000000 O.OO~OOOO 0.0000000 0.0000000 .0674262 0.0000000 

20 EATING $ ORINK .0215427 .0098212 .0006676 0.0000000 .0296034 .Oi1794S .0000119 
21 GRJ\lN ELEVATOPS 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 n.oooooOO 0.0000000 
22 OTHER TRADE .0206266 .0325591 .0081290 .0017540 .0025275 .0791222 .0458936 
23 FINANCE .0321767 .0097458 .011329Q .0006906 .0013862 .0336415 0.0000000 
24 INSURANCE .0099091 .0056865 .005279 0 .00567S7 .0077035 .0627812 .0000139 
25 HOTELS .0019146 .0046772 .00~0528 0.0000000 .0169656 .0~27857 .0000081 
26 LAwVERS .0014496 .0016378 .0014223 .0031344 .(1006960 .0024970 .0000892 
27 PERS. $ BUS. SE .0162789 .0090331 .0090293 .0133974 .0145802 .06930~4 .0003470 
28 AMIISEMENTS .0408500 0.01100000 0.00900 00 .0013231 0.0000000 .01\34221 0.0000000 
29 MIS. REP. .0052955 .0234085 .00~7339 0.0000000 .0011850 .0031462 0.0000000 
30 MEo. SER. 0.0000000 0.0000000 .02118698 0.0000000 0.0000000 .04 1q339 .0015926 
31 EDUCATION .0014253 .0019080 .00?0031 .0064925 .0037857 .0114590 .0155904 
32 OTHER SERVICE .0041786 .0010919 .0041850 .0012304 .0556186 .0103911 .0144771 
33 HOUSEHOLDS .3939489 .3888661 .6259700 .6220427 .4725923 .0~47556 .4730151 
34 SAVINGS .067 0040 .0362384 .0671004 .1122539 .0365990 .0453110 0.0000000 
35 FEo.GOVT. .0247317 .0096656 .0295083 .0099230 .0105544 .li9~569 .007379~ 
36 STATE GOVT. .0256423 .0193933 .00~B485 .0000120 .0013666 .0383135 .0175364 
37 LOCAL GOVT. .0010805 .001 4397 .0015177 .00027~1 .0028747 .0091004 .0043280 
38 IMPORTS .2400175 .3893886 .181)0277 .1037219 .~421372 .3Q89233 .1473438 
******************************************************************************************************** 
NOTE: Column 36 is local government expenditures. 



••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Table 1II·4a. Direct and indirect coefficients matrix (32 processing sectors endogenous) . 

I)SECTOR NAME 1 2 '".! 4 5 6 1 9 

(DOLLARS)
1 CROPS 1-0038854 .364 0992 .Oil99614 '0000031 .0000043 .1541201 .120265~ .000033 3 .000001 6 
2 t.IVESTOCK .0029301 1.1331341 .0311'\134 .0000052 .0000055 .4196453 .1154446 .0000133 .0000013 
3 AG SERVICES .01364 28 .0515468 1.0014108 .0000003 .0000003 .0218193 .0063119 .0000010 .0000001 
4 MINING .00004 03 .00005 34 .ono!)546 1.(\000511 .0036990 .0000231 .0000211 .0001883 .0003685 
5 CONSTRUCTION .0085324 .0126729 .0011\334 .1')090915 1.0024864 .0055'170 .0030265 .0021760 .0931935 
6 DAIRY PROOUCTS .0001341 .0139083 .01'103830 ;0000092 .0000090 1.155}180 .0014285 .000004 3 .0000011 
1 AG-PROO.PROCESS .0161462 .0315501 .0;;ln322 .0000091 .0000099 .0158911 1.0019125 .0000152 .0000022 
8 OTHER MFG. .0119664 .009 4109 ~01,51lS6 .02321 99 .0632620 .0043040 .0216189 1.0084633 .0348138 
9 RAIL ROADS .0003418 .00055 06 .01)20003 .(1)81394 .0115131 .000i:!61B .0001118 .0000668 1.0479146 

io SCHOOL BUS .0016125 .00083 01 .OiHln617 .0001554 .0001510 .0004045 .0002191 .0000699 .0000289 
11 TRUCKS .0011360 .0165814 .0i;64112 .0060435 .002S516 .1,1096024 .011l398 .0021214 .0061319 
12 TEt.EPHONES .0045551 .0059651 .01\25280 .0011810 .0020016 .0029291 .0046924 .0001914 .0005139 
i3 RAOIO .00084 24 .0001591 .OtH3434 .00031 5 ? .0003 052 .000456S .0001331 .0000921 .0106916 
i4 GAS UTILITIES .0005641 .0009139 .0011121 .1'1049549 .0008205 .009200 5 .0013615 .00461 80 .0010149 
15 Et.ECT. UTILITIE .0083590 .0205129 .Oil54440 .0084653 .0029361 .0129856 .0093929 .0041988 .0033021
16 WATER $ SANIT. .0004283 .0005218 .On12212 .1'l01260~ .0004 223 .0010614 .0016119 .000204 0 .0018021 
i1 FOOD STORES .0000075 .0000155 .0002106 .000000 3 .0000019 .00002lt8 .0000025 .0000005 .0000010 

0'1 18 AUTOMOTI VES .0291611 .0114993 .01148829 .0093311 .0061892 .0086125 .005156n .0010a21 .0011284
-Il>o 19 FURNITURE .0000002 .0000003 .0"00001 .0000002 .0000191 .0000001 .0000001 .0000000 .0000019 

20 EATING S DRINK .00025B3 .1'004214 .0017323 .0004 84 1 .0004123 .0002050 .0003819 .0001313 .0003891 
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS .0143841 .0122&06 .0;;03521 .0000059 .0000160 .0051899 .0021655 .0002548 .0000088 
22 OTI-lER TRAOE .0302216 .0441185 .0c;61 478 .0063513 .0026311 .OZ09812 .0132931 .0011230 .0044542 
23 FINANCE .0275095 .0315836 .0054809 .0092263 .0115613 .0162261 .0012651 .0001918 .0060411 
24 INSURANCE .0060163 .009604 1 .Oil36161 ~O1)65995 .00686 30 .005113J .0044194 .0010469 .0119838 
25 HOTELS .00(}2824 .0004236 .On26647 .00031 5? .00024 33 .0002007 .0003438 .0001982 .0001 5 21 
26 LAwYERS .0004766 .0006367 .01;04524 .0002320 .0024490 .000566'1 .0010161 .0003986 .0006366 
21 PERS. $ BUS. SE .0022940 .0031401 .0>,16556 .0006 051 .0020031 .0011559 .003212& .0009568 .009 0616 
28 AMUSEMENTS .0000626 .00003 15 .OM0058 .000001 0 .0000099 .0000154 .0000119 .0000527 .0000031 
29 MIS. REP. .0009611 .0031351 .01'149627 .0000965 .0001ZOl .0013521 .0041104 .0008812 .0001019 
30 MEO. SER. .0000081 .0000128 .onoo055 .000009 0 .0000091 .0000069 .0000061 .0000104 .0000162 
31 EDIICATION .044 1895 .0222451 .0()165 22 .004161 4 .0040440 .0108320 .0014730 .0018728 .0001132 
32 OTHER SERVICE .0008429 .0013052 .0026112 .U31149 .0092628 .0001994 .0013918 .0009313 .0015841
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Table l11-4b. Direct and indirect coefficients matrix (32 processing sectors endogenous). 
*••••*.**.******************••**.**************.****.******••*.**********.*.*******.*****.*********.*••••••••••••*••• 

SEI"TOR NAME 10 11 12 1, 14 15 16 17 
••••*•••*******•••••*.**.***.********.****••*.**•••••*.**••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••••••***•••••••*•••••••••••••• 

(OOLLA~S) 
I CRoPS .0000020 .0000065 .0000002 .Oij~oo39 .0000035 .0000065 .0000024 .0000038 .0000024 
2 LIVESTOCK .OOn0041 .0000136 .0000002 .0600063 .0000073 .0000134 .0000020 .0000056 .0000039 
3 AG SERVICES .00n0002 .0000006 .0000000 .0000003 .0000003 .0000006 .0000001 .0000003 .0000002 
4 MINING .0060046 .0000148 .0000025 .0~Og321 .0000059 .0000120 .0002221 .0000471 .0000164 
5 CONSTRUCTION .00068]4 .0037840 .0002742 .0021 315 .0014349 .0024003 .0498113 .004011Q .0012374 
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS .ooiio07fli .0000257 .0000004 .000n113 .000013? .0000253 .0000027 .0000097 .0000067 
7 AG-PROO.PROCESS .0000080 .0000260 .0000005 .060012g .0000138 .0000255 .0000034 .000010~ .0000088 
8 OTHER MFG. .00,7781 .0013805 .0019473 .0'13994 .0008353 .0042278 .0526551 .04 19021 .0154020 

_9 RAjL ROAUS .OO~3477 .0002372 .0011208 .0~00854 '000153? .0030635 .0008190 .0006299 .0002154 
10 SCHOOL BUS 1.0001278 .00ry4324 .0000067 .0001892 .0002310 .0004260 .0000459 .0001629 .0001128 
il TRuCKS .00n5511 1.0001817 .0008802 .0001391 .0003317 .0013960 .0004667 .0028164 .0003465 
i2 TELEPHONES .0016569 .0075204 1.0000576 .0132688 .0005349 .0017361 .0014246 .0027107 .0076996 
13 RADIO .0004242 .0002053 .0000498 1.0n0125R .0002839 .0026655 .0002386 .0010802 .0164890 
14 GA~ UTILITIEs .0018061 .0023930 .0007232 .Ono~343 1~0069981 .0164589 .0463557 .0448370 .0010805 
is ELECT. UTILITIE .0021366 .0423048 .0067888 .0126704 .0005398 1.0007Z18 .0507261 .1655041 '0082014 
16 WATER $ SANIT. .0012136 .0007030 .0005346 .onls353 .0000936 .0014710 1.0001962 .0557633 .0008272 
!7 rOOD STORES .0000018 .0000004 .0000000 .0000003 .onoo001 .0000002 .0000009 1.0000008 .0000011 
18 AUTOMOTIVES .00'5546 .0018309 .0001793 .on3057o .0015166 .0134953 .001591 8 .0039935 1.0224843 

~ 	 19 FURNITURE .0090000 .0000001 .0000000 .000nOOI .0000000 .0000000 .0000010 .0000001 .0000000 
29 EATING s DRINK .00~8831 .0004933 .0001049 .0012246 .0001055 .0001624 .000111 4 .0008206 .0008282 
21 GRAIN F,LEVATORS .0000008 .0000005 .0000005 .0000080 .0000003 .0000013 .0000133 .0000107 .0000039 
22 OTHER TRADE .0594129 .0093683 .0001537 .on05684 .0013277 .0057747 .01&9330 .0145712 .0322179 
23 rINANCE .0024191 .0010819 .0004537 .0608756 .0614114 .0041081 .0015784 .0078872 .0011876 
24 INSURANCE .0204369 .0109230 .0065525 .0099579 .0019302 .0041826 .0037228 .0076031 .0033855 
25 HOTELS .000451 8 .0002930 .0000487 .0606374 .0000532 .0001242 .00010 32 .0003213 .0033137 
26 LAwYERS .01?7177 .0057225 .0001025 .0,89852 .0015332 .0024772 .0004038 .0011995 .0004635 
27 PERS. $ aus. SE .01~0593 .0011530 .0021703 .on32621 .0009702 .00124~2 .0004362 .0166211 .0045661 
28 AMUSEMENTS .0060113 .0000189 .0000004 .0~00180 .0000093 .0000172 .0000045 .0000081 .0000052 
29 MIS. REP. .0002015 .0001054 .0000256 .0001416 .0013125 .0013599 .0001984 .0131374 .0029483 
30 MEO. SER. .00n027? .0000145 .nooo087 .0000135 .0000026 .0000056 .0000054 .0000105 .0000046 
31 EDUCATION .OO~4228 .0115806 .0001806 .0~50670 .0061866 .0114070 .0012305 .0043622 .0030216 
32 OTHER SERVICE .0049517 .0112511 .0001259 .0324155 .0013825 .0017426 .0007966 .005271 9 .0029684 
*····••·*.····**·•••••••••••••••••••0*••••**.*••*.*••••*.*••••••••••••*•••*••*••••••**••*•••••*•••••*.*.*•••••••*.*•• 



Table 111-4c. Direct and indirect coefficients matrix (32 processing sectors endogenous). 

********************************************************************************************************************* 
SECTOR NAME 19 2(1 21 22 21 ~4 25 26 27 

********************************************************************************************************************* 
(OOLLAI:1S) 

1 CRoPS .0000046 .0000050 .1221357 .0000024 .04'100026 .1l00008 ::> .0000723 .0000005 .0000029 
2 LIVESTOCK .0000066 .01'14'10104 .4'1391895 .0000044 .04'100052 .noOO160 .0000740 .0000008 .0000047 
3 AG SERVICES .0000003 .00';0005 .O0325~3 .0000002 .0000002 .0000008 .000004 0 .0000000 .0000002 
4 MINING .00005 00 .00n0044 .0000197 .0000148 .0000 252 ."GOOROO .0000294 .0000078 .0000251} 
5 CONSTRUCTION .0028049 .0007394 .0034469 .0026228 .0J;157433 .0192778 .0065933 .0015714 .0029540 
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS .0000112 .0000195 .0005454 .0000077 .01104'1097 ~'lOO0283 .0000173 .0000014 .000008!) 
7 AG-PRoO.PROCESS .000012R .0(\1'10201 .0031703 .0000098 .OnOO098 .1)000366 .0005862 .0000018 .00001013 
8 OTHER MFG. .0514561 .OO~1694 .009 29 42 .006764 3 .0,,5t:;545 • II} 26409 .007 0099 .0026602 .0183423 
9 RAIL ROADS .00010 44 .0001364 .00022A7 .00525 21 .04'(011)33 .4'14'10 3234 .000 3560 .0000358 .000315<; 

io SCHOOL 8US .0001881 .00il3284 .0011178 .0001291=1 .l)nr1l624 .1)004748 .0002 776 .0000240 .0001346 
i1 TRUCKS .1381883 .00A5285 .00379 62 .00 8 3 859 .00009 2 8 ~OO02716 .(1)16142 .0000813 .0021654 
i2 TELEPHONES .00644 16 .00,4527 .00579 24 .005926 0 .OQ 3 0141 ."1045652 .0133"'01 .005617J .0039800 
13 RADIO .0179810 .On?9271 .0029620 .0044412 .(1121)284 .on04076 .0001157 .0000594 .0089341 
i4 GA~ UTILITIES .00177 34 .On07l11 .0039161 .0042962 .OilO.:;839 .!l035125 .0107724 .0002963 .0029746
is ELECT. UTILITIE .0126449 .0140072 .02658 75 .0222202 .01'\4 0 799 .'1176763 .021 3930 ~00U8043 .015175B 
16 WATER $ SANIT. .0011090 .0006149 .{l0263n7 .0049345 .oriOfl992 .11024808 .0030608 .0001395 .001421~ 
i7 FOOD STORES .0000005 .00n0151 .0002572 .000026 1 .Onn,,003 .(1000008 .001.10085 .1.1000064 .00001 31 
I8 AUTOMOTIVES .01554 04 .001 4 247 .0122630 .1.12773(1) .1)1'114'1204 .'1042843 .0120012 .1.1008523 .0285746 

J1 
j) 	

19 FURNtTURE 1.0000001 .onnoooo .0000001 .0000001 .000flOOl .0000004 .0000001 .1.1000000 .0000001 
20 EATING $ DPIN~ .0168248 1. on" 7427 .0002767 .0028 7 37 .oill?5R4 .007559 5 .0074372 .1.1054790 .0273182 
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS .onoo131 .00;'0007 1.0019936 .0000018 .01'1001.115 .oooo031t .0000034 .1.100000 7 .0000047 
22 OTHER TRADE .0042089 .0144401 .0135044 1.0063866 .0';31664 .0060704 .0374954 .001648~ .026224/) 
23 FINANCE .0046954 .0190246 .0085301 .0159150 1.01 40;383 .0608427 .0642378 .00281:130 .0160233 
24 INSURANCE .0102553 .0090280 .0073357 .0049616 .01'116'+03 l.a218484 .004 5554 .005 2295 .0128111 
25 HOTELS .0016961 .00n8115 .0002060 .0034114 .onOla50 .1)1'160392 1.0009957 .0002424 .0043190 
26 LAwYERS .0023608 .00053A4 .0023401 .0022348 .Oil298 38 .:1120897 .00082j:H 1.0000904 .OU1167<; 
27 PERS. S BuS. SE .0023599 .0011741 .00176~0 .0088913 .oil59396 .n132206 .01981.184 .0010341 1.0300657 
28 AMIISEMENTS .0000107 .0000125 .00004 29 .0000063 .011000 78 .000024 2 .0000110 .0005039 .0000065 
29 ~IS. REP. .0003655 .0140490; .000311'6 .0013576 .ono0796 .0002622 .0003518 .0008377 .0062029 
30 MEn. SER. .0000141 .00n0120 .0000098 .0000066 .OnOo022 .0013566 .0000061 .0000070 .0000172 
31 EDUCATION .0050 381 .00Fl7948 .02993156 .003477 0 .0(14)500 .0127 147 .0074354 .000643B .0036 050 
32 OTHER SERVTCE .0054835 .0046301 .0039678 .0068114 .OnB1018 00120611 .0090137 .006875'" .0119993 
.0*.*****0*********************************************************************************************************** 



Table l11-4d. Direct and indirect coefficients matrix (32 processing sectors endogenous) . 
••••••••***••••**•••*•••*.*••**•••***••*••••*.*••••••••••*••**••*••••••••••••*•••••*••••**••••*.**.*.**••••••••••••** 

SECTOR NAME 28 29 30 31 32 
.*.*.**.*•••**••**••••••**.***••*•••••*••••*••••*•••*••**•••**.*••***.*****•••••••***••••••••**•••••**.**•••••*•••••• 

(OOLLA~S) 


1 CRoPS .0000360 .0000019 .00~4212 .0005621 .0000042 

2 LIVESTOCK .0000354 .0000034 .00~4114 .0011810 .0000011 

3 AG SERVICES .0000019 .0000002 .009 0221 .0000562 .0000004 

4 MINING .0000106 .0000252 .00g0142 .0000503 .0000189 

5 CONSTRUCTION .0103418 .0058922 .001 4106 .0071628 .0038198 

6 DAIRy PRODUCTS .0000062 .0000051 .0000103 .0022313 .0000111 

1 AG-PROD.PROCESS .0002846 .0000087 .0015118 .0022402 .0000211 

8 OTHER M~G. .0425698 .0048155 .01!4038 .0313529 .0064134 

9 RAIL ROADS .0003154 .0002166 .00Q091 4 .0011438 .0001153 


10 SC~OOL BUS .0000969 .0000962 .0000895 .0316092 .0001865 

11 TRUCKS .0005914 .0021267 .00n2382 .0019134 .0001766 

12 TE EPHONES .0032871 .0081 804 .00~0950 .0081912 .0028214 

13 RAnIO .0060381 .0069229 .0002013 .0024864 .0017316 

14 GA~ UTILITIES .0045927 .0005712 .0008083 .0033154 .0021691 

15 ELECT. UTILITIE .0226669 .0055898 .OO~21B2 .0173033 .0082765 

16 ~ATER 'SANIT. .0039298 .0010253 .0096600 .0034461 .0023974 

17 ~OOD STORES .0010087 .000011B .0020158 .0000020 .0000039 

18 AUTOMOTIVES .0121767 .0304516 .0013239 .0012009 .0898820
U'1 

-....J 	 19 ~URNITURE .0000002 .0000001 .oogoooo .0000002 .0000001 
20 EATING' ORINK .0235106 .0106478 .00~199q .0005131 .0322803 
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS .0000116 .0000013 .0000121 .0000240 .0000017 
22 OTHER TRADE .0235188 .0352065 .00~9516 .0108331 .0072600 
23 FINANCE .0362185 .0118266 .0124977 .0018016 .0042413 
24 INSURANCE .0115674 .0066794 .0058746 .0011466 .0093254 
25 HOTELS .0023915 .0051159 .0092570 .0001176 .0184326 
26 LAWYERS .0020436 .0020448 .0016262 .0038763 .0009839 
27 PERS. , BUS. SE .0184023 .0103031 .00Q8928 .0147655 .0169300 
28 AMUSEMENTS 1.0425965 .0000048 .0000047 .0013928 .0000017 
29 MIS. REP. .0062356 1.0243153 .0029843 .0001820 .0021060 
30 MED. SER. .0000157 .0000089 1.0213225 .0000098 .0000124 
31 EDuCATION .0025951 .0025754 .0023970 1.0071799 .0049939 
32 OTHER SERVICE .005889 1 .0021460 .0049178 .0020379 1.0598514 
*****.****•••*.****•••*.*••***••••*.*•••*.*.*••*.*•••*.*.*.*.*•••**••••••**••*.**.***•••*••••••***••••**••******.**•• 



Table 111-5a. Direct and indirect coefficients matrix (32 processing sectors and households 
endogenous). 

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000*000*000000000*0000000000*0000000000000000000000000000 

SECTOR NAME 1 2 ~ 4 '5 6 7 8 9 
00000.00000000 0 0000000*0000000*0000000000000000*00000000000000***0****00*000*******0***0******0*************0000000*0 

(DOLLARS) 
1 CRnPS 1.006 3325 .3659223 .0112754 .001577 1 .001 6757 .1552153 .121341 5 .0010247 .0025293 
2 LIVESTOCK .0087684 1.1374837 .0341339 .1)037603 .0039931 .4822582 .1180125 .0023786 .0060319 
3 AG SERVICES .0139160 .051 7504 1.0n15569 .0001760 .0001869 .021941& .0064921 .0001117 .0002824 
4 MINING .00006 38 .0000709 .0('100 67 2 1.0000662 .0037151 .0000342 ·0000381 .0007978 .0003928 
5 CONSTRUCTION .0126117 .0157121 .0"32138 .0117213 1.0052726 .007it221 .0048207 .0038287 .0980072 
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS .OO35{)77 .0164212 .OO21BSA ./H)21788 .0023128 1.1566882 .002912!J .0013708 .0034858 
7 AG-PROO.PROCESS .0231773 .0423414 .01\44696 .0041462 .00440 24 .Olt~7759 1.0108011 .0026207 .0066451 
8 OTHER MF'G. .0231379 .0177339 .0716867 .0304054 .0708923 .0093038 .0265325 1.0129892 .0464132 

_9 RA1L POADS .0016231 .0015007 .0(\268 19 .0095596 .0123847 .0008325 .0007387 .0005834 1.049291 9 
10 SCHOOL "US .0021440 .0011820 .00n3137 .0004587 .0004730 .0006155 .0004864 .0002610 .0005159 
11 TRUCKS .0069818 .0209427 .0(19'5418 ~O098036 .0068444 .0122187 .0137110 .0044957 .0121763 
12 TELEPHONES .0079202 .0084724 .0643263 .0033451 .004 3057 .004434B .0061723 .0021605 .0039893 
13 RAnlo .0019353 .001574 0 .0019276 .0010181 .0010517 .0009460 .Oi)l2138 .0005349 .0118205 
14 GA~ UTILITIES .0036266 .0031 955 .0027496 .0069248 .0029122 .0105771 .0027086 .0058587 .0042383 
15 ELECT. UTILITIF. .01 96057 .0288920 .0,14552 ;0156992 .010 6177 .01 80191 .0143395 .009 3551 .0149192 
16 wA ER , SANIT. .0028994 .0023689 .On2S420 .0028500 .0021100 .0021733 .0026988 .0012052 .0043552 
i7 FOOD STORES .0148569 .01l0786 .06 8 1475 .0095515 .0101 5 03 .00&670& .0065338 .0060165 .0153395 

01 
co 	 i8 AUTOMOTIVES .064 0302 .0430302 .0';)31 99 1 .0313733 .0301951 .0240094 .020828 3 .0149653 .0365255 

19 FU~NITURE .0049049 .0036544 .oil26216 .0031550 .0033698 .0021952 .0021573 .0019876 .0050682 
20 EATING $ ORINK .0089509 .0068975 .On61784 ;0060752 .006lt094 .0040954 .004205c .003659 0 .0093680 
21 GR~IN ELEVATORS .01446 n9 .0123173 .on1)3928 .1'000549 ·0000681 .00522J9 .0027990 .0002857 .0000875 
22 OTHER TRADE .0854337 .0859129 .OR'56582 .0418639 .0403424 .0456914 .0375771 .0240911 .0614847 
23 FINANCE .0523565 .056 0952 .01 8 76 15 ~O252079 .0345321 .0273464 .0181942 .0102640 .031 7 070 
24 INSURANCE .009 1799 .0119617 .065 '3 676 .0086 343 .009 0238 .006589 2 .0058 108 .0023285 .0152516 
25 HOTELS .0026267 .0021702 .0539177 .0018236 .0018446 .0012500 .0013750 .0011480 .0025737 
26 LAWYERS .0025578 .0021 872 .001S647 .OOI570~ .00387 04 .0015003 .0019315 .0012418 .0027863 
27 FlERS. $ 8US. Sf. .0103922 .0097735 .01198 41 .0058144 .0075349 .00538 02 .0067745 .0042376 .0174326 
28 AMoSEMENTS .0024380 .0018012 .0012754 .0015349 .0016324 .0010786 .0010567 .0010150 .0024568 
29 MIS. REP. .0037768 .0052284 .0,,64645 .0019037 .002039 2 .002609& .0053462 .00201 95 .0030042 
30 MEn. SER. .02829a4 .0210898 .0151264 .0182053 .0193323 .0126682 .0124490 .0114717 .0292382 
31 EDUCATION .0574162 .0316529 .0,,84011 ;0122830 .0126682 .0164831 .0130267 .0069883 .0138158 
32 oTHER SERVTCE .0093040 .0076089 .0071396 .01861 7 1 .0150418 .0045862 .0051192 .0043592 .0103244 
33 HOUSEHOLDS .66C45Q2 .4920585 .3.:;30108 .4248092 .4511027 .2955888 .2904910 .2675720 .6822114 
0*0000**0000*000*0**0**00*0*00000*0000**0****0*0000***0000*0***0*00****000********0000*0*0**00*000*********00*000**** 



Table 111-5b. Direct and indirect coefficients matrix (32 processing sectors and households 


endogenous). 

********************************************************************************************************************* 

SECTOR NAME 10 11 12 l:1! 14 15 16 11 18 
********************************************************************************************************************* 

(OOLLARS) 

1 
2 
3 

CRoPS 
LIVESTOCK 
AG SERVICES 

.00j)870A 

.00('8482 

.0003206 

.0023,)1119 

.0055064 

.0002578 

.0015234 

.0036343 

.0001 701 

.0t\276 41 

.0065914 

.Oil03085 

.(\004832 

."011518 

.0000539 

.001 9311 

.0046064 

.0002156 

.0011401 

.0041471:1 

.0001942 

.0021802 

.0051980 

.0002433 

.0021369 

.0050964 

.0002386 
4 MINING 
5 CONSTRUCTION 
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS 
7 Aa-PROO.PROCESS 
8 OTHER MFG. 

_9 RAIL ROADs 
10 SCHOOL BUS 

.0000322 

.00;4635 

.00,9617 

.0075.11071 

.01~8742 

.001 8421 
1.0006805 

.0000370 

.0076219 

.0031991 

.0060765 

.01)8909 

.0014370 

.0008760 

.0000111 

.0028135 

.0021000 

.0040036 

.0089011 

.0019146 

.0003002 

.0~1l1)586 

.0067326 

.0"3111157 

.0~7j)658 
.0440000 
.0015238 
.0007210 

.0000105 

.0022347 

.0006750 

.0012746 

.0030254 

.(1004 037 

.0003235 

.0000305 

.0056095 

.0026789 

.0050849 

.0130165 

.0040667 

.0001969 

.0002388 

.0527080 

.0023979 

.0045701 

.0605879 

.0017236 

.0003801:1 

.0000679 

.00763(1) 

.0030095 

.0057301l 

.0518376 

.0017641 

.0005822 

.0000369 

.0041956 

.0029488 

.0056183 

.0251464 

.0013278 

.0005241 
il TRUCKS .0074041 1.0056816 .004519 0 .0667328 .0014778 .0059949 .0046178 .0080155 .0054455 
i2 
13 

TELEPHONES 
RAf)IO 

.0076011 

.00'7054 
.0106858 
.0012336 

1.00215 19 
.0007301 

.0f7n637 
1.0013585 

.0011 945 

.0004982 
.00438 30 
.0035253 

.OO38}J7 

.0010147 
,o0570~O 
.0020523 

.010631103 

.0174424 

0'1 
<0 

14 GA" UTJL ITIES 
is ELECT. UTILITIE 
16 WATER $ SANIT. 
11 FOOD STORES 
i a AUTO"'OTIVES 
19 FURNITURE 
20 EATING $ DRINK 
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS 
22 OTwER TRADE 
23 Fl.~IANCF 
tl4 INSURANCE 
tiS HOTELS 
tl6 LAWYERS 
27 PERS. $ BUS. SE 
t.»8 AMUSEMENTS 
:?9 MIS. REP. 

.00;3962 

.0;:?,.320B 

.00~1104 

.017409 5 

.04,,7270 

.0011\7498 

.0110739 

.00n0900 

.1241371 

.0315468 

.0241456 

.00~2001 

.0111\1574 

.0245527 

.00::»7959 

.0034953 

.0052743 

.0528859 

.0030278 

.0139711 

.03407 16 

.0046146 

.0086715 

.00007 22 

.0613133 

.0244586 

.0138994 

.00249 87 

.00768 65 

.00877;:>1 

.0022538 

.0027488 

.0026295 

.0131894 

.0020728 

.00924 32 

.0215101 

.0030530 

.0055157 

.0000479 

.0345211 

.0159199 

.0085217 

.0015080 

.00139 79 

.0072111 

.001479 0 

.0017745 

.0;'43885 

.0,,53557 

.0041225 

.0167493 

.0417091 

.0l)5S3 22 

.000291 

.00(1)9 39 

.0~2F!432 

.0?8901() 

.01315262 

.01)32817 

.0::»12326 

.0123962 
• On:?69 73 
.01'13:3107 

1.0075985 
.0027447 
.0005781 
.0029113 
.008 2349 
.0009616 
.001809 6 
.0000152 
.0121519 
.0062826 
.0025504 
.On05128 
.001 9 412 
.0025578 
.0004750 
.0018633 

.0188682 
1.0095696 

.0034150 

.011 6 823 

.040tt544 

.0038586 

.0070009 

.0000612 

.0492102 

.0236552 

.0066714 

.0019685 

.0041145 

.0076200 

.0018859 

.0035703 

.0485304 

.051:17123 
1.0019509 

.0105454 

.0259256 

.0034831:1 

.0062840 

.0000674 

.0561388 

.0192221 

.0059692 

.0017679 

.0018816 

.0061867 

.0016913 

.00Z1936 

.0475607 

.1 155065 

.0579610 
1.0132074 

.0344707 

.0043622 

.0085515 

.0000784 

.0636751 

.0299853 

.0104167 

.0024063 

.0030504 

.0238 233 

.0021213 

.0156363 

.0037518 

.0180113 

.0029826 

.0129535 
1.05 23750 

.0042782 

.0084103 

.000070 4 

.0803767 

.0228604 

.0061449 

.0053586 

.0022787 

.011629 7 

.0020771 

.0053991 
30 ",EO. SER. 
31 EDIICATION 
32 OTHER SERVICE 
33 HO· JSF;:HOLDS 

.0331913 

.01R2249 

.0148704 

.1742447 

.0266308 

.02346(12 

.01 9 2115 

.6213776 

.0176183 

.008 0403 

.0053926 

.4111102 

.0-::)19226 

.0;91089 

.041 9589 

.7449446 

.IH)55488 

.0086621 
'0030413 
.1294816 

.0222616 

.021 3405 

.0083990 

.5195848 

.0200942 

.0l01967 

.006801108 

.461:19887 

.0251709 

.0155920 

.0127969 

.5873901 

.0246808 

.0140353 

.0103485 

.5760860 
********************************************************************************************************************* 




Table 111-5c. Direct and indirect coefficients matrix (32 processing sectors and households 
endogenous). 

********************************************************************************************************************* 
SECTOR NAME 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

********************************************************************************************************************* 
(DOllARS) 

1 CROPS .0027384 .0030983 .1245336 .0028923 .0i;2ROI0 .0029 267 .0026260 .0033712 .002141 9 
2 lIVESTOCK .0065289 .0073902 .04491~4 .0068989 .Oii66814 .0069780 .0061665 .008042!:> .0051079 
3 AG SERVICES .0003056 .0003459 .0035261 .0003229 .0603128 .0003267 .0002892 .0003765 .0002391 
4 MINING .0000763 .00n0341 .00004 28 .0000425 .0000521 .000108 0 .0000540 .0000401 .000045~ 
5 CONSTRUCTIoN .0073621 .00158958 .007444-2 .00744-02 .0104082 .0241lt24 .0108502 .0071903 .006519B 
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS .0037794 .0042831 .0038506 .00399 10 .0633668 .0040505 .003S:n2 .0046474 .0029563 
1 AG-PROD.PROCESS .0071974 .0081493 .0094721 .0076044 .0"7)640 ~0077056 .0072974 .0088600 .0056322 
8 OTHER MFG. .0639366 .0162906 .0202411 .0199570 .0183295 .0259627 .0186679 .0180480 .0281073 
9 RAll ROAOS .0015291 .0017484 .0014783 .006758 1 • Oli 1 '5617 .001 84 42 .001&868 .0017924 .001 4302 

io SCHOOL BUS .0007149 .00n9244 .0015798 .('006866 .0i\01016 .0010370 .0007697 .0006735 .0005468 
il TRUCKS .1447191 .01':;9178 .0095244 .0152894 .0;;67777 ~O072427 .0077146 .0081334 .0072752 
12 TELEPHONES .0102003 .0071056 .009 0893 .009 899 2 .0069215 '''085773 .0169 011 .0103116 .0069 215 
13 RADH') .0192021 .0043086 .004-0330 .0057319 .0';32783 .0017110 .0018562 .0015649 .0098894 
i4 GAS UTILITIES .0051941 .0045822 .0069171 .0079128 .On40859 .0071645 .0139682 .0045146 .0056516 
i5 ELECT. UTILITIE .0252093 .0282235 .0376080 .0355016 .01 694-08 .0310878 .0331294 .01 62 956 .0250065 
16 WATER $ SANIT. .0038696 .00:"1385 .0050521 .0078527 .00 3 1250 .0054276 .005&395 .0035432 .00958180) 	
i7 FOOD STORES .0165898 .01A7854 .01 48080 .01756 21 .01 698 11 .0177085 .0155046 .0204602 • 01 29 92t:40 	
.i 8 AUTO~OTI VES .0538 241 .04414H~ .0458425 .0682043 .04f)2076 .045149 0 .048 3619 .048 0540 '0585286 
19 FURNITURE 1.0054795 .OOf\1999 .0048062 .0057922 .0056089 .0058493 .00511 85 .00&7559 .0042873 
20 EA,ING $ DRINK .0265359 1.0177305 .0087945 .0131 389 .0111 9 86 .0179253 .0165083 .0174522 .0349163 
21 GRaIN ELEVATORS .0000 981 .00n0969 1.00206R3 .0000917 .0000885 .0000942 .0000829 .000105b .0000713 
22 OT ....ER TRADE .0658902 .0842306 .0676064 1.0715817 .066;034 .(1719101 .0951119 .0176985 .0144854 
23 F !NANCE .0324537 .0504322 .0328175 .045257 3 1.042Q517 ;09 04724 .09 01668 .0371081 .0377420 
24 INSURANCE .0137895 .0130269 .01{)43S7 .0086975 .01;5258 0 1.n256209 .0078567 .00958 7 1 .0155763 
25 HOTELS .0043151 .00:H748 .0025032 .0061799 .0,,28658 .0088348 1.0031+421 .00 34716 .0064282 
26 lAwYERS .0046858 .00~1691 .0043794 .0046924 .0';536 37 .014571 4 .0029999 1.0029570 .0029 866 
27 pERS. $ Sus. SE .0114070 .0114106 .0096984 .0184546 .0152002 .(\228 776 .028 2593 .0121892 1.0371443 
28 AMIISEMENTS .0026644 .00~0151 .00237 06 .0028114 .0"27242 .0028569 .0024899 .0037759 .0020828 
?9 MIS. REP. .0035045 .0176011 .0030638 .0046757 .01l329 27 .0036127 .0032839 .0047078 '0086589 
30 MEO. SER. .0316191 .03';7721 .0217313 .0334152 .0323531 .1'350924 .0295283 .0389742 .0241456 
31 EDIICATtON .0191443 .0247555 .0423085 .018388 1 .0;87890 ~O277718 .020&120 .0180359 .0146426 
32 OTHER SERVICE .0149 359 .01C;3252 .0122587 .0168032 .oi17173 .n221508 .01 844 33 .0185303 .0193951 
33 HOUSEHOLDS .7378451 .8348493 .6471801 .7799492 .7«;52579 .7875889 .68922 04 .909722b .5773053 
******~************************************************************************************************************** 



••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Table 111-5d. Direct and indirect coefficients matrix (32 processing sectors and households 


endogenous) • 


SECTOR NAME 28 29 30 31 32 31 

(DOLLARS) 
1 CRoPS .0024705 .0022335 .00~6369 .0038504 .0028343 .0"47680 
2 LIVESTOCK .0058435 .0053273 .00R0688 .0090248 .0067590 .0113753 
3 AG SERvICES .0002738 .0002494 .0003811 .0004233 .0003164 .0005325 
4 MINING .0000940 .0000467 .0000450 .0000819 .0000460 .0000458 
5 CONSTRUCTION .0144001 .0096121 .00~8210 .0126434 .0085375 .067948} 
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS .0033617 .0030815 .0044343 .0067690 .0039119 .0~6~719 
7 AG-PROD.PROCESS .0066625 .0058732 .01'0068 .0108805 .007459 2 .0125304 
8 OTMER MFG. .0536836 .0150626 .02~0563 .0463619 .0193331 .0,17666 
9 RA1L ROADS .0015841 .00]4395 .00i7641 .0028572 .0015901 .0~24847 

}O SCHOOL BUS .0005660 .0005261 .0007079 .0382427 .0007318 .0009187 
11 TRUCKS .0064070 .0074575 .0079056 .0097673 .0075372 .0113900
12 TELEPHONES .0066342 .0112485 .0105079 .0133115 .0067125 .0065555 
13 RAQIO .0071260 .0079196 .0016348 .0039548 .0029956 .0~21295 
14 GA~ UTILITIES .0076)94 .0033698 .0048250 .0074899 .0057109 .0059670 
i5 ELECT. UTILITIE .0338555 .0158455 .02n9693 .0324133 .0212831 .0?19130 
16 ~ATEA , SANIT. .00638Bl .0032787 .0039011 .0067660 .0052552 .On4~147 
i7 FOOD SToRES .015781 5 .0135528 .0194922 .0199523 .0171771 .0?89327 

m i8 AUTOMOTIVES .0462683 .0617001 .04~2103 .0412409 .1295132 .0~61689 
~ i9 FURNITURE .0048791 .0044727 .0064331 .0065898 .0056724 .0~95565 

20 EATING $ DRINK .0321584 .0185745 .01,6011 .0122516 .0423332 .0169361 
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS .0000873 .0000 707 .0001126 .0001263 .0000898 .0001484 
22 OT~ER TRADE .0784460 .0855538 .0813616 .08501]0 .0711124 .1"7~756 
23 ~INANCE .0609312 .0344843 .0450869 .0351837 .0329166 .0484120 
24 INSUR~NCE .0147147 .0095643 .0100240 .0113970 .0129840 .Oij61640 
25 HOTELS .0047237 .0012536 .0033319 .0033213 .0211438 .0~45678 
26 LAwYERS .0041140 .0039426 .0043558 .0066663 .0033908 .on40549 
27 PERS. $ BUS. SE .0264588 .0116878 .0205144 .0256455 .0262955 .0157786 
28 AMUSEMENTS 1.0449597 .0021709 .0031203 .0045842 .D027549 .0~46283 
29 MIS. PEP. .0090309 1.0268775 .OO~6695 .0039569 .0053554 .On54745 
30 MEn. SER. .0281600 .0258065 1.05R4279 .0380180 .0321299 .0~51209 
31 EDuCATION .0151566 .0140896 .01R9582 1.0241440 .0195966 .0~46019 
32 OTHER SERVICE .0143065 .0098616 .0160153 .0134054 1.0696366 .0164856 
33 HO!JSEHOLDS .657050tl .6022656 .8662558 .8873323 .7638157 1.2R68417*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*.**••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 



Table 111-6a. Direct and indirect coefficients matrix (32 processing sectors, households, and 

local government endogenous). 
• ** ••********************.**********.****.*******.**.*••*.*.*.****.**••***.**••***.*.**••••**.****••••**•••*.**••**** 

SECTOR NAME t 2 "1 4 5 6 7 8 9 
******••*••*.**.*••****.****.***.***.*.******••*••••*••*•••••••••••••*•••••••••*.**.*•••••••••**••*.*••***•••••*•••*. 

(DOLLARS) 
1 CROPS 1.0064 372 .3659786 .0112879 .001596& .0016955 .1552439 .12136)5 .0010354 .0025488 
2 LIVESTOCK .00901Rl 1.137&180 .0~41&3A .OO)R068 .0040402 .4823264 .1180649 .0024041 .0060784 
3 AG SERVICES .0139277 .0517567 1.0"15583 .0001782 .0001891 .0219448 .0064946 .0001l29 .0002845 
4 Ml~JING .0000656 .0000719 .01\(1)674 1.0000665 .0031154 .0000341 .0000385 .0007980 .0003931 
5 CO~<ISTRUCTION .0129622 .0159005 .0032557 .on7865 1.0053387 .0075184 .0048943 .0038645 .0980725 
6 DAtl=lY PROOIlCTS .0036530 .0164993 .0022032 .0022058 .0023402 1.1567279 .0029425 .001385& .0035129 
7 AG PROD. PROCESS .0234533 .0424897 .On4C;026 .0041975 .0011'4544 .0188513 1.0108590 .0026489 .0066965 
8 OTHER MFG. .0238015 .01809 06 .0111661 .0305288 .071t1174 .0094849 .02667113 1.0130570 .0465368 
9 RAIL ROADS .0016916 .0015375 .(1)26901. .0095724 .0123976 .0008512 .0007531 .0005904 1.0493046 

10 SCI-JOOL BUS .00218139 .001206 1 .0003191 ~0004670 .00048 11; .0006278 .0004959 .0002655 .0005243 
il TRUCKS .001 2523 .1}21088 1 .0~915742 .0098'539 .00&8954 .0122926 .0137678 '0045233 .0122267 
12 TEtEPHONES .0081210 .0085803 .01\43504 .1)033825 .0043435 .0044897 .0062144 .0021810 .0040267 
13 RADIO .0019973 .001607 ) .01'119350 .0010302 .001')634 .0009629 .0012268 .0005413 .0118321 
i 4 GAS lITILlTIES .0038750 .003329 1 .0627793 .oOf,9709 .002959 1 .0106449 .0027608 .00581341 .0042846 
15 ELECT. uTILITIE .0205992 .0294260 .011.:;741 .0158839 .01080!;2 .0182902 .0145481 .0094566 .0151042 
16 WATER $ SANIT. .00306 27 .0024566 .01t?C; 6 16 .0028R04 .0021 4 08 .0022178 .0021331 .0012218 .0043856 

0> 	 i7 FOOD STORES .0154901 .01141 9 1 .0~82233 .0096692 .0102697 .0068435 .0066667 .0060811 .0154574 
tV 	 ;: a AUTOMOTIVES .06578 42 .()439731 .0?34091 .c31 6994 .0305259 .02'+4881 .0211966 .015144 4 .0368522 

}9 fURNJTIJRE .0051141 .0037669 .OO26lt66 .0031 9 38 .0034 092 .0022523 .0022013 .002009 0 .0051071 
20 EA1ING $ DRINK .0093419 .oonllo .('1"64259 .(1)6149 0 .0064843 .0042037 .0042886 .0036995 .0094419 
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS .0144642 .012319 1 .0,,039 32 .0000555 .00006 87 .0052249 .0027997 .0002860 .0000881 
22 OTi-4EI=I TRADE .0897146 .08 82142 .OJ:l 6 17 06 .0426 597 .0411 49C1 .0468597 .038475~ '02452 82 .06228 21 
23 f I~IANCE' .0534560 .0566863 .018R930 .0254123 .0347~96 .0276465 .0184251 .0103763 .0319118 
24 INSUI=IANCE .009 3398 .0120476 .01\5'3867 .0086640 .0090539 .0066328 .0058444 .0023449 .0152814 
25 HOTELS .0027454 .002234 0 .00393 19 .1)()18456 .001 8669 .0012823 .0013999 .0011(1)1 .0025958 
26 LAwYERS .0026594 .0022419 .0';10;769 .0015895 .0038896 .0015280 .0019528 .0012522 .0028052 
27 PERS. $ 8US. SE .01 :}79 13 .0099881 .0121)318 .00'58887 .007&102 .005489, .006~583 .0042783 .0175069 
28 A"'USEMF,'NTS .0025403 .0018562 .Oti128 76 .0015'539 .001 6517 .001101:15 .0010781 .0010255 .0024758 
29 MIS. REP. .00391)23 .0052959 .006479C; .0019270 .0020629 .0026438 .005372"i .0020323 .0030275 
30 MED. SER. .0295 7 18 .0217743 .0152788 .0184421 .01957 25 .0130158 .0127164 .011601 7 .0294754 
31 EDI1CATION .0586192 .0322996 .On8 <; 45 1 .0125066 .0128951 .0168114 .0132792 .007 1111 .0140398 
32 OTHER SERVICE .0103153 .0081525 .0(172606 .0188051 .01523 26 .0048622 .0053316 .004462 5 .0105128 
33 HOUSEHOLDS .6886219 .5071978 .3t:;6 38 11 ~4300448 .4564154 .3032750 .29 64039 .2704480 .6874571 
34 LOCAL GOVT. .1) 4 12368 .0221 674 .On4C135(1 .307666 1 .00777 90 .0112543 .008657~ ·0042110 .00768 09 
••*.*.**.**.*••**•••**••****.****.****•••*******••*****.**.**••***••*.***••**••••••*•••••*••••••****••*••*.*•••••*••• 



Table 1II·6b. Direct and indirect coefficients matrix (32 processing sectors, households, and 

local government endogenous). 
************************************************************************************************************.******** 

SEnOR NAME 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 
*****************************************************************.**.****************.***********.*********.***••*.** 

(DOLLARS) 
1 CRoPS .00?8979 .0023477 .0015346 .01\27936 .0004987 .001 9676 .0017549 .0022042 .0021580 
2 LIVESTOCK .0069128 .0055991 .0036610 .On66618 .0011886 .0046920 .0041830 .0052551 .0051466 
3 AG SERvtCE~ .Oon3236 .0002621 .0001714 .On03118 ;000";56 .00021 96 .0001958 .0002460 .0002409 
4 ~INING .0000326 .0000376 .0000173 .0"0"591 .nOOOl0? .0000311 .000239 0 .0000683 .0000373 
5 CONSTRUCTION .0055542 .0077519 .0028509 .0068314 .0022863 .0057295 .0527574 .0077191 .0048661 
6 DAIRY PROQUCTS .0039993 .00325~0 .0021155 .O~38567 .0006964 .00272B7 .0024184 .0030427 .0029781 
7 AG-PROO.PROCESS .0076185 .0061789 .0040331 .0073436 .0013152 .0051794 .004609 0 .0057931 .0056739 
8 OTHER MFG. .01A0460 .0121371 .0089721 .0441871 .0031231 .0132438 .0606815 .051989] .0252799 

_9 RATL ROAUS .0018604 .0014624 .0019219 .On15431 .0004138 .0040902 .0017332 .0017797 .0013416 
1~ SCHOOL BUS 1.00n6922 .0008927 .0003050 .0007337 .~003301 .0008123 .0003871 .0005925 .0005331 
il TRuCKS .0074741 1.0057820 .0045479 .01\61\090 .00151 76 .0060876 .0046560 .0080773 .0055000 
12 TELEPHONES .0076530 .0107604 1.0021734 .0171203 .0012241 .0044518 .0038420 .0057489 .0106747 
}3 RADIO .0017215 .0012566 .0001368 1.on13?60 .0005073 .0035466 .0010234 .0020664 .0174548 
i4 GA~ UTILITIES .OO~4605 .0053665 .0026561 .O~44586 1;o~76351 .0189533 .0'85654 .0476175 .003801 8 
]5 ELECT. UTILITIE .0225780 .0532546 .0138956 .0256358 .0028910 1.0099099 .0588524 .1~57336 .0182113 
i6 WATER $ SANtT. .00~1527 .0030884 .0020903 .On43686 ;0006021 .0034709 1.0019740 .0579984 .0030155 
17 FOOD STORES .0175734 .0142061 .0093109 .Oi69278 .0030045 .011~992 .010634b 1.0133521 .0130810 

~ 	 18 AUrOMOTIVES .0411809 .0347224 .0216977 .0422037 .0084932 .0410552 .0261730 .0348717 1.0527279 
19 FURNITURE .00;8039 .0046922 .0030754 .065$912 .0009924 .00393 03 .V035133 .0044 101 .0043203 
20 EArING S DRINK .0)11766 .0088188 .0055582 .0111411 .n018681 .0071369 .0063400 .0086423 .0084902 
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS .0000909 .0000734 .0000482 .0000948 .000n157 .0000623 .0000679 .0000791 .0000710 
22 OTHER TRADE .1252451 .0629017 .0349789 .0~40504 .0127823 .0506766 .0567425 .0646537 .0812382 
23 FINANCE .0318314 .0248666 .0160375 .029~111 .0064446 .0240319 .0193772 .0302367 .0230817 
24 INSURANCE .0241870 .0139588 .0085388 .01351 13 .0025740 .0067262 .0059918 .0104533 .0061771 
25 HOrELS .0032308 .0025427 .0015206 .0~33151 .0005303 .0020092 .001 184b .0024334 .0053825 
26 LAwYERS .01~1837 .0077182 .0014088 .0212612 .0019562 .0041493 .0018960 .0030737 .0022992 
27 PERS. ~ BUS. SE .0246560 .0089202 .0072538 .0125088 .0026166 .0077568 .00b2430 .0239146 .0117101 
28 AMIJSEMENTS .00;8224 .00229 , 7 .0014899 .Oij27261 '01)04901 .001 9 210 .0017057 .0021447 '0020977 
29 MIS. REP. .0035277 .0027954 .0017879 .0033461 .0018S18 .0036132 .0022113 .0156650 .0054244 
30 MED. SER. .0335209 .0271032 .0177545 .0322817 .0057363 .0226978 .0202738 .0254620 .0249371 
31 EDuCATION .0185362 .0239065 .0081689 .Of96481 .0088392 .0217525 .0103663 .015867Q .0142773 
32 OTHER SERVICE .01~1322 .0195867 .0055008 .042244n .~031902 .0087454 .0069474 .0130281 .0105521 
33 HOUSEHOLDS .78i5336 .63182~7 .4141224 .7~28860 .1336288 .5292320 .4729599 .5938286 .5817537 
34 LO~AL GOVT. ,01o~7?S .0152998 .0044105 .011~281 .0060725 .0141257 .0058146 .009426& .0082988 
****.*.**.***.**.******.*••****.**.****.******•••••***.*******••••••**•••****.**.***••**•••*•••••••*•••••*.*.*••••••• 



Table 111-6c. Direct and indirect coefficients matrix (32 processing sectors, households, and 

local government endogenous). 
********************************************************************************************************************* 

SECTOR NAME 19 20 21 22 2~ 24 25 2& 27 
********************************************************************************************************************* 

IOOLLAJ:IS) 
1 CR~PS .0027677 .00~1374 .1246032 .00291 96 .O~28294 .0029722 .002&587 .0033965 .0021642 
2 LIVESTOCK .0065987 .0074834 .0450763 .0069641 .0067491 .0070865 .0062444 .0081028 .0051609 
3 AG SERVICES .0003089 .00n3503 .0035338 .0003260 .On01159 .0003317 .0002928 .0003793 .0002416 
4 MINING .0000768 .0000347 .0000440 .0000430 .000052& .0001088 .0000545 .0000406 .0000459 
5 CONSTRUCTION .0074600 .00~0266 .0076770 .0075 316 .010~031 .0242946 .0109595 .0072750 .0065941 
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS .0038200 0043374 .0039471 .0040289 .0~39062 .0041136 .0035825 .0046825 .0029872 
7 AG-PROD.PROCESS .0072745 :00R2522 .0096554 .0076764 .on74388 ~007R255 .0073834 .0089267 .0056907 
8 OTHER MFG. .0641219 .0165383 .0206819 .0201302 .01R;094 .0262510 .0188748 .0182082 .0282481 

.9 RAIL ROADS .0015483 .0017740 .0015238 .0067759 .0015802 .0018739 .0017082 .0018089 .0014448 
!O SCHOOL BUS .0007274 .00n9412 .0016097 .0006984 .On07138 .0010565 .0007837 .0006843 .0005563 
11 TRuCKS .1447947 .0160188 .0097042 .0153600 .ooM510 .on73602 .0077989 .0081988 .0073327 
12 TELEPHONES .0102564 .0077805 .0092226 .0099517 .On6976n .0086646 .0169637 .0103601 .0069641 
13 RAnJO .0192194 .0043318 .0040141 .0057481 .Oii3?951 .0017379 .0018755 .0015799 .0099025 
!4 GAS UTILITIES .0052641 .0046749 .0070821 .0079717 .0041533 .o{l7n24 .0140457 .004574& .0057043 
15 ELECT. UTILITIE .0254868 .02~5942 .0382680 .0357609 .0172101 .0315194 .0334392 .016535~ .0252173 
!6 wATER $ SANIT. .0039152 .0037994 .0051605 .0078953 .0031692 .0054985 .0056904 .0035826 .0096165 

~ 17 FOOD STORES .0167667 .0190218 .0152287 .0177273 .0171527 .0119836 .0157020 .0206131 .0131212 
18 AUTOMOTIVES .0543139 .04~3961 .0470~77 .0686621 .040~829 .0459110 .0489089 .0484776 .0589009 
19 FU~NITURE 1.0055380 .OO~2179 .0049452 .0058468 .O~56656 .~059401 .0051837 .0068064 .0043317 
20 EA·ING $ DRINK .0266468 1.0178787 .0090583 .0132425 .01'1062 .0180978 .0166321 .0175481 .0350006 
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS .0000991 .oon0982 1.00207~5 .0000926 .~oon894 .~00095? .0000839 .0001004 .0000720 
22 OT~ER TRADE .0670858 .08~8281 .0704502 1.0727050 .OA76636 .0737699 .0964468 .0787324 .0753940 
23 FI~ANCE .0321608 .0508426 .0336079 .0455443 1.0432497 .0909501 .0905097 .0373736 .0379753 
24 IN~URANCE .0138342 .0110 866 .0105419 .0081393 .On51013 1.0256904 .007~066 .0096257 .0156103 
25 HOTELS .00 43482 .0018191 .0025821 .0062109 .0~2~98n .0088863 1.0034791 .0035002 .0064534 
76 LAwYERS .0047142 .0012070 .0044469 .00471 90 .0051912 .0146156 .0030~16 1.002981~ .0030082 
27 PERS. $ BUS. SE .0115184 .0115595 .0099636 .0185588 .0153083 .n230s10 .0283838 .0122856 1.0372290 
28 AMIISEMENTS 00(126930 .0030533 .00243R5 .0028381 .01\27519 .0029013 .0025218 .0038005 .0021045 
29 MIS. RF.P. .0035395 .0176479 .0031471 .0047084 .0031267 .0036672 .0033230 .0047381 .008&85~ 
30 MEo. SER. .0319748 .0362473 .0285772 .0331475 .O~26983 .0356456 .0299255 .0392818 .0250159 
31 EDUCATION .0194802 .0252044 .0431076 .0181021 .0191151 .0282944 .0209871 .0183264 .014897~ 
32 OTHER SERVICE .0152184 .0157026 .0129305 .0110671 .0180514 .0225902 .0181586 .0187745 .0196098 
33 HOUSEHOLDS .7457104 .8453584 .6658881 .7872994 .7~2R906 .7998235 .6980026 .91&5241 .5832829 
34 LOCAL GOVT. .0115166 .01~3877 .0273937 .0107624 .0~11760 .0179142 .0128591 .0099589 .0087521 
********************************************************************************************************************* 



(. 

Table l11-6d. Direct and indirect coefficients matrix (32 processing sectors, households, and 

local government endogenous). 
********************************************************************************************************************* 

SECTOR NA~E 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
********************************************************************************************************************* 

(OOLLARS) 

1 CROPS .0024929 .0022543 .0036644 .0038756 .0028642 .0648020 .0025703 

2 LIVESTOCK .0058969 .0053770 .00~1344 .0090853 .0068302 .Oi14563 .0061282 

3 AG SERVICES .0002763 .0002517 .00~384? .0004262 .~003197 .0~05362 .0002B69 

4 MINING .0000944 .0000470 .Oon045~ .0000 823 .0000466 .0~n0464 .0000439 

5 CONSTRUCTION .0144750 .009&819 .0069131 .0121283 .008&374 .0~8~618 .0085996 

6 DAIRY PRODUCTS .0033928 .0031105 .0044725 .0068\142 .0039534 .0;;6619) .0035653 

7 AG PROD PROCESS .0067415 .0059282 .0120793 .01~9474 .0075379 .0126199 .0067109 

8 OTHER MFG. .0538254 .0151949 .0262305 .0465228 .0195223 .0?19818 .0162818 

9 RAIL ROADs .0015987 .001 4532 .00i 7820 .0028138 .0016096 .0~2~070 .0016806 


10 SC~OOL BUS .0005756 .0005351 .00~7197 .0382536 .0001446 .0;;09332 .0011022 
11 TRUCKS .0064648 .0075114 .0079766 .0098329 .0016143 .0114778 .0066311 
12 TELEPHONES .0066771 .0112885 .0105607 .0133602 .0061697 .0066206 .n049211 
13 RADIO .0071393 .0079319 .0016511 .0039698 .0030133 .0;;21496 .0015201 
14 GAS UTILITIES .0076925 .0034193 .0048903 .0075501 .0057817 .On60416 !0060952 
15 ELECT. UTILITIE .0340671 .0160435 .0212302 .0326541 .0215663 .0?22352 .0243710 
16 wATER $ SANIT. .0064230 .0033112 .0039440 .0068056 .0053018 .0648676 .0040060 

en 17 FOOD STORES .0159161 .0136790 .0196585 .0201059 .0173576 .n?91380 .0155378 
~ 18 AUTOMOTIVES .0 466430 .0620502 .04~73n9 .0476662 .1300131 .0673377 .0430310 

19 FURNITURE .0049244 .0045144 .00~4880 .0066405 .0057320 .0~9~243 !0051318 
20 EATING S DRINK .0322432 .0186536 .01?70S4 .0123419 .0424463 .0;7n654 .0097425 
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS .0000s8 0 .0000714 .00n1134 .0001271 .0000907 .0601 494 .0000811 
22 OT~ER TRADE .0793605 .0864068 .OS'-491A .0860489 .0123324 .ln89639 .'050389 
23 FI~ANCE .0611121 .0341034 .0453157 .03545~3 .0332900 .0487686 .0269792 
24 INSURANCE .0141489 .0095962 .0100660 .0114351 .0130296 .on6215e .0039243 
25 HOTELS .0047491 .0072773 .00~3630 .0033560 .0211116 .0046062 .0029117 
26 LAWYERS .0041357 .0039628 .0043825 .0066910 .0034197 .0040879 ;0024941 
27 PERS. S BUS. SE .0265440 .0117613 .02n6192 .0251423 .0264093 .0;59081 .0097936 
28 AMUSEMENTS 1.0449815 .0021913 .00~1411 .0046090 .002764 0 .0046614 .0025082 
29 MIS. REP. .0090577 1.0269025 .00~7025 .0039873 .00539 11 .0;;55152 ;0030119 
30 MEn. SER. .0284320 .0260602 1.OSA1623 .0383~61 .0330928 .0555339 .0312457 
31 EDIJCATJON .0154130 .0143293 .01Q2741 1.0244356 .0199394 .0'-49920 .0295159 
32 OTHER SERVICE .0145225 .0100631 .01~2809 .0136506 1.0699248 .0\68136 .'248147 
33 HOUSEHOLDS .&630668 .6018712 .8716517 .8941663 .7118419 1.2959150 .6910141 
34 LOCAL GOVT. .0088088 .0082167 .0108294 .0099918 .0111522 .0133133 1.0118039 
**************************************************************.****************************.************************* 



Table 111-7. Multipliers for Region Six East. 

Final demand Income Employment 

Ratios of 
Type Type Type Type Type Type Type 

Sectors I" lib Inc I II Id lie 

1. Crops 1.2336670 2.1696945 2.2558214 1.2427715 1.5992502 1.2681369 1.6773480 .0000408 
2. Livestock 1.8227188 2.5200827 2.5663813 3.8155109 4.9099585 1.8908496 2.2411998 .0000355 
3. Ag. sevices 1.2432383 1.7435385 1.7538456 1.4301851 1.8404218 1.6761923 2.1621810 .0000183 
4. Mining 1.1141132 1.7161687 1.7321801 1.1526025 1.4832169 1.1229395 1.4234157 .0000357 
5. Construction 1.1429879 1.7823075 1.7985547 1.1660482 1.5005194 1.2927393 1.9928622 .0000163 
6. Dairy prod. mfg. 1.9455038 2.3644234 2.3879291 4.3948340 5.6554556 5.9610230 7.1933365 .0000061 
7. Other ago prod. proc. 1.357006 1.7666954 1.7867782 1.8794028 2.4184939 2.4181388 3.1730559 .0000097 
8. Other mfg. 1.0340143 1.4132274 1.4220225 1.0556487 1.3584527 1.0640249 1.4540090 .0000173 
9. Railroads 1.2369137 2.2037694 2.2198117 1.1892227 1.5303413 1.1394386 1.4396417 .0000574 

10. School busses 1.1433030 2.2405918 2.2628823 1.1335837 1.4587427 1.0761496 1.2400495 .0001193 
11. Trucks 1.1130671 1.9937068 2.0256619 1.1149517 1.4347663 1.1018534 1.4790032 .0000416 
12. Telephone 1.0224944 1.6051351 1.6143470 1.0289514 1.3240975 1.0163089 1.2413867 .0000461 
13. Radio 1.1386772 2.1944407 2.2187270 1.1097972 1.4281333 1.1046824 1.446826 .0000553 
14. Gas utilities 1.0292233 1.2127295 1.2254124 1.1314467 1.4559928 1.1387635 1.4949730 .0000092 
15. Elec. utilities 1.0807578 1.8171328 1.8466357 1.0845600 1.3956570 1.3957969 2.8431358 .0000091 
16. Water & sanit. 1.2301023 1.8947708 1.9069152 1.2131009 1.5610688 1.0819092 1.2881422 .0000574 
17. Food stores 1.3953140 2.2277862 2.2474746 1.3988971 1.8001591 1.1089887 1.2515725 .0001040 

0'.1 
0) 18. Automotive 1.1290503 1.9455011 1.9628340 1.1404134 1.4675315 1.1343886 1.3993225 .0000549 

19. Furniture 1.3016442 2.3473460 2.3713996 1.2727285 1.6378001 1.1950787 1.4638717 .0000693 
20. Eating & drinking 1.1143737 2.2975535 2.3296922 1.0917954 1.4049678 1.0423081 1.1908196 .0001419 
21. Grain elevators 1.3108279 2.2280358 2.2852501 1.3120712 1.6884279 1.2695646 1.6108998 .0000479 
22. Other trade 1.1491096 2.2544829 2.2769611 1.1138910 1.4334014 1.0825840 1.3152940 .0000846 
23. Finance 1.0652499 2.1356297 2.1589718 1.0526902 1.3546456 1.1185668 1.8797593 .0000251 
24. Insurance 1.2201791 2.3363797 2.3737951 1.2017635 1.5464794 1.2693797 1.8325866 .0000353 
25. Hotels 1.2313556 2.2081447 2.2350022 1.2409058 1.5968493 1.0896335 1.2283491 .0001255 
26. Lawyers 1.0376982 2.3269913 2.3477913 1.0241815 1.3179594 1.0519117 1.5688985 .0000444 
27. Pers. & bus. servo 1.2308636 2.0490424 2.0673231 1.2882836 1.6578171 1.1671160 1.3299666 .0000895 
28. Amusements 1.2830472 2.2142443 2.2326423 1.2960865 1.6678581 1.1311213 1.2503351 .0001392 
29. Misc. repair 1.1769476 2.0305010 2.0476623 1.2035463 1.5487736 1.1804976 1.4220004 .0000630 
30. Med. servo 1.1050125 2.3327027 2.3553209 1.0753938 1.3838616 1.0843948 1.4399030 .0000615 
31. Education 1.1721096 2.4296703 2.4505516 1.1085135 1.4264814 1.1462235 1.4729859 .0000686 
32. Other servo 1.2750837 2.3575920 2.3821375 1.2559630 1.6162255 1.3112535 1.6218616 .0000621 
33. Households 1.8237604 1.8516916 
34. Local govt. 2.1132457 

NOTE: Some ofthe mu Iti pi iers in this table are slightly different than the multipliers for identical sectors in table 9. This is caused by different levels ofsector 
aggregation in the two tables. 
"Each multiplier is the sum of the elements in a column from table 111-4. Only the 32 processing sectors are endogenous. 
bEach multiplier is the sum of the elements in a column from table 111-5. Endogenous sectors include the 32 processing sectors and households. 
"Each multiplier is the sum of the elements in a column from table 111-6. The 32 processing sectors, households, and local government are 
endogenous. 


·Calculated with households and local governrnents exogenous. 

·Calculated with households endogenous and local governments exogenous. 



